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Ferrofluids investigated along for about five decades are ultrastable colloidal suspensions of magnetic

nanoparticles, which manifest simultaneously fluid and magnetic properties. Their magnetically controlla-

ble and tunable feature proved to be from the beginning an extremely fertile ground for a wide range of

engineering applications. More recently, biocompatible ferrofluids attracted huge interest and produced a

considerable increase of the applicative potential in nanomedicine, biotechnology and environmental

protection. This paper offers a brief overview of the most relevant early results and a comprehensive

description of recent achievements in ferrofluid synthesis, advanced characterization, as well as the gov-

erning equations of ferrohydrodynamics, the most important interfacial phenomena and the flow pro-

perties. Finally, it provides an overview of recent advances in tunable and adaptive multifunctional

materials derived from ferrofluids and a detailed presentation of the recent progress of applications in the

field of sensors and actuators, ferrofluid-driven assembly and manipulation, droplet technology, including

droplet generation and control, mechanical actuation, liquid computing and robotics.

1 Introduction

Ferrofluids or magnetic (nano)fluids – a category of magneti-
cally controllable fluids – are rather attractive for a large variety
of applications, which require simultaneously fluid and mag-
netic properties. Among the first attempts to achieve this
ambitious goal was the patent filed in 1963 by Steven Papell of
NASA,1 who used long term ball milling of a mixture of large
particles of magnetite (Fe3O4), a carrier liquid and a surfactant
to obtain a magnetizable liquid rocket fuel. Ferrofluids, highly
stable magnetic colloids incorporating magnetic particles with
a size of the order of 10 nm, use a surface-active layer coating
on each nanoparticle to provide a short-range repulsion, pre-

venting them from sticking to each other. Early results on the
composition, physico-chemical make-up and magnetic pro-
perties of the ferrofluids characterizing the particle size, col-
loidal stability, diffusive properties, magnetization curve, and
viscosity2–6 enforced intensive research on the science of mag-
netic fluids. Rosensweig and Neuringer proposed a mathemat-
ical theory broadening the Navier-Stokes equation to include
the force on a magnetic fluid regarded as a continuum, devel-
oping the basics of ferrohydrodynamics,7 the name given to
magnetohydrodynamics of ferrofluids with a very rich new
phenomenology.8–10 The discovery of the normal field instabil-
ity is perhaps the best known and most characteristic response
of a ferrofluid.11

World interest in ferrofluids was highly stimulated by the
first commercial application of ferrofluids, the leakage-free
rotating seals,12 an excellent component of many recent high-
tech devices. Moving coil speakers with magnetic fluid
damping and cooling demonstrated another highly successful
commercial development.13,14 Due to continuous progress in
the science of magnetic fluids, these proved to be today fully
involved in nanotechnology contributions to industrial pro-
gress and development of smart devices, all improving every-
one’s quality of life. More recently, intensive research concern-
ing biocompatible ferrofluids – bio-ferrofluids – is fully motiva-
ted by the huge interest for their applications in biotechnology
and nanomedicine, practically a new field of research, also
accounted for in the present review. The scientific and techno-
logical progress in the field is illustrated by the highly positive
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trend of publications focused on magnetic fluids/ferrofluids.
According to Web of Science Core Collection the number of
papers increased more than three times in the last two
decades; especially, due to ferrofluid improved smart audio
devices, biomedical applications and the increasing applica-
bility of magnetically operated sensors, the global market for
ferrofluids is expected to have a compound annual growth rate
(CAGR) of 5.5% until 2025 and to attain a valuation of US$
73.9 Mn by the end of 2025.15 Except the Introduction, the
paper is structured as follows:

Section 2 is dedicated to the presentation and evaluation of
the most efficient synthesis procedures of engineering and bio-
compatible ferrofluids, respectively, also including various
aspects of up-scaled manufacturing. The similarities and
differences between the two classes of ferrofluids are
thoroughly discussed with reference to composition, particle
size, surface coating and volume concentration of magnetic
nanoparticles, as well as biocompatibility and colloidal stabi-
lity in application related conditions.

Section 3 concerning advanced characterization of engin-
eering and biocompatible ferrofluids is the most extended part
of the paper. There will be reviewed results of high-resolution
electron microscopy (HRTEM), static light scattering (SLS),
dynamic light scattering (DLS), X-ray photoelectron spec-
troscopy (XPS), Mössbauer spectroscopy, X-ray scattering tech-
niques (small-angle X-ray scattering (SAXS), small-angle
neutron scattering (SANS), polarization analyzed SANS
(SANSPOL, PASANS), very small-angle neutron scattering
(VSANS) and neutron reflectometry), magnetometry, and rheo-
and magneto-rheometry, all the techniques essentially contri-
buting to the qualification of ferrofluids to the highest require-
ments of envisaged applications.

Section 4 refers to ferrohydrodynamics, interfacial instabil-
ities, pattern formation, droplet formation and manipulation,
and microfluidics. A brief summary of equations of ferrohydro-
dynamics is presented in their continuum or macroscopic
description, to provide the framework for an overview of ferro-
hydrodynamic phenomena described by the generalized
Bernoulli relationship. Interfacial instabilities and patterning
phenomena, droplet formation and manipulation are summar-
ized to show the way towards magnetically controlled ferro-
fluid droplet populations and new features of digital microflui-
dics. Spin-up flow and flow in confined geometries are con-
sidered taking into account the microscopic make-up of
ferrofluids.

The most successful and, also, some of the most promising
applications are reviewed in Section 5. Tunable and adaptive
multifunctional materials derived from ferrofluids, ferrofluid-
driven assembly, ferrofluid enabled surfaces and interfaces,
sensors, actuators and ferrofluid droplet technology illustrate
the huge applicative potential of ferrofluids. It is a comprehen-
sive overview, but far from being a complete one. Among
others, there are missing applications of ferrofluids in heat
transfer processes, energy harvesting or in adaptive optics; we
refer in this respect to recent papers16–22 and also to the book
chapter23 and the book.24

Not the last, the famous Rosensweig instabilities paved the
way to kinetic art, in particular to liquid sculptures constantly
changing shape controlled by magnetic fields.25 Ferrofluid
spikes formed and moving in non-uniform time-varying fields
(Fig. 1a) and an inspired combination of ferrofluids with water
colors shaped by a magnetic field (Fig. 1b)26 provide a convin-
cing illustration of how nanomaterials, in particular magnetic
fluids, can expand the expressive vocabulary of artists today.27

The review is aimed at attracting young scientists and intro-
ducing them to the broad field of engineering and bio-ferro-
fluids, while providing newcomers with a selected collection of
literature references.

2 Synthesis procedures
2.1 Optimal size range of magnetic nanoparticles in
ferrofluids and bio-ferrofluids

Colloidal magnetic fluids are stable suspensions of generally
spherical shape magnetic nanoparticles in a carrier liquid;
that is, the particles have to be homogeneously distributed in
the volume of the sample and have to avoid sedimentation for
a long period of time even in a strong magnetic field. While
fabrication of multi (temperature, pH and ionic strength)
stimuli-responsive nanoparticle systems is a real challenge
today,29 in which particle aggregation is driven by the manipu-
lation of colloidal stability, magnetic fluids require well-stabil-
ized colloid state under variable conditions where external
stimuli, such as magnetic field, changing pH, ionic strength
and protein content in the case of aqueous systems for bio-
medical purposes, do not lead to a loss of colloidal stability.
Colloidal stability of magnetic fluids with aqueous and organic
carriers involves besides the forces between charged colloidal
particles described by the classical Derjaguin–Landau–Verwey–
Overbeek (DLVO) theory,30,31 also non-DLVO forces,32 magnetic
dipolar attractive interactions and steric repulsion forces.33–36

If the repulsive (electrostatic and steric) forces exceed the
attractive (van der Waals and magnetic dipolar) forces during
the random (thermal motion) or forced (in shear, gravitational
or magnetic field) collision of the particles, they cannot stick
together; they remain independent. The colloidal stability of a
magnetic fluid is achieved if the thermal energy of the par-
ticles is able to keep them distributed in a liquid carrier as
mentioned above; that is, the thermal energy has to be larger
than their energy in the gravitational field or in a magnetic
field gradient, respectively.34,37–39 A typical case refers to mag-
netite nanoparticles, which conduct to a range of particle sizes
between 5 and 15 nm to ensure optimal magnetic behavior
and long-term colloidal stability of ferrofluids in gravitational
and/or intense and non-uniform magnetic fields. During the
last years intensive research on applications in the biomedical
field widely extended the above-mentioned size range of iron-
oxide nanoparticles in the composition of ferrofluids. Bio-ferro-
fluids, i.e. biocompatible ferrofluids,40,41 refer to ferrofluids
with mostly multicore nanoparticles with sizes well above
10 nm designed for nanomedicine and biotechnology42–45
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and, also to ferrofluids with particle sizes less than 5 nm syn-
thesized especially for MRI contrast agents.46,47 There are
essential differences compared to conventional ferrofluids. For
very small particle sizes, below 5 nm, the magnetization of par-
ticles is abruptly reduced due to spin canting in the surface
layer.48,49

The multicore particles keep the superparamagnetic behav-
ior, but do not have permanent magnetic moment, only field
dependent induced magnetic moment, which could provide
an improved magnetic response in applied magnetic field. The
dispersed particles are mainly iron oxide nanoparticle (IONP)
clusters with relatively big size (several tens of nm or even
higher); therefore, the colloidal stability of this kind of bio-fer-
rofluid is significantly reduced. Following the discussion
about ideal and real ferrofluids in ref. 50, the typical IONP size
ranges for ideal, real and bio-ferrofluids are summarized in
Fig. 2. Actually, referring to the large diversity of ferrofluids
synthesized for biomedical applications, the particle sizes are
mainly in the size ranges I and IV but nanoparticles of other
sizes are also encountered. At the same time engineering
devices require the use of ideal or at most conventional (real)
ferrofluids, say engineering ferrofluids, with much restricted
particle sizes.

2.2 Synthesis of magnetic nanoparticles for ferrofluids

The bottom-up synthesis is actually a self-assembly in solution
of atomic and molecular precursors51 giving rise to colloidal
nanoparticles of various shape and composition. According to
the model of LaMer and Dinegar52–54 the synthesis of mono-
disperse nanoparticles requires a net separation of nucleation
and growth.

This theory is based on nucleation-growth mechanisms and
considers nucleation as the limiting step in the process. The
LaMer diagram describes the evolution of the monomer con-
centration vs. time, involving the interplay of free-energy
barrier and thermal energy and can be divided in three stages
(Fig. 3): (1) increasing monomer concentration until nuclei are
continuously being formed and dissolved; (2) nuclei formation

partially reduces supersaturation, leading to a decrease of
nucleation rate; (3) the growth by diffusion of stable nuclei
into discrete particles, if the system remains supersaturated.

2.2.1 Chemical co-precipitation. Mostly used for magnetic
fluids, the preparation of magnetite Fe3O4 by a precipitation
method is one of the most common principles for the prepa-
ration of magnetic nanoparticles and involves the alkaline pre-
cipitation of ferric and ferrous salts.55,56 Magnetite nano-
particles are obtained from the coprecipitation of hydroxides
from an aqueous solution of Fe3+ and Fe2+ (e.g., chloride) in a
mole ratio of 2 : 1 using a base.38,57 The reaction is complex
and involves the conversion of the hydroxide particles to mag-
netite58 according to the reaction Fe2+ + 2Fe3+ + 8OH− → Fe3O4

+ 4H2O. The control of the mole ratio Fe3+ : Fe2+, their concen-

Fig. 1 Ferrofluids-inspiration for arts. (a) Ferrofluid spikes in a non-uniform time-varying field between two magnetic poles28 and (b) mixing fer-
rofluid with watercolor (reproduced from ref. 26 with permission from APS Division of Fluid Dynamics, copyright 2020).

Fig. 2 Particle size ranges for ferrofluids and bio-ferrofluids: (I) bio-fer-
rofluids (2–5 nm) (reproduced from ref. 47 with permission from MDPI,
copyright 2020), (II) ideal ferrofluids (5–10 nm), (III) conventional (real)
ferrofluids (5–15 nm), and (IV) bio-ferrofluids (15–100 nm) (reproduced
from ref. 44 with permission from Am. Chem. Soc., copyright 2020).
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trations, nature and concentration of the alkaline medium, as
well as of the precipitation temperature, rate of heating and
addition of surfactant to the reaction medium and the magne-
tite crystal growth time59–65 can determine the nature and size
of iron oxide particles. Oxidation of Fe2+ leads to the stoichio-
metry of the particles not being purely magnetite which can be
circumvented by performing the synthesis under a non-oxidiz-
ing environment (e.g. Ar62 or N2

63,66) or by adjusting the ratio
of the Fe2+ to Fe3+ concentrations.56,63,67 In an oxidizing
environment taking into account the oxidation of Fe2+ to Fe3+

an initial molar ratio Fe3+ : Fe2+ = 1.5–1.7 is considered to be
optimal.68,69 An essential feature related to the synthesis of
magnetite ferrofluids is to ensure the optimum temperature of
80–82 °C61,63,70 for co-precipitation and stabilization (usually
with oleic acid) in order to obtain only magnetite nano-
particles with an adequate chemisorbed stabilizing layer. The
possible mechanisms to restore magnetization in the surface
layer of nanoparticles closer to bulk values are related to the
nature of surfactant,71 to the number density of organic acid
molecules in the stabilizing layer for high temperature syn-
thesized magnetite NPs72–74 or to the nature of coprecipitation
agents.75

The synthesis of magnetite nanoparticles by chemical co-
precipitation is a scalable and cost-effective procedure as it
does not need or produce toxic intermediates, and does not
require precursor complexes and it proceeds at moderate
temperatures below 100 °C.76–78

An interesting type of multicore magnetic nanoparticle is
nanoflowers, the assembly of monocrystalline grains to be
used as the magnetoresponsive component of a bio-ferrofluid.
Nanoflowers have an exceptional hyperthermic efficacy, and
their specific loss power (SLP) is one order of magnitude
higher than that reported for the single core MNPs of the
same size under the same AC field exposure, so they have
shown outstanding interest since their first discovery. This
novel structure was synthetized first by applying a modified
“polyol” protocol,79 where alkaline hydrolysis of stoichiometric

Fe(II) and Fe(III) salt mixture was performed in the mixture of
diethyleneglycol (DEG) and N-methyldiethanolamine (NMDA)
and the precipitate was aged at high temperature. Colloidal
stability of the dispersion was provided by citric acid addition.
Some years later, microwave radiation was used in a similar,
coprecipitation process.80 According to the authors their
process is of good reproducibility, produces stable multi-core
MNPs and is potentially scalable.

2.2.2 Thermal decomposition. Iron carbonyl, acetate,
acetylacetonate, carboxylate, and chloride are some of the com-
monly used precursors for making monodisperse nano-
particles of iron and/or iron oxides, with diameters ranging
from 3 to 50 nm, according to the procedures outlined by Sun
et al.81,82 and Hyeon et al.83–85 The thermal decomposition
process of the metal–oleate precursors in high boiling solvents
is highly reproducible and produced monodisperse
nanocrystals.

Efficient size control of magnetite nanoparticles was
achieved by an approach involving the extended LaMer mecha-
nism,86 in the thermal decomposition of iron oleate in high
boiling point solvents. This synthesis procedure is based on
the constant addition of a precursor to the reaction solution
which results in uniform and continuous growth of nano-
particles to arbitrarily large sizes. Control of particle size moni-
tored by SAXS is achieved by varying the volume of added pre-
cursor, i.e. the reaction duration, leading to highly crystalline
nanoparticles with sub nanometer size precision and very low
size dispersity. The procedure proved to be highly reproduci-
ble, as a consequence of the simplified kinetics of the steady
state growth stage.86

Following the procedure described in ref. 85, the thermal
decomposition of iron pentacarbonyl in the presence of oleic
acid was investigated via in situ small-angle X-ray scattering,87

allowing for following by direct observation the reaction kine-
tics and precursor states with high time resolution and statisti-
cal significance. By the advanced monitoring there were identi-
fied six phases of the synthesis process: (i) heat-up lag phase;

Fig. 3 Nucleation and growth model according to LaMer’s theory (left) (reproduced from ref. 52 with permission from Am. Chem. Soc, copyright
1950). Comparison of nucleation and growth rates versus monomer concentration (right) (reproduced from ref. 54 with permission from Royal Soc.
Chem., copyright 2018).
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(ii) decomposition of the precursors to form iron oleate; (iii)
formation of clusters or prenuclei (precursors); (iv) a second
heating lag phase; (v) burst nucleation; and (vi) core growth
with narrowing of the size distribution. The final iron-oxide
nanoparticle size was found to be directly related to a phase of
inorganic cluster formation that takes place between precursor
decomposition and particle nucleation. The main factors
identified to influence the size and concentration of clusters
are the precursor-to-surfactant ratio and heating rate. The
resulting oleic acid coated IONPs have very reduced polydisper-
sity.88 Focusing on the biomedical application, single-crystal-
line iron oxide nanoparticles with small physical size but large
dipole moment, hence advantageous magnetic properties (e.g.
high values: 74 Am2 kg−1 magnetic saturation, SAR 209 W per
gFe and ILP 6.1 nHm2 kg−1, low 98.2 K blocking temperature),
were synthetized by the extended LaMer thermal decompo-
sition synthesis from iron oleate through the controlled
addition of little amount of molecular oxygen.89

Core–shell type nanoparticles with different shapes (spheri-
cal, cubic and octopode) were synthesized by thermal
decomposition, leading to the formation of an antiferro-
magnetic inner core Fe1−xO surrounded by a ferrimagnetic
Fe3−xO4 shell, a hydrophilic dendron coating ensuring good
water dispersibility of the composite particles.90

The composition and shape determine favorable anisotropy
properties for biomedical applications of the resulting bio-fer-
rofluids. Size and shape controlled nanocubes of mixed zinc–
cobalt–ferrite in the size range 8–15 nm were prepared,
initially with a hydrophobic coating and dispersed in chloro-
form, followed by a phase transfer procedure to water by
polymer coating of particles, to provide bio-ferrofluids with
favorable magnetic fluid hyperthermia performances.91

The shape-controlled MNP synthesis has recently been
thoroughly reviewed.92 It has been stated that synthesis of
high-quality nanoparticles is still unresolved; the protocols are
not robust enough, since the mechanisms of nucleation and
growth are still not well-understood. If synthesis of mono-
disperse nanoparticles is aimed, the nucleation and growth
stages must be separated in time and temperature; otherwise,
polydisperse products with various morphologies form. Two
basically different routes (starting from either iron(II) and/or
iron(III) salts or organic precursors) of direct magnetite syn-
thesis are evaluated. A mild reducing or oxidizing agent is
present in the reaction mixture in most cases to get the accu-
rate Fe3O4 composition. In the shaped-controlled synthesis,
preferential adsorption of designed ligands on specific facets
of the iron oxide nucleus inhibits growth in the specified direc-
tion. Preparation of several monodisperse, shape-controlled
Fe3O4 such as nanocubes, nanoctahedrons, elongated nano-
structures (spindles, nanobelts, nanorods and nanowhiskers),
disks, nanoflowers, nanostars, tetrapods, nanoprisms and
hollow nanostructures is evaluated. Regarding their colloidal
stability in aqueous media, the authors concluded that it is
important that the ligands/polymers are needed to stabilize
them in water, and there is plenty of work to improve
dispersibility.

Different synthesis strategies based on the partial oxi-
dation of Fe(OH)2, polyol-mediated synthesis or thermal
decomposition of iron acetylacetonate were studied93 to
obtain multi-core, flower-shaped MNPs in the size range of
25–100 nm. The same research group clarified their design
strategies and published two clear strategies for the syn-
thesis of the 3D flower-like magnetite MNPs with different
sizes: the polyol route and thermal decomposition.92 The
authors emphasized that colloidal stability of MNPs is of
importance and prepared chemically bound ligands/poly-
mers for better stability in aqueous media. It has been
stated that the hierarchical magnetic nanostructure in nano-
flowers is built up from densely packed aggregates of ferri-
magnetic nanocrystallites; these building blocks are super-
ferromagnetically coupled, enhancing magnetic hyperther-
mia performance.94 The collective characteristics of the
interacting crystallites permit a large magnetic moment
while retaining the faster dynamics typically associated with
smaller particles.95

The chemical coprecipitation and thermal decomposition syn-
thesis are the most relevant and efficient methods for preparing
MNPs for ferrofluids. The same conclusion was reached in a
most recent review on SPION synthesis for magnetic particle
imaging.96 Although the authors emphasized that the details
of SPION synthesis do not fall within the scope of the review,
they summarized it very concisely and purposefully, compar-
ing the five well-established synthesis methods (co-precipi-
tation, thermal decomposition, hydrothermal, microemulsion
and sol–gel), and describing the mostly beneficial properties
of co-precipitation and thermal decomposition. Namely, co-
precipitation is a cost-effective, simple, scalable, environmen-
tally friendly method with high-yielding, but polydisperse
products with a low degree of crystallinity. In turn, the pro-
ducts of thermal decomposition have a very narrow size dis-
tribution and excellent crystallinity. However, the organoiron
precursors are decomposed in organic solvents at high temp-
erature, in the presence of hydrophobic surfactants. The sta-
bilizing layer of the latter must be altered with hydrophilic
coating agents to obtain the biocompatible, water dispersible
nanoparticles.97–99 This expensive method is not environmen-
tally friendly; it requires generally toxic chemicals and
organic solvents.

As shown before, MNPs synthesized by coprecipitation
usually have a wide size distribution because the growth of
crystal is only governed by kinetic factors. In case of thermal
decomposition, the size of MNPs can be finely controlled by
varying the reaction condition, such as the types of solvent,
heating rate, surfactant, and reaction time, or by a seed
mediated growth process. In Fig. 4 a comparison of the two
procedures is summarized, including transition-metal doped
ferrites, FePt nanoparticles and also some commercial IONP
samples.102

For most of the ferrofluid applications the magnetic properties
of individual particles are critical as they determine the macro-
scopic magnetic behavior, TEM size monodispersity therefore is
not the only criterion for a successful synthesis. Low TEM size
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polydispersity of magnetic nanoparticles does not guarantee
low polydispersity of the magnetic dipole moment. Crystal
defects, such as twinning and dislocations, can have a highly
detrimental effect on the strength and low polydispersity of
the magnetic properties. Sometimes crystallite sizes from XRD,
volume-averaged TEM and magnetogranulometry for iron
oxide nanoparticles synthesized by aqueous coprecipitation
and thermal decomposition processes could show significant
differences between geometric and magnetic sizes.103

The bottom-up synthesis procedures of iron oxide nano-
particles, especially for preparation of bio-ferrofluids, were
thoroughly analyzed;104 the advantages and disadvantages
evaluated taking into account the most important conditions
and parameters, as well as the production yield, are sum-
marized in Table 1. The proper choice of the synthesis
method is determined by the envisaged application and
costs involved.

The scale-up synthesis of bio-ferrofluids for magnetic
hyperthermia was recently considered in a complex investi-

gation concerning the reproducibility and scalability of the
thermal decomposition procedure involving kilograms of
reagents and cheap commercial precursors.105 To obtain large
quantities of single core and multi-core magnetite nano-
particles the scale-up procedure applied refers to the decompo-
sition of iron(III) acetylacetonate 99% in benzyl ether in the
presence of oleic acid and 1,2-dodecanediol 90%, with sub-
stantial modifications of the lab-scale synthesis, such as the
extension of the high temperature step from minutes to hours.
The results of large-scale synthesis were evaluated by thorough
comparative analyses of the solvodynamic size average values
and magnetic heating characteristics under different field con-
ditions measured for toluene-based suspensions of oleic acid
stabilized magnetite nanoparticles.

2.2.3 Synthesis in flow reactors. Flow reactors offer many
advantages over the usual batch procedures of nanoparticle
synthesis, among others very rapid heat transfer which
ensures fast cooling or heating of a solution, as well as precise
temperature control.

Fig. 4 Synthesis of core MNPs. (a) Representative structure of a MNP. (b) Crystal-growth diagram. When the monomers are supersaturated and
exceed the nucleation concentration, seed nucleation is induced and monomers are continuously aggregated onto the seeds, leading to crystal
growth. Cnuc, nucleation concentration; Csat, saturation concentration. (c) Comparison of coprecipitation and nonhydrolytic thermal decomposition
methods. The coprecipitation method results in kinetically favored MNPs which generally have a polydisperse size and relatively low crystallinity.
Conversely, the thermal decomposition method produces thermodynamically stable MNPs with a monodisperse size and high crystallinity. Examples
of transmission electron microscope (TEM) images of MNPs synthesized by coprecipitation (MION, Feridex, and Resovist) or thermal decomposition
methods (doped ferrite, cannonball, and FePt) are shown.82,100,101 (Reproduced from ref. 102 with permission from Am. Chem. Soc., copyright 2015.)
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A continuous flow system was built-up to investigate the
influence of concentration and nature of surfactants, tempera-
ture, pressure, residence time, and capillary inner diameter on
the thermal decomposition synthesis of very small, less than
5 nm size, iron-oxide nanoparticles.47 The high flow rate (up to
2 mL min−1) synthesis process demonstrated its efficacy in
producing highly stable single-core MNPs, the colloidal mag-
netic nanoparticles having well-designed magnetic and relaxo-
metric properties for T1-weighted magnetic resonance imaging
(MRI). The output of the continuous flow synthesis process
proved to be higher than that of the usual batch methods.

The flow chemistry approach seems to provide a solution
also to the kinetic problem of MNP synthesis, i.e., the separ-
ation of nucleation and growth over time. This dynamic
method has been developed to reveal the early stages of Fe(II)
and Fe(III) salt co-precipitation via in situ measurement of
small angle X-ray scattering and synchrotron X-ray diffrac-
tion106 and also via in situ magnetometry (flow susceptome-
try).107 The authors stated that most crystalline phase forms in
some seconds, and the aggregation of nanoparticles takes
place simultaneously, and subsequent addition of a stabilizer
(citric acid) can prevent aggregation, and even disintegrate
already formed agglomerates. This scalable synthesis route
was optimized for laboratory size by designing a multistage
flow reactor to produce iron oxide nanoparticles continuously.
This flow reactor has been used to produce monodisperse and
non-aggregated small iron oxide nanoparticles suitable for
MRI diagnosis purpose.108 The authors emphasized that this
type of flow reactor is suitable for larger scale reproducible
production.

Application oriented continuous manufacturing of bioferro-
fluids is a challenging task. A microreactor with 3D flow focus-
ing for coprecipitation synthesis and biphosphonate
functionalization of IONPs was combined with an online NMR
relaxation characterization unit, to provide a continuous flow
automated production system.109 The primary nanoparticle
sizes varied between 24.6 and 12.3 nm when the pH value
increased from 10 to 12, respectively. Following peptization
and colloidal stabilization iron oxide nanoparticle clusters
resulted with hydrodynamic sizes from 38 nm (at pH 1.08) to
344 nm (at pH 3.45), allowing for controlling the functiona-
lized cluster size to achieve the optimal transversal or longi-
tudinal relaxation rate.

A recently published review110 gives the fundamental
information to design LoC (lab on a chip) systems for the

synthesis of magnetic nanoparticles. Two main types of
microreactors are used, namely single-phase (continuous-flow
microfluidics) and multi-phase flow (droplet-based microflui-
dics). A droplet-based microfluidic device was already used to
synthesize MNPs in 2008.111 In 2010, a book chapter was
published about this flow method for MNP synthesis.112 The
oxidation of green roast from FeSO4 hydrolysis was controlled
in an inert, oxidant, or reductant gas segmented microfluidic
device, and the desired crystalline phase and shape of the
resulting nanostructures were reproducibly prepared in less
than 2 min reaction time.113 These flow methods became
popular for MNP synthesis in the last years; however, they
require further improvements for colloidally stable ferrofluid
synthesis.

2.3 Preparation of magnetic fluids

2.3.1 Electrostatic stabilization. The surface charge
plays the main role in stabilization of aqueous magnetic
fluids,59,114 and consequently the pH of the dispersion
medium strongly influences the stability of the ferro-
fluid.31,115 Surface ions are produced from surface groups
through acid–base reactions (surface iron atoms are termi-
nated by OH, an amphoteric group) or by complexing
agents (ligands) of some surface atoms (e.g. citrate ions
bound to iron atoms).116

The stability of aqueous colloidal dispersions of ionic mag-
netic nanoparticles is a function of pH as the interparticle
interactions may be tuned through pH variations. The addition
of an electrolyte to the ferrofluid destabilizes the colloid,
which results in phase separation in two liquid phases of
different concentrations,117 the larger size particles going pre-
ferably to the dense phase. Scanning the whole pH scale from
acidic to alkaline medium different states are evidenced by
magnetooptical effects: sol, thixotropic gel, and floc (around
the point of zero charge).

Exploring a very wide range of particle volume fraction
values, 1–30%,118 a critical volume fraction Φ* was determined
expressing the freezing of the rotational dynamics of magnetic
nanoparticles. Φ* depends on the size of nanoparticles and
the ionic strength of the dispersion. For volume fractions Φ >
Φ* the effective spheres of the particles (particles with sur-
rounding ionic cloud) interpenetrate and the system is becom-
ing glass forming. Magnetic field is a powerful control para-
meter of the glass transition process. Time resolved X-ray
photon correlation spectroscopy evidenced highly anisotropic

Table 1 Advantages and disadvantages of the main bottom-up synthesis methods used to prepare iron oxide NPs (reproduced from ref. 104 with
permission from DeGruyter, copyright 2015)

Synthesis methods Synthesis conditions T (°C)
Reaction
time Solvent

Size
(nm)

Size
distribution

Morphology
control Yield

Co-precipitation Very easy 20–90 Minutes Water <40 Average Average Very high
Microemulsion Complex 20–50 10 min Water/organic <50 Quite narrow Good Low
Polyol method Very easy >180 10 min Organic <10 Quite narrow Very good Average
Hydrothermal method Simple but under high pressure >200 Hours Water/ethanol <1000 Quite narrow Very small Average
Thermal decomposition Complex 200–400 Hours Organic <20 Narrow Very good High
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cooperativity on interparticle length scales induced by the
applied magnetic field.119

A slightly modified version of the Massart synthesis pro-
cedure120 led to a concentrated ferrofluid with very high satur-
ation magnetization and initial susceptivity, Ms = 1000 G and χi
= 3.3.121 The average diameter of the iron oxide nanocrystals
was 4.6 nm with a standard deviation of 0.35 nm. The hydro-
dynamic size of electrostatically stabilized particles is only
slightly greater than the physical size; therefore, the main
advantage of this kind of fluid is the reduction of the total sus-
pended material at constant magnetic volume fraction com-
pared with a sterically stabilized fluid, which explains the very
high saturation magnetization achieved. However, their high
sensitivity against changes of the pH-value of the carrier
medium can easily lead to a complete destabilization of electro-
statically stabilized ferrofluids, which could be a drawback both
for engineering39 and biomedical applications.122 However,
chemically induced destabilization of citric acid stabilized ferro-
fluids, followed by magnetic manipulation of clustered
MNPs,123 is possible to be the key for successful biotechnology
applications, such as immunoassays, protein purification and,
especially, water remediation.124 Cationic methylene blue (MB)
organic dyes as model pollutants added to citrate stabilized fer-
rofluids are adsorbed onto the IONP surface and reduce the
repulsive interactions between them. This partial screening
initiates the primary aggregation of nanoparticles, increasing
the magnetic content of the resulting clusters, which form large
secondary agglomerates due to induced dipole–dipole inter-
actions in the applied magnetic field. The induced clusteriza-
tion process creates favourable conditions for magnetic separ-
ation in gradient magnetic fields. The mechanism of primary
aggregation of IONPs is evidenced by DLS measurements which
show an exponential increase of the hydrodynamic size due to
MB adsorption, the mechanism of the adsorption/destabiliza-
tion process being still investigated.

Remarkable colloidal stability was achieved under extreme
field conditions for dilute aqueous citrate stabilized ferrofluids
designed for multifraction magnetic density separation on an
industrial scale.77,78 The colloidal stability of the citrate coated
maghemite ferrofluid was tested at fields of up to 10 T and gra-
dients of up to 100 T m−1. The ferrofluids with particles in the
5–10 nm diameter range (ideal ferrofluid) show no aggregation
and only low sedimentation rates which are compatible with
their use in large-scale magnetic density separation.

The electrostatic stabilization mechanism was extended to a
non-aqueous highly polar solvent dimethyl sulfoxide
(DMSO)125 and also to various ionic liquids.126–129 DMSO and
ionic liquids have a permittivity lower than that of water, and
consequently the stabilization of magnetic nanoparticles by
electrostatic repulsion is expected to be more difficult than in
water. Long term (several years) colloidal stability, even at rela-
tively high temperatures (up to 200 °C), was achieved recently
by adapting the interfacial properties of magnetic nano-
particles to pure ionic liquid carriers.130

2.3.2 Steric stabilization. The van der Waals interaction
energy diverges for particles in contact as long as the Hamaker

constant has a finite value. The ferrofluid long-term stability
requires preventing the particles from coming into contact by
steric repulsion achieved by surfactant coating. Rosensweig’s
modified Hamaker equation (see ref. 34, p. 47) of the repulsive
forces for two neighboring spheres gives the minimal thick-
ness of the stabilizer layer (1–2 nm) in a good solvent for
10 nm magnetite nanoparticles. The repulsive effect of the sur-
factant layer is due to the reduction of the configuration space
of the surfactant molecules as soon as the surface-to-surface
distance between magnetic nanoparticles becomes smaller
than twice the surfactant layer thickness. The choice of the
surfactant implies that the dielectric properties of the surfac-
tant have to match the dielectric properties of the carrier
liquid,131 and consequently the van der Waals interaction of
surfactant molecules in the carrier liquid becomes negligible,
avoiding attractive forces between the surfactant shells. An
interesting case refers to the high stabilizing efficiency of the
widely used oleic (unsaturated carboxylic) acid compared to
saturated (stearic, palmitic, myristic and lauric) carboxylic
acids, with less (myristic and lauric) or much less (stearic and
palmitic) stabilizing effect.132–135 In the case of non-polar fer-
rofluids with chemisorbed monolayer coated magnetite NPs,
the excess non-adsorbed oleic acid or polymers alter the long-
term colloidal stability.136–138 To illustrate the meaning of
“long-term colloidal stability”, we refer to a sample of low
vapor pressure oil-based sealing ferrofluid stabilized with oleic
acid (saturation magnetization approx. 500 G). Spikes formed
over 40 years ago by the magnetic fluid poured on a super-
posed set of large permanent magnets with three smaller size
permanent magnets decorating the top: the spikes are still in
perfect liquid state, no sedimentation observed along the years
spent.139 Assuming 10 nm mean particle size and 2 nm surfac-
tant layer thickness, a magnetic particle volume fraction of
25% corresponds to a hydrodynamic volume fraction of about
70%; therefore, the value of physical volume fraction of 25%
can be considered as the upper limit for magnetic nano-
particles in ferrofluids.39,140 In the case of highly stable sealing
ferrofluids with oleic acid monolayer coated magnetite nano-
particles in a non-polar oil carrier with no excess surfactant
and Newtonian flow behavior, a 21% physical volume fraction
(about 85 kA m−1 saturation magnetization) is a reasonable
upper limit.141

The hydrophobic (e.g. OA coated) magnetite particles are
not dispersible in alcohols (such as propanol, butanol, penta-
nol, hexanol, heptanol, etc. with εr well above 5 (NBS(USA)-
AD-A278956(1994)), diesters (DOA = dioctyl adipate (bis(2-
ethylhexyl)adipate), C22H42O4; DOF = dioctyl phthalate (bis
(ethylhexyl)phthalate), C24H38O4, and DOS = dioctyl sebacate
(bis(2-ethylhexyl)sebacate), C26H50O4), high vacuum oil (HVO
(KW, Merck)), dichlorometane or ketones (acetone, methyl–
ethyl–ketone); therefore, in the case of polar carriers, the col-
loidal stability is achieved by applying appropriate primary or
also secondary stabilizers.142–145 The efficiency of appropriate
secondary stabilizers is well illustrated in the case of a series
of alcohol based MFs, from propanol to decanol,143 having sat-
uration magnetization up to 920 G, the highest value attained
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for these polar carriers. The method of double layer sterical
stabilization proved to be successful also for most polar sol-
vents, such as water62,68,146 or methyl–ethyl ketone144,147 or
even acetone,145 a destabilizing agent. Aqueous ferrofluids syn-
thesized by chemical coprecipitation achieved high saturation
magnetization (up to 600 G) with oleic acid double layer
electro-steric stabilization.121 The stabilization mechanism, in
particular, the weakly bonded physisorbed second oleic acid
layer which increases the overall thickness of the coating,
greatly influences the surface properties, hydrodynamic and
magnetic size, colloidal behavior and structuring of particles,
as well as the magnetic properties and magnetorheological be-
havior. A thinner, irreversibly adsorbed hydrophilic stabilizing
layer highly increases the colloidal stability of aqueous bio-fer-
rofluids even in very intense magnetic fields (9.4 T in MRI
facilities).148

Steric stabilization was applied for dispersing magnetic
nanoparticles also in ionic liquid carriers. A double layer of
oleic acid proved to be efficient in stabilizing magnetite nano-
particles in 1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium ethylsulphate
([EMIM][EtSO4]) ionic liquid, while citric acid and humic acid
were poor stabilizers in the same carrier.149

Synthesis of stable FFs of superparamagnetic 7 ± 2 nm
magnetite (Fe3O4) nanoparticles in the hydrophobic
ionic liquid 1alkyl-3-methylimidazolium bis(trifluoromethyl-
sulfonyl)imide ([CRMIM][NTf2]) was achieved150 using
designed and synthesized 1-butyl-3-(10-carboxydecyl)-1H-imi-
dazol-3-ium bromide (ILC10-COOH) surfactant that combines
the same imidazole moiety as the ionic liquid. The surfactant
with a long alkyl chain ensured compatibility with the ionic
liquid and increased the steric repulsion between the
magnetite nanoparticles sufficiently such that long-term
stable relatively concentrated (50 wt%) ferrofluids resulted
which passed stability tests in the presence of a magnetic
field (0.5–1 Tesla), being foreseen to be used in rotating
magnetic fluid seals (e.g., in ultra-high vacuum space
applications).

Stable dispersion of maghemite NPs in fluorinated oils,
among the most difficult cases in ferrofluid synthesis, was
achieved by a two-step chemical route starting with aqueous
Massart synthesis of maghemite NPs. The procedure involves
perfluoropoly(ether) surfactant coating, ligand exchange, sol–
gel reaction and silanization to obtain individually dispersed
maghemite nanoparticles in any fluorinated oil. The result is a
true highly stable ferrofluid; it remains monophasic up to a
magnetic field of 7 T.151

2.4 On the colloidal stability of ferrofluids and bioferrofluids

A ferrofluid is a colloidal dispersion of magnetic nanoparticles
having diameters between 5 and 15 nm in a carrier fluid, and
as such it is inherently thermodynamically unstable due to the
effort to minimize surface free energy. As is well known in
colloid science,152 an increasing surface to volume ratio of par-
ticles is accompanied by an increase in surface free energy.
Therefore, the particles especially in the nano size range are
constantly roughening: their size is growing over time because

of the surface energy loss while reaching the state of energy
minimum. The nanomaterial systems have only kinetic stabi-
lity, and consequently their colloidal state is limited in time;
sometimes, they exist for a very long time after preparation (an
example of the stability of FF for nearly four decades given in
2.4.2).

As far as colloidal stability of ferrofluids is concerned, in
addition to the magnetic specificities and interactions, it is
essentially related to both their fabrication and application, as
we have mentioned several times in this section. Here we
intend to summarize the main facts.

First, the theoretical aspects of colloidal stability have been
discussed for decades [e.g., ref. 33, 34 and 153]. These approxi-
mations mainly discuss the combination of DLVO forces invol-
ving electrostatic repulsion and van der Waals attraction with
non-DLVO forces such as Born and steric repulsion at very
close vicinities and farther from the particle surface, respect-
ively, and the magnetic attraction forces due to externally
applied magnetic fields. In a recently published theoretical
article,154 the authors have solved the problem of the DLVO
approach at small intersurface separation and also the limit-
ation of the EDL model, which has long been known in colloid
science and has failed to describe ferrofluids. Analytical for-
mulas of an extended DLVO model considering electrostatic,
steric and Born–Mayer repulsions and a term for magnetic
bipolar interactions were introduced in the proposed
approach. In comparison with the total interaction energy cal-
culations, Monte Carlo simulations performed in parallel
provide very good results. It was concluded that the proposed
modifications of DLVO allow for manifesting the effect of mag-
netic interparticle interactions on the colloid structure of
ferrofluids.

Colloidal stability, i.e. aggregation stability, is ensured
by a balance among all these interactions to ensure an
overall repulsive force between the suspended nano-
particles.31,34,37,39,155,156 This basic requirement is achieved by
optimizing the size distribution of magnetic nanoparticles and
by coating them by stabilizing layers of surfactants or/and ions
to avoid inter-particle contact and to decrease or compensate
for the attractive dipole–dipole interactions. The magnetic
dipolar energy over the thermal energy at close contact

between particles, λ*int ¼
μ0m

2

4πd3kBT
, and also the ratio between

the magnetic dipolar energy and thermal energy in a homo-
geneous ferrofluid of particle volume fraction φ (sometimes

denoted also by Φ), λint ¼ μ0Ms
2πd3φ

6kBT
, are the main parameters

generally used to characterize the magnetic interactions; here,
m-particle magnetic dipole moment; Ms – saturation magneti-
zation of the material; d-particle diameter; kB – Boltzmann
constant; T-temperature (°K); μ0 – magnetic permeability of
vacuum. The parameter λint is a function of the mean interpar-
ticle distance determined by the volume fraction φ. Note that
λ*int ¼ λint=φð Þ=24, the ratio λint/φ corresponding to the poten-
tial between two orientated dipoles at contact, taking into
account the thicknesses of surface coating and non-magnetic
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(random spin orientation) layers when it is the case. To con-
clude, the field-induced particle aggregation is governed by the
particle volume fraction φ, dipolar coupling parameter λint and
the ratio of the energy of interaction of a magnetic particle
with an external magnetic field to thermal energy represented
by the Langevin parameter ξ. The parameters λint and ξ are
proportional to the volume of particles, i.e. to d3, the particle
interactions being strongly size dependent and consequently,
ferrofluid structure, aggregate formation and phase behavior are
highly influenced by polydispersity.157–159

Second, more importantly the practical aspects of colloid
stability need to be addressed in both production and appli-
cation [e.g., ref. 160 and 161]. Although good colloidal stabi-
lity is crucial for ferrofluid behavior, the situation is rela-
tively simple; since ferrofluids are manufactured for the
given purpose with specific requirements, no further change
is required, and the shelf life can be guaranteed. The
designed magnetic cores are coated with often fatty acids via
chemical bonds, and dispersed in organic carriers. Chemical
and colloidal stability of magnetic materials is acquired by
the coating. This protective layer is thick enough to provide
steric stabilization against aggregation during random or
forced collision of particles even in a strong magnetic field
and its large gradient.The organic carrier media are very
favorable, because chemical transformation except e.g., the
well-known maghemite formation from magnetite nano-
particles is unlikely and, also, dissolution, corrosion cannot
take place. It is well-known that a stable ferrofluid reacts
quickly as a whole to a magnet, while the magnetophoretic
motion of individual particles begins in a poorly stabilized
system and needs longer time. Very good colloidal stability
is required and can be tested by monitoring sedimentation
in a strong magnetic field even at 10 T.77,78 The lack of mag-
netoviscous effect also indicates the ideal behavior of “true”
ferrofluids.162,163

In the case of aqueous bio-ferrofluids, however, one faces
several extra problems. Water is an aggressive medium, the
spontaneous aqueous processes (corrosion, iron leaching, etc.)
can be only hindered during storage, and thus shelf life is
shorter than that of ferrofluids with organic carriers. In our
opinion, however, the source of most problems is that aqueous
media in which MNPs are dispersed change dramatically
during administration. One must consider the significant
changes in the composition of aqueous milieu. First of all,
bio-ferrofluids are diluted with biofluids with different pH,
salt and protein content (e.g., physiological salt concentration,
pH ∼ 7.4, platelets, red and white blood cells, antibody pro-
teins, coagulation factors, globulins, and fibrinogens in
blood), and interact with bio entities (proteins, cell mem-
branes, etc.). Moreover, even biological requirements like
exclusion of toxicity, iron leaching and non-specific inter-
actions must be taken into account when designing bio-
ferrofluids. The crucial issues are biocompatibility and col-
loidal stability which involve nano-bio interactions164–166 gov-
erned by the solid–liquid interface that forms on NPs’ surface
in the surrounding milieu and comes into contact with

biological entities, protein corona formation,167–169 immune
response,170,171 etc.

The question is how to test and measure whether bio-ferro-
fluids meet the requirements or not. Unfortunately, there is no
answer yet, and there are no agreement on what and how to
test and no proposals for uniformly usable protocols. There
are widespread methods in the literature, mainly in vitro cyto-
toxicity measurements (e.g., flow cytometry and MTT tests) and
in vivo methods using animals available for experiments often
without prior testing of chemical and colloidal stability of the
newly developed MNP products, though a scheme has been
proposed for IONPs.172

In general, the hydrodynamic size is usually measured by
dynamic light scattering (DLS) and it is given as DLS size
without solution compositions and description of experi-
mental conditions such as dilution, ultrasonication, the time
of treatment and waiting prior to the measurement crucial in a
not perfectly stabilized system, and even the method of data
analysis especially for polydisperse samples where the
number, volume, intensity and Z average values differ greatly.
The colloidal stability was characterized in different physio-
logical media by DLS measurements, and at least the con-
ditions of biologically relevant solutions were given to some
extent in the supplementary materials in an article published
recently.173

In colloid science, the coagulation kinetics measurement
and analysis of kinetic data to determine the critical coagu-
lation concentration (ccc), i.e. the lowest concentration of
electrolyte that induces fast coagulation is a widely accepted
method to characterize colloid stability; the ccc value and
the stability plot are comparable to DLVO theory.174 We have
introduced this method for correct colloidal stability
characterization of bio-ferrofluids, i.e., to measure the elec-
trolyte tolerance of dilute samples at constant pHs.175

Unfortunately, this method has not been widely used,
although it was qualified recently as a method for measur-
ing colloidal stability.29

As colloidal parameters, the zeta potential and hydrodyn-
amic size of commercially available IONPs with different
coatings, dispersed in distilled water, saline phosphate
buffer solution and human blood plasma, were measured in
order to find the criteria for the selection of coatings suit-
able for nanoparticles for in vivo tests.176 According to the
authors the selection criteria are the hydrophilicity, and the
net surface charge of the nanoparticle coating in aqueous
media. The key roles of coatings are to preserve colloidal
stability (i) in the media required for injection, (ii) in blood
and (iii) inside the cells as well. The latter was also con-
cluded in a very recent paper177 in which magnetic nano-
particles have been used for magneto-mechanical actuation
in a low frequency alternating magnetic field to damage
cancer cells. Haemocompatibility tests have been also intro-
duced to support qualification for good and bad MNP man-
ufacturing; the latter ‘promises’ fatal outcome in vivo. A
routine diagnostic test, the blood smear, proved to be the
most sensitive.178
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3 Advanced characterization
3.1 Electron microscopy, X-ray diffraction and light
scattering techniques: particle sizes and interactions

The size of even isometric particles in the nanometer size
range cannot be given in a common way, since it depends on
the measuring method such as electromicroscopy (TEM and
SEM – sample taken in very small quantity, projected images),
X-ray diffraction (XRD via the Scherrer equation – only crystal-
line phase) for physical sizes, dynamic light scattering (DLS –

diluted samples, highly influenced by the composition of
medium and by polydispersity either as prepared or due to
aggregation in a given medium) for hydrodynamic size, and
magnetic measurements for magnetic size. The latter is the
uniqueness of magnetic nanoparticles and involves magneto-
granulometry based on the full magnetization curves of the
nanoparticle system, discussed in section 3.6. Usually, the
magnetic size of a nanoparticle is somewhat smaller than its
physical (solid) size due to spin-canting in the surface layer,
while the hydrodynamic size, which includes the surface
coating stabilizing layer(s), exceeds both the previous sizes.
These sizes and size distributions differ accordingly even for
mono- or slightly polydisperse samples as already discussed in
detail in the relevant literature [e.g., ref. 179 and 180]. The size
investigation techniques are thoroughly used together with
other characterization methods (such as SAXS and SANS), as it
will be evidenced throughout the paper.

The size distribution of magnetic nanoparticles is an essen-
tial feature of ferrofluids developed for engineering and bio-
medical applications. Particle size determines the magnetic
moment and the resulting magnetic interactions between the
constituent magnetic nanoparticles and, consequently, the size
distribution is the most important factor influencing the long-term
stability of a magnetic colloid. Particle correlations in ferrofluids
are governed by attractive and repulsive forces, in particular by
magnetic dipole–dipole (anisotropic), as well as hard core, van
der Waals, steric and/or electrostatic (isotropic) interactions.
Ferrofluids are characterized by having a large number of
approx. 10 nm size magnetic particles in unit volume, even at
low volume fraction; therefore, particle number density (n) and
the relative distance between particle surfaces (δip) taking into
account the surface coating stabilizing layer, i.e. the hydrodyn-
amic volume fraction (φh), are relevant for magnetic and
hydrodynamic interactions between particles.161 Neglecting
the influence of Brownian motion, external shear stress and
magnetic fields, the particle density and relative distance δip
can be estimated181 considering random distribution of mono-
disperse particles. According to the estimation in Fig. 5 of the
magnetic and hydrodynamic interactions, in particular the
possibility of formation of particle clusters has to be con-
sidered depending on the particle size, already for φh >
0.1%.161 For sufficiently low particle sizes λ*int , 2

� �
and low

volume fractions φ the magnetic fluids can be considered as a
gas of hard spheres, well described by one-particle models in
the low coupling regime (ideal ferrofluid). For large λ*int and φ

values particle interactions are important and chains and

more complex particle aggregates are developed in real ferro-
fluids, largely influencing their magnetic and flow
properties.182–187 Upon systematically increasing particle size,
i.e. λ*int, an abrupt transition occurs in the case of an iron
nanoparticle ferrofluid from separate Fe particles to randomly
oriented linear aggregates and even branched networks in zero
field.188,189 The aggregation tendency evidenced for Fe nano-
colloids is significant also in the case of magnetite ferrofluids
when the dipolar potential exceeds thermal fluctuations; that
is, for a dipolar coupling constant λ*int > 2.190

3.2 X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy: surface chemical
analysis

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) is a surface analysis
method which enables the determination of the elemental
composition of the surface, as well as the valence states, oxi-
dation degree, and ligands of the atoms, therefore highly con-
tributing especially to the advanced characterization and
functionalization strategies of bio-ferrofluids.191

The surface chemistry affects the magnetic properties of the
nanoparticles. Various anchoring groups such as carboxylate,
phosphonate, catechol, and silane104 interact in a different
way with the nanoparticle surface and influence the magnetic
properties.42,72,192–198 XPS is one of the most powerful tech-
niques to quantitatively analyze the chemical composition of
the coating layer of magnetic nanoparticles.199–203 XPS can
determine the oxidation state of the metal in the magnetic
core, differentiate between magnetite (Fe3O4) and maghemite
(γ-Fe2O3), and identify possible additional phases that could
alter the magnetic properties of the nanoparticles. These oxi-
dation states of iron can be determined from the XPS Fe 2p

Fig. 5 Number of particles (Npart) per cubic centimeter in a ferrofluid
and the relative distance (δip) between the particle surfaces as a function
of the hydrodynamic volume fraction (φh), where x is the distance
between the particle surfaces and a is the hydrodynamic particle radius,
estimated considering a monodisperse particle size distribution,
neglecting the influence of Brownian motion, external shear stress, or
magnetic field. Particle sizes considered from 5 to 30 nm (reproduced
from ref. 161 with permission from Royal Soc. Chem., copyright 2014).
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spectrum employing chemical shifts and multiplet splitting
and the characteristic satellites.65,121,204–207 XPS is the most
appropriate method to evaluate the formation of surface com-
plexes. Stabilization of magnetic nanoparticles is often accom-
plished in such a way that the magnetic contribution of the
particle surface layer is maintained. For example, phosphata-
tion of magnetite nanoparticles proved to be among the most
efficient procedures for MNP stabilization, while keeping the
magnetic contribution of the particle surface layer.104,208 XPS,
in concert with other characterization techniques such as X-ray
diffraction, Mössbauer and infrared spectroscopies, can be
used to investigate the type of phosphate complex formed at
the surface of the magnetite nanoparticles. For example, XPS
spectra indicate that the Fe 2p bands in phosphate-coated
magnetite nanoparticles are similar to those of magnetite.104

This similarity suggests that some FeII ions remain at the
surface of phosphate-coated magnetite but also that the
amount of FeIII increases with increasing concentrations of
phosphate ligand. The contribution of surface species has
been analyzed from XPS spectra. This analysis indicates that
the contribution of the Fe–OH bond was replaced by the con-
tribution of a Fe–O–P bond and a PvO bond. XPS and
Mössbauer techniques concluded that the phosphate-coated
nanoparticles are magnetite with a small deviation from stoi-
chiometry (Fe2.90±0.02O4). The phosphates interact with FeIII in
octahedral sites via the formation of monoprotonated binuc-
lear species.208 XPS was also used to characterize magnetite
nanoparticles coated with poly(glycidyl methacrylate) (pGMA),
a precursor for further functionalization via nucleophilic ring
opening of glycidyl–oxirane moieties.202 Core–shell magnetic
nanoparticles can also be prepared by adsorption of mono-
mers followed by their in situ surface polymerization. This
approach combines the advantages of physicochemical surface
modification and chemical binding.201 For instance, gallic
acid was adsorbed onto magnetite nanoparticles and in situ

surface polymerized, resulting in a polygallate coating that pro-
tects the magnetic nanoparticles from aggregation at physio-
logical pH and salt concentration. The polymer gives the nano-
particles the colloidal and chemical stability necessary for bio-
medical applications. XPS was used to elucidate the mecha-
nism of surface-induced polymerization of gallic acid. The
high-resolution XPS spectra of O, C, and Fe in a polygallate-
coated magnetic nanoparticle sample are shown in Fig. 6. The
FeIII/FeII atomic ratio at the surface of polygallate-coated mag-
netic nanoparticles, as calculated from the FeIII and FeII 2p
peak areas, decreases from 2 in bulk magnetite (Fe(III)2Fe(II)
O4) to 1.77.

This decrease indicates that iron is reduced at the surface
of the nanoparticle by gallic acid. The C 1s peaks of polygal-
late-coated nanoparticles were assigned to aromatic carbons
(C–C, 284.72 eV), phenolic OH groups (C–O, 285.6 eV, alcohols
and ethers), carboxylic groups (OvC–O, 288.87 eV, carboxylic
acids and esters) and carbonates (O–CO2, 290.58 eV). The car-
bonate contamination in the polygallate-coated magnetic
nanoparticle is due to the prolonged surface polymerization
process under ambient conditions. The carbonate was success-
fully removed by acidifying the dispersions to pH ∼ 4 using
HCl (Fig. 6, bottom row). Iron reduction is accompanied by the
oxidation of gallic acid as inferred from the doubling of the
OvC–O/C–O ratio in the coating layer relative to its original
value in gallic acid: 0.675 and 0.33, respectively. These XPS
results elucidated the mechanism of chemical stabilization of
iron oxide nanoparticles by polygallate.

The biomedical applications of magnetic nanoparticles are
strongly dependent on their size, coating layer, morphology,
colloidal stability, magnetic and electronic properties, biocom-
patibility and biodegradability.42,192,193,209,210 The functionali-
zation of magnetic nanoparticles with different biocompatible
molecules influences the cytotoxicity and interaction with bio-
logical cells.211 The differences in the cytotoxicity on HeLa

Fig. 6 O 1s, C 1s, and Fe 2p spectra of the (top row) original and (bottom row) acidified polygallate-containing magnetic nanoparticles (bottom
row) aged for 4 weeks at pH ∼ 6.5 in 10 mM NaCl (reproduced from ref. 201 with permission from Am. Chem. Soc., copyright 2014).
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cells of magnetite nanoparticles functionalized with succinic
acid(I), L-arginine(II), oxalic acid(III), citric acid(IV) and glutamic
acid(V) have been evidenced. XPS analysis of the chemical com-
position and the chemical states of the elements at the surface
of MNP coated with different molecules highlighted the main
peculiarities responsible for the differences in the cytotoxicity
of these nanoparticles.

A correlation between the surface properties of functiona-
lized MNP and the cytotoxicity tests on HeLa cells has been
found.211 The cytotoxicity of functionalized MNP with different
coating layers decreases in the following order: oxalic acid >
succinic acid > glutamic acid > citric acid > L-arginine. The
highest cytotoxicity was obtained for MNP coated with a
smaller thickness of molecular layers with the highest content
of oxygen and carbon–oxygen groups, the highest ratio of O2

−

and OH− to C sp2 hybridization on the surface, and the
highest ratio of adsorbed O−and OH− to C sp2

hybridization.211

Because the nature of surface coating influences the pro-
perties of nanomaterials, the XPS analysis of the chemical
states of surface atoms is very important to evaluate the appro-
priate coating layer to provide a high level of biocompatibility,
colloidal stability of the nanoparticles, and functional groups
for specific applications.

Compositional tuning of magnetic nanoparticles is a promis-
ing strategy to tailor their magnetic properties and to improve
the performances for magnetic hyperthermia application.
Recently, ferrofluids composed of magnetite (Fe3O4, MION) and
cobalt-doped magnetite (Cox-MION, x = 3, 5, and 10% mol of
cobalt) coated with a biocompatible organic layer carboxy-
methylcellulose (CMC) have been reported.212 The highest
hyperthermia efficiency was observed for Co10-MION@CMC
nanocolloids due to the increase of magnetic anisotropy. The
cobalt doping of iron oxide nanoparticles may represent a valu-
able strategy to improve the magnetic hyperthermia perform-
ance of nanoparticles for applications in cancer therapy.

Fig. 7 shows both Fe(II) and Fe(III) species, the spin–orbit
components (Fe 2p3/2 and Fe 2p1/2) being separated by a
binding energy interval of approximately 13.4 eV. The XPS
spectrum of Fe 2p for the sample Co10-MION@CMC is similar
to the spectrum for MION@CMC (Fig. 7A, spectra (a) and (d)).
Due to the substitution of iron by cobalt, a slight decrease in
the intensities of the Fe 2p peaks is observed for the sample
Co10-MION@CMC. In Fig. 7B the spectrum (d) of Co10-
MION@CMC shows two peaks located at 781.1 eV (Co 2p3/2)
and 797.1 eV (Co 2p1/2) ascribed to Co 2p transitions in cobalt
doped magnetite nanoparticles. The satellite peaks for Co 2p3/
2 and Co 2p1/2 located at 786.1 eV and 803.1 eV, respectively,

Fig. 7 XPS spectra of (A) Fe 2p and (B) Co 2p regions for (a) MION@CMC and (d) Co10-MION@CMC. (C) Spectra of the Co 2p3/2 region for (a)
MION@CMC, (b) Co3-MION@CMC, (c) Co5-MION@CMC, and (d) Co10-MION@CMC. Inset: evolution of intensity at the Co 2p3/2 peak with increas-
ing cobalt content (reproduced from ref. 212 with permission from Royal Soc. Chem., copyright 2021).
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confirm the presence of divalent cobalt.213 A comparison of Co
2p3/2 spectra (Fig. 7C) for MION@CMC (a), Co3-MION@CMC
(b), Co5-MION@CMC (c) and Co10-MION@CMC (d) evidences
that with the cobalt content increase, the Co2p3/2 peak
becomes stronger and sharper which was well correlated by
linear regression (Fig. 7C, inset).

The XPS spectra of C 1s and O 1s for CMC polymer,
MION@CMC and Co10-MION@CMC samples (Fig. 8) show
the different chemical states of carbon (C–C/C–H, C–OH, O–C–
O, and OvC–O) and oxygen (C–O/C–OH and CvO) ascribed to
the CMC polymer.214 The changes in the relative intensities of
the component peaks evidenced the interactions between the
functional groups of the polymer and metallic ions at the
nanointerfaces.

3.3 Mössbauer spectroscopy

Most of the applications of ferrofluids are related to sensoristic
and actuating capabilities of magnetic nanoparticles and
therefore depend on two main issues: their magnetization
values and specific relaxation behavior. Although pure metals
especially Fe possess the highest saturation magnetization,
they are toxic and sensitive to the subsequent oxidation and
aging effects and therefore are not relevant especially for bio-
medical applications.215 This is why mainly Fe oxide nano-
particles (e.g. different types of ferrites, MFe2O4 with M = Fe,
Co, Zn, Ni, Mn, or γ-Fe2O3) were considered as the most appro-
priate magnetic constituents of ferrofluids for more than 50
years, being at the same time stable and easy to properly func-

Fig. 8 XPS spectra of (A) C 1s and (B) O 1s regions obtained for (a) CMC ligand, (b) MION@CMC, and (c) Co10-MION@CMC (reproduced from ref.
212 with permission from Royal Soc. Chem., copyright 2021).
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tionalize. Actually, Fe oxide nanoparticles are additionally
covered by an organic (polyethylene glycol, polyvinyl alcohol,
dextran-based coatings, and chitosan) or inorganic (gold and
silica) coating, assuring not only an enhanced colloidal stabi-
lity but also increased bio-medical safe compatibility.216 It is
worth mentioning here that the mix of specific size and
surface effects due to nanoparticle coating as well as the sub-
stitutional degree of transition metal ions M in various ferrites
may lead to a large flexibility in tuning the associated mag-
netic properties of the constituent nanoparticles and hence
the magnetic response of the ferrofluid.

Having in mind that ferrofluids are mainly based on Fe con-
taining nanoparticles, 57Fe Mössbauer spectroscopy represents
a powerful technique for the investigation of the magnetic pro-
perties of nanoparticles in ferrofluids, in close relation to the
local structure and atomic configuration responsible for such
properties. 57Fe (2% natural abundance) is the most con-
venient Mössbauer isotope concerning both the resolution of
the Mössbauer spectra and the magnitude of the effect.217

Mössbauer spectroscopy is a nuclear resonance spectroscopy
which is based on the resonant emission/absorption of the γ
radiation without loss of energy due to the recoil of the
nucleus. In classical configuration, the tuning of the frequency
of incoming photon over the resonance energy/frequency is
realized by the Doppler effect. The spectrum consists of the
intensity of the absorbed/reemitted radiation (following
Mössbauer events) versus the relative velocity between an oscil-
latory moving radioactive source (e.g. 57Co in Rh matrix) and
the absorber (Fe oxide nanoparticles from a dried ferrofluid or
even a frozen ferrofluid). A nuclide with identical local con-
figuration as in the source would absorb the incident radiation
at zero relative velocity between the source and absorber. A
different local configuration of Fe in the sample gives rise to
very small additional shifts or splittings of the nuclear levels,
due to the additional hyperfine interactions of the nucleus
with the specific electron surroundings. Only the range of
these perturbations induced by the hyperfine interactions is
tuned via the Doppler effect. One (singlet), two (doublet), or
six (sextet) resonant absorption lines can appear, depending
on the specific electronic configuration of the Fe atom/ion.
These specific patterns of the Mössbauer spectrum are
described by the so-called hyperfine parameters: isomer shift
(δ), measured via the shift of the single absorption line or of
the symmetry center of the doublet with respect to a reference
velocity, quadrupole splitting (Δ), measured via the splitting of
the doublet, and hyperfine magnetic field (Bhf ), measured via
the magnetic splitting of a sextet.

In the case of ferrite nanoparticles, due to the different
electronic configurations of Fe (Fe2+ or Fe3+ ions, octahedral or
tetrahedral configurations, surface versus bulk positions, etc.)
the Mössbauer spectra can be decomposed into different spec-
tral components and fully analyzed with respect to the associ-
ated hyperfine parameters. Isomer shifts offer information
about the valence state and local atomic configuration of the
central Fe, whereas the quadrupole splittings offer information
about the components of the electric field gradients, counting

therefore on various distortions of the electronic configur-
ations as well as of the crystal field components. The magnetic
hyperfine field is specific only to the sextet pattern and can be
uniquely determined from the nuclear magnetic splitting,
caused by the interaction between the nuclear spin and the
local magnetic field, Bhf, generated at the nucleus by the sur-
rounding electrons. This hyperfine magnetic field, Bhf, is pro-
portional to the iron net magnetic moment and is anti-parallel
to it, if the Fermi contact term is highly dominant.218 In the
magnetic ordered state, the relative intensity of the second and
fifth Mössbauer lines of the sextet is influenced by the direc-
tion of the local magnetic moment (Fe spin) with respect to
the direction of the incident γ-radiation. Quantitatively, the
angular spin configuration may be analyzed starting from the
intensity ratio between the second (or fifth line) and the third
(or the fourth) line of the sextet component: R23 = I2/I3 =
4sin2 θ/(1 + cos2 θ) with θ the angle between the Fe spin direc-
tion and the γ-ray direction.219 In a perpendicular geometry
(γ-radiation perpendicular to the sample plane), R23 = 4 shows
Fe spins perpendicular to the direction of the γ-radiation (θ =
90 deg), whereas for R23 = 0 the spins are oriented along the
direction of the γ-radiation (θ = 0 deg). Intermediate orien-
tations of the spins are reflected by R23 values between 0 and
4. Hence, any magnetic texture in the sample connected to the
possible magnetic anisotropy axis can be deduced by
Mössbauer experiments. On the other hand, the proportional-
ity between Bhf and the electronic magnetic moment of the
involved Fe atom/ion can be translated also in terms of the
magnetic moment dynamics/relaxation. Typically, the mag-
netic relaxation phenomena are induced by increasing the
temperature of the sample. A faster dynamics activated at
higher temperatures may lead to a time averaged magnetic
moment approaching zero, which is equivalent to a collapsing
behavior of the Mössbauer spectral component from a sextet-
like to a doublet/singlet-like pattern with increasing tempera-
ture. Therefore, 57Fe Mössbauer spectroscopy is a powerful
investigation technique of magnetic nanoparticles in ferro-
fluids which provides direct information about the iron distri-
bution and phase composition of nanoparticles in the sample,
as well as on the angular and temporal evolutions of the
different magnetic configurations of Fe. Mössbauer spec-
troscopy can be applied only in the case of bonding the sensi-
tive Fe nuclei in the solid state. In the case of very fine nano-
particles (a few nm in size) dispersed in the liquid state, the
Brownian movement and the weakness of bindings lead to
quite reduced Mössbauer effects, especially in ferrofluids of
low volume fractions and hence to prohibitive acquisition
times of convenient spectra. While the magnetic relaxation be-
havior is investigated by the temperature evolution of the
acquired spectra, the overall investigation time becomes prohi-
bitive and the methodology for the separation of the Brownian
versus Néel relaxation effects is quite complex. However, at this
moment, both suitable methodologies for the investigation of
the Brownian relaxation effects and fast acquisition by syn-
chrotron-based Mössbauer techniques (time and energy
resolved as well) are available.
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Two different situations can be considered in the case of Fe
oxide/ferrite nanoparticles in ferrofluids at low temperatures,
corresponding to the magnetic frozen regime: (i) a finite
number of Fe configurations can be distinctly observed in well
crystallized nanoparticles and (ii) poorly crystallized very fine
nanoparticles where the Fe configurations present a quite con-
tinuous electronic distribution. Note that in both cases one
deals with magnetic monodomain nanoparticles while the
specific size of Fe oxide/ferrite nanoparticles used in classical
ferrofluids is always lower than 60 nm, as a prerequisite of
magnetic monodomain behavior.219,220 The two different cases
differ by only the way of suitable fitting and interpretation of
the Mössbauer spectra (distinct Mössbauer components versus
hyperfine field distributions) under conditions that a similar
methodology of investigation is used, as follows: (i) Mössbauer
measurements at low enough temperature are performed for
assuring the magnetic frozen regime (no magnetic relaxation
is in action) in order to provide information about the intimate
spin structure responsible for a suitable magnetic response
and (ii) temperature dependent Mössbauer spectra are col-
lected for in depth investigation of magnetic relaxation
phenomena of nanoparticles in specifically engineered
ferrofluids.

3.3.1 Mössbauer investigation in the magnetic frozen
regime. The Mössbauer spectra collected in the magnetic
frozen regime (usually at temperatures much lower than the
blocking temperature, which in the case of very fine ferrite
nanoparticles in ferrofluids are much lower than room temp-
erature – RT) are by far the most comprehensive with respect
to the local atomistic configurations providing the macro-

scopic spontaneous magnetization. Therefore, the correlation
between such spectra and the magnetization curves obtained
at similar temperature by sensitive magnetometry techniques
pave the way for finding the intimate microscopic mechanisms
correlating the local atomic configurations with the magnetic
one and finally with a proper engineering of nanoparticles
toward the optimal magnetic response required by a certain
application of ferrofluids.

The first discussed case is ferrite nanoparticles, of large
enough size (some 60 nm) in order to neglect the surface
effects and to provide a distinct number of crystalline configur-
ations and a blocking temperature much higher than RT as
well. Mössbauer spectra of hydrophilic magnetite Fe3O4 and
Mn ferrite MnFe2O4 nanoparticles, where the initial hydro-
phobic oleic acid surfacted shell has been transformed by a
simple and environmentally friendly oxidative scission method
into an azelaic acid (AZA) shell,221 are shown in Fig. 9.

The spinel structure of general formula AB2O4 consists of a
face centered cubic oxygen (O) array with 8 formula units and
with divalent or trivalent transition metal cations on the 8
tetrahedral (A) and 16 octahedral (B) positions.219 In the case
of spinel ferrites, MFe2O4, Fe is the trivalent transition metal
cation, whereas the other transition metal M is a divalent
cation. There are two structural limits of such compounds: (i)
the normal spinel ferrite, with Fe3+ ions located on all the 16
octahedral positions and with M2+ ion on all the 8 tetrahedral
(B) positions, and (ii) the inverse spinel ferrite, with Fe3+ ions
on all the 8 tetrahedral positions and the 16 octahedral posi-
tions equally shared by Fe3+ and M2+ cations. Usual spinel fer-
rites as magnetite, Mn or Co ferrite show theoretically an

Fig. 9 Mössbauer spectra of hydrophilic Fe3O4–AZA (left) and MnFe2O4–AZA magnetic nanoparticles (right) at various temperatures in the mag-
netic frozen regime. In the middle there are the hysteresis loops collected at 10 K on Fe3O4–AZA (A1) and MnFe2O4–AZA (B1) (reproduced from ref.
221 with permission from Am. Chem. Soc., copyright 2021).
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inverse spinel structure. In these conditions, as a direct
example, the formula unit (f.u.) of magnetite can be symboli-
cally written in order to show also the theoretical cation occu-
pancy as Fe3+[Fe3+ Fe2+]O4, with the octahedral positions in
brackets. From the magnetic point of view, the oxygen
mediated exchange interactions among the magnetic ions lead
to ferromagnetic coupling between Fe ions which occupy
cation positions of the same type (either tetrahedral or octa-
hedral) and antiferromagnetic coupling between Fe neighbors
belonging to different positions. As a consequence, in the case
of inverse spinels (as most of the ferrite nanoparticles used in
ferrofluids are) the formula unit is composed of the two Fe3+

ions (on A and B positions) which compensate for their mag-
netic moments, and the divalent metal (Fe2+ or Mn2+ or Co2

+)
which gives also the overall magnetic moment per formula
unit. At low temperature, the magnetic moment of Fe3+ ions
(and hence, their hyperfine magnetic field) is slightly higher
on the octahedral positions than in the tetrahedral ones, and
even much larger than that of the Fe2+ ions (e.g. 5μB vs. 4μB),
making a clear distinction between the different configur-
ations of the Fe ions in the spectra. The 3 spectral components
observed in the Mössbauer spectra collected at 6 K on the 2
illustrative samples Fe3O4-AZA and MnFe2O4-AZA correspond
to octahedral Fe3+ (the most external sextet), tetrahedral Fe3+

(the next external sextet) and octahedral Fe2+ (the inner sextet).
The occupancy of these positions can be estimated from the
relative spectral area of the components. An additional elec-
tronic aspect can be investigated by the interpretation of the
Mössbauer spectra collected at higher temperatures, but still
in the magnetic frozen regime. It can be observed that above
150 K the spectra can be suitably fitted by only 2 spectral com-
ponents, assigned this time to trivalent Fe on tetrahedral posi-
tions (the most external sextet) and Fe ions with intermediate
valence (between 2 and 3) on octahedral positions (the inner
sextet). That is due to the typical Verwey transition which can
appear in such compounds if the particle size is not too small.
At temperatures higher than the Verwey transition temperature
(e.g. 120 K in bulk magnetite, but lower in magnetite nano-
particles of nanometer size) the thermal energy activates the
delocalization of an electron between the Fe2+ and Fe3+ neigh-
bours on the octahedral positions. Hence, above the Verwey
transition, the relative area of the 2 spectral components pro-
vides direct information on only the occupancy of the tetra-
hedral and octahedral positions, which coupled with the
additional information on site occupancy by the type of Fe
ions, obtained below the Verwey transition, offers a first hint
on the inversion degree in the studied ferrite nanoparticles.
Finally, by corroboration of all the above results on site
occupancy (provided by Mössbauer spectroscopy) and spon-
taneous magnetization (provided by the magnetization
curves presented also in the same Fig. 9) and taking
into account the type of magnetic coupling between ions
on different sites as well as the values of their atomic magnetic
moments, the following configurations per formula unit
are deduced:221 [Fe0.3

2+Fe0.7
3+]Tetra[(Fe0.7

2+Fe0.7
3+)Fe0.6

3+]OctaO4

in the case of Fe3O4-AZA and, respectively,

[Mn0.2
2+Fe0.8

3+]tetra[(Mn0.8
2+Fe0.8

3+)Fe0.4
3+]octaO4 in the case of

MnFe2O4-AZA.
The full magnetic configurations of the above spinel struc-

tures were obtained due to the possibility to observe in the low
temperature Mössbauer spectra distinct Mössbauer com-
ponents assigned to different Fe positions both below and
above the Verwey transition. However, in the case of ferrite
nanoparticles of much lower size (below 10–15 nm) the crystal-
line structure becomes more defective and the Verwey tran-
sition is canceled out. Hence, the correct separation of the
Mössbauer spectral components is hardly achievable and a
much easier and reliable interpretation of the Mössbauer data
can be obtained only in high applied magnetic fields. Two are
the main consequences of the applied magnetic field on the
low temperature Mössbauer spectra:222 (i) an almost complete
reorientation of the net magnetic moments along the field
direction is produced in high enough magnetic field and (ii)
an effective magnetic field is measured, as composed by the
vectorial sum of the applied magnetic field and the internal
hyperfine magnetic field. In the case of the ferrite nano-
particles, once the net magnetic moment of the ferrimagnetic
structure is oriented along the field direction, the effective
fields on the two positions of Fe (octahedral and tetrahedral)
with opposite directions of hyperfine magnetic fields (order of
50 T) with respect to the applied magnetic field (order of T) are
obtained as follows: the effective field for the position with the
internal field pointing along the applied magnetic field is
obtained by adding the applied field to the hyperfine magnetic
field, whereas the effective field for the position with the
internal field pointing against the applied magnetic field is
obtained by subtracting the applied field from the hyperfine
magnetic field. As a result of the applied magnetic field, two
Mössbauer spectral components which are rather superposing
under zero applied field transform into one more split com-
ponent and one less split component, depending on the site
occupation (octahedral versus tetrahedral).

This procedure was initially applied on 3 different
samples:223 FF1 (ferrofluid of Co ferrite nanoparticles of
average size of 3.3 nm), FF2 (ferrofluid of Co ferrite nano-
particles of average size of 7 nm) and PR2 (the precursor of
FF2 consisting of powder of Co ferrite nanoparticles of average
size of 7 nm, covered by an organic surfactant). The
Mössbauer spectra collected at 10 K, without and with a 6 T
applied magnetic field along the propagation direction of the γ
rays, have been fitted by two sextet components, the most
intense assigned to octahedral positions and the less intense
to tetrahedral positions. As expectedly, under the applied field
the magnetic splitting of Fe on octahedral positions is dimin-
ishing (the octahedral positions provide the effective magnetic
moment per u.f. which is oriented along the field direction,
with the antiparallel hyperfine magnetic field pointing against
the field direction), whereas the magnetic splitting of Fe on
tetrahedral positions is increasing. The larger the particle size,
the larger the component separation and the lower the inten-
sity of second/fifth lines in the spectrum, both aspects point-
ing to a better classical antiferromagnetic spin structure of
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larger nanoparticles. The fact that even under 6 T applied
field, there are still finite intensities of the second/fifth lines
(of much larger values for finer nanoparticles) stands on the
fact that not all the spins in the nanoparticles are aligned
along the applied field, which can be correlated with the pres-
ence of a dead magnetic layer (with random spin orientation)
at the particle surface, thicker for lower sized nanoparticles.
Such spin canted shells at the nanoparticle surface can never-
theless influence the spontaneous magnetization of nano-
particles and hence their magnetic response.

A more detailed analysis refers to the nanoscale size effects
on surface spin canting in Fe oxide nanoparticles.224 Fe oxide
nanoparticles with spinel structures of various mean dia-
meters between 3 nm and 9 nm, without and with a capping
layer of organic surfactant molecules, have been prepared by
the microemulsion route. The Mössbauer spectra acquired at
4.2 K and in 5 T applied magnetic field on such samples are
shown in Fig. 10. The interpretation of the authors was for a
best fit obtained via 3 spectral components, with the most
intense sextets as due to trivalent Fe in tetrahedral positions
(the most external one) and in octahedral positions (the next
split one), respectively. The most inner and less intense sextet
was attributed to divalent Fe in octahedral positions of magne-
tite. Due to the much lower relative area of the last component
than expected from an inverse spinel structure (e.g. 33%
according to the formula Fe3+[Fe3+Fe2+] it was concluded on
the formation of a thin maghemite (γ-Fe2O3) shell at the
surface of magnetite nanoparticles (by an enhanced surficial
oxidation of magnetite). While maghemite contains only Fe3+

ions, the Mössbauer spectra will be characterized by a much
enhanced relative fraction of trivalent ions with the deviation of
the relative spectral area of the divalent Fe from the standard
33% value, providing information on the thickness of the more
oxidized shell. At the limit, its relative spectral area approaching
33% means almost no oxidized shell, whereas the relative spec-
tral area approaching 0% means completely oxidized maghe-
mite nanoparticles. Indeed, it is observed that increasing the
mean particle size, the relative spectral area of this component
is slightly increasing, supporting the formation of a maghemite
shell of about 1 nm at the nanoparticle surface. On the other
hand, the same trend of the intensity of second/fifth absorption
lines in the Mössbauer spectra as in the case of ref. 223 has
been reported. The intensity of these lines is decreasing toward
zero with increasing mean size of nanoparticles, showing
specific spin configurations approaching the ideal ferrimagnetic
one for 9 nm average size of the nanoparticle.

It has been proven by computing R23 that the mean canting
angle relative to the applied field is increasing with decreasing
the size of the nanoparticles, by increasing the number of
atoms at the particle surface relative to the bulk atoms.
Moreover, an insignificant effect of the capping layer over the
mean canting angle of the spins has been shown. It is of note
that the interpretation of the less intense and less split sextet
is different from the one provided by ref. 225 where this com-
ponent was directly assigned to a dead surface layer with ran-
domly distributed spins. However, the physical assignation of
the spin configuration in such low size nanoparticles,
especially in the case of continuously distributed atomic con-

Fig. 10 Mössbauer spectra of Fe oxide nanoparticles collected at 4.2 K in 5 T applied field along the direction of γ rays, as corresponding to
samples xB (without caping layer) and xC (with caping layer), where x = 3 or 6 or 9, represents the mean diameter of nanoparticles in nm (repro-
duced from ref. 224 with permission from IOP Publishing, copyright 2012).
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figurations, is challenging and still under debate. What is
important for applications is the influence of the local spin
configurations on the spontaneous magnetization and in this
respect the main information is related to the relative number
of the spins in the octahedral and tetrahedral sites with anti-
ferromagnetic coupling and also to the relative number of
spins in an eventually dead magnetic layer at the particle
surface. Therefore, a general fitting procedure also has been
developed for the Mössbauer spectra of defective spin ferrite
nanoparticles in applied magnetic field, which is able to
provide such information, Fig. 11.226

The Fe oxide nanoparticles with a mean size of 6 nm have
been obtained by laser pyrolysis and the Mössbauer measure-
ments have been performed at 3 K in increasing applied fields.
In the case of no applied magnetic field, the Mössbauer spec-
trum in the magnetic frozen regime does not show evidence
for distinct Mössbauer spectral components and therefore has
been fitted by a continuous distribution of Fe positions with
distributed hyperfine fields. The distribution of probability for
the involved hyperfine magnetic field is shown on the right
side of each spectrum and the interpretation of the spectra
has to be done in terms of either average or highest probable
hyperfine magnetic field. The 5 T magnetic field applied this
time perpendicular to the direction of gamma radiation
induces the almost complete reorientation of the net magnetic
moments of the ferrimagnetic structure along the field direc-
tion, an effect which is also clearly evidenced by the increased
intensity of the second and fifth absorption lines of the sextet.
The two resulting effective fields corresponding to the two
local maxima in the probability distribution have to corres-
pond to Fe spins opposite to the external field (B1 = 47 T) and
along the external field (B2 = 57 T), respectively. In both cases
the effective field is obtained by subtracting/adding the exter-
nal field of 5 T to the internal hyperfine field of 52 T, specific
to the maghemite-like structure and clearly evidenced by the
single local maximum of the hyperfine field distribution in the
zero-field case. For a defected spinel-like structure (cation
deficient) as maghemite, the highest number of Fe3+ ions
belongs to octahedral-like B and expectedly the corresponding

effective field is the one with the lowest value. However, except
the two types of spins leading in the probability distributions
to the local maxima centered at 57 T and 47 T, respectively,
there is still a finite probability to find Fe positions character-
ized in averaged by an effective field equating the internal
magnetic field. This is possible only if the orientation of those
spins is randomly distributed and a first assumption is for a
magnetic dead layer formed at the particle surface. It is only a
matter of suitable decomposition of the probability distri-
bution of the hyperfine magnetic field under 5 T applied field
in order to find the contribution of the spins in B-like sites,
A-like sites and in the magnetic dead layer and to correlate
such data with a spontaneous magnetization of only 30 emu
g−1, provided by magnetic measurements.226 Accordingly,
some 20% of the Fe3+ spins are in the magnetic dead layer,
55% with the spins along the applied field and 25% with the
spins opposite to the applied magnetic field (to note the anti-
parallel orientation of the hyperfine magnetic field versus the
direction of the spin/magnetic moment). Hence, only some
30% of Fe3+ spins contribute to the net magnetization (net
magnetic moment per f.u.), in agreement with the observed
spontaneous magnetization. Moreover, an exchange bias field
of some 400 Oe is observed by in field cooling the sample at
5 K, which is direct evidence for an interfacial interaction
between the magnetically disordered shell and the ferrimag-
netic core of net magnetization of the nanoparticle. However,
such hybrid magnetic nanoparticles with core–shell configur-
ation and interfacial magnetic interactions provide versatile
platforms for efficient hyperthermia applications via specific
mechanisms described in ref. 227.

On the extended debate on the mechanism responsible for
the reduction of the magnetization in fine Fe oxide nano-
particles (magnetic dead layer at the nanoparticle surface
versus the uniform reduction of the magnetization in the nano-
particle core due to an overall spin canted structure), a recent
study228 pointed to the so called antiphase boundary mecha-
nism consisting in a shift of the Fe sublattice into an
unchanged oxygen lattice, taking place everywhere in the
volume of the nanoparticle. The presence of the antiphase

Fig. 11 Mössbauer spectra of Fe oxide nanoparticles of 6 nmmean size, collected at 3 K under increasing magnetic fields up to 5 T applied perpendicular
on the direction of γ rays and corresponding schematic representation of the spin structure of a nanoparticle. On the left side there are hysteresis loops of
this sample, collected at different temperatures. Adapted with permission (reproduced from ref. 226 with permission from Nature, copyright 2020).
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boundaries was observed in surfacted iron oxide nanoparticles
with a nominal size of 15 nm by high resolution transmission
electron microscopy, being shown by Mössbauer spectroscopy
at 4.2 K, the lack of a significant magnetic dead layer able to
explain the much-reduced magnetization.

3.3.2 Mössbauer investigation explaining magnetic relax-
ation mechanisms. Magnetic relaxation phenomena of nano-
particles in ferrofluids are of key importance with respect to
bio-medical applications concerning both Magnetic
Resonance Imaging (MRI) and cancer therapy (magnetic fluid
hyperthermia based on the localized heat transfer mediated by
vectorized nanoparticles). The heat transfer from an AC mag-
netic field (with biologically compatible amplitude and fre-
quency) to the malign tissue loaded with functionalized mag-
netic monodomain Fe oxide nanoparticles is realized by two
main heat transfer mechanisms: (i) hysteretic losses and (ii)
through magnetic relaxation processes. The effective working
mechanism depends on the relationship between the magnetic
relaxation time τ, and the inverse of the AC field frequency 1/f,
defining the time window τM of the magnetic excitation (τM
may represent also a measuring time window). In this respect,
two regimes have to be mentioned here:219 (i) a static regime,
corresponding to τ ≫ τM, where the main heat transfer mecha-
nism is through hysteretic losses and (ii) the dynamical
regime, corresponding to τ ≪ τM, where the main heat transfer
mechanism is through magnetic relaxation phenomena.

The heat transfer is counted by a power deposition term
which in turn depends on the volume fraction of the nano-
particles in the ferrofluid, φ. The power deposition term, qp,
which characterizes the energy transfer from the AC magnetic
field to the ferrofluid (or specific tissue loaded by MNPs), is
directly related to the so called specific absorption rate (SAR),
with the usual meaning of power absorbed per mass unit of
ferrofluid (W kg−1). Accordingly, SAR = P/m = c × ΔT/Δt = qp/ρ,
with P being the power absorbed by the ferrofluid/tissue of
mass m. Terms c and ρ are the specific heat and the density of
the ferrofluid/tissue, respectively, and ΔT/Δt represents the
rate of the temperature increment. SAR can be simply evalu-
ated if the rate of the temperature increment is experimentally
estimated in adiabatic like-systems.229

Whereas in the case of the heat transfer through hysteretic
losses, only AC magnetometry can provide suitable expla-
nation, in the case of the non-interacting magnetic nano-
particles in the dynamical magnetic regime (superpara-
magnetic regime), it has been shown in230 that only a suscepti-
bility loss mechanism has to be considered (P ∼ χ″ where χ″ is
the out of phase component of the magnetic susceptibility).
Accordingly, the volumetric power is given by P = μ0πfH0

2χ0 ×
2πfτ/(1 + (2πfτ)2) where τ is the effective relaxation time related
to Brownian231 and Néel232,233 relaxation mechanisms charac-
terized by the specific relaxation times τB and τN (1/τ = 1/τB + 1/
τN). Further on, f and H are the frequency and the amplitude
of the applied AC magnetic field, μ0 is the air permittivity and
χ0 is the equilibrium susceptibility. The magnetic NP
rotational mechanisms and equilibrium timescales in
ferrofluids9,234,235 strongly depend on the physical and hydro-

dynamic sizes of particles. The Brownian relaxation time is
given by τB = 3Vhη/(kBT ), where Vh is the hydrodynamic
volume, η is the carrier viscosity and kBT is the thermal energy.
Introducing σ = KV/(kBT ) – the nondimensional anisotropy
energy (K-anisotropy constant and V-particle volume), the Néel

relaxation time has the expression tN ¼
ffiffiffi
π

p
2

τ0eσ=σ1=2, where τ0

= Ms/(2αγK), α-damping constant (0.1−1.0), and γ-gyromagnetic
ratio. Both Néel and Brownian relaxation times increase with
the particle volume and decreases with temperature, but the
involved dependences of the Néel relaxation time start to be
much sharper above a critical volume, due to the exponential
dependence (see more details in section 3.6.2). Therefore,
depending on temperature and nanoparticle volume and mag-
netic parameters, one relaxation mechanism can dominate
over the other mechanism, as graphically detailed in ref. 230.
In the case of spherical magnetite nanoparticles at RT, the
Néel relaxation strongly dominates for particle sizes lower than
about 10 nm, whereas the Brownian relaxation dominates for
sizes larger than 20 nm. In the case of ellipsoidal nano-
particles, not only the size, but also the aspect ratio dictates
the magnetic relaxation regime and the heat transfer mecha-
nism in ferrofluids can be optimized in respect to both geo-
metric and magnetic parameters of nanoparticles.236

From the above discussions, it is clear that the realistic
determination and tuning of the magnetic relaxation times
(either Néel or Brownian) are crucial for the optimization of
ferrofluids in respect to the desired applications. However,
there are no direct experimental methods for their determi-
nation but only indirect ones and Mössbauer spectroscopy has
been proven to be one of the most convenient.

The indirect way in the determination of the relaxation
time in the case of the Néel relaxation is to correlate the temp-
erature induced dynamics of magnetic moments to a specific
trace in the temperature dependence of a convenient experi-
mental parameter. In the case of magnetic monodomain nano-
particles the dynamics of each atomic magnetic moment (pro-
portional to Bhf ) is similar to that of the magnetic moments of
nanoparticles which, in case of uniaxial magnetic anisotropy
of the nanoparticle, may oscillate between two energy minima
along the magnetic easy axis separated by the anisotropy
energy barrier KV. Two regimes are considered for the ther-
mally induced fluctuations over the anisotropy energy barrier,
depending on the ratio r = kT/KV:219 (i) the regime of collective
excitations for r < 0.1 when the magnetic moment oscillates
slightly along the easy axis at the bottom of one energy
minimum and (ii) the regime of superparamagnetic relaxation
for r > 0.1, when the magnetic moment jumps over the energy
barrier with the jumping frequency related to the inverse of
the relaxation time. In the last case, for a particle of anisotropy
energy K, the relaxation time, τN, equates the measuring time
window τM at a certain temperature called the blocking temp-
erature, TB. It is this TB the experimental parameter which can
be derived from the experimental data in order to be related to
the relaxation time or more precisely to specific parameters
(e.g. τ0 and KT ) defining uniquely the temperature dependent
relaxation time. Whereas the blocking temperature can be
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obtained from the maximum of the zero field cooled magneti-
zation curve or the in phase component of AC susceptibility
curve,237 it can be also alternatively obtained from the temp-
erature dependent Mössbauer spectra. The advantage in the
last case refers mainly to applications of ferrofluids involving
high frequency AC actuating magnetic fields (over hundreds of
kHz), when the Mössbauer time window (5 × 10−9 s) is much
closer to the inverse of the frequency. There are two ways of
finding TB from the temperature dependent Mössbauer
spectra in the collapsing regime from a sextet-like pattern to a
singlet/doublet like one. The classical one238 assumes the
fitting of the Mössbauer spectra collected at increasing temp-
erature by a superposition of the sextet (dominant below TB)
and singlet/doublet (dominant above TB) with TB derived as
the temperature where the relative area of the sextet equates
the relative area of the singlet/doublet components. The
second one239 assumes the fitting of the temperature depen-
dent spectra via a hyperfine field distribution and takes TB as
the temperature where the reduced averaged hyperfine mag-
netic field <Bhf> decreases at half of its maximum value in the
static regime at low temperature, <B0>, or where the relative
width of the distribution reaches a maximum (Fig. 12).

Once TB is experimentally derived via a measurement tech-
nique of known time window, τM, the specific equation of the

Néel relaxation time is applied under the imposed conditions
of T = TB and τN = τM. An equation connecting τ0 and KV
results straightforwardly. It allows either the determination of
the anisotropy energy KV, if τ0 is assumed, or of τ0 if KV is
deduced by other means. The procedure is general and inde-
pendent of the method of deriving TB, but the advantage of
Mössbauer spectroscopy is the possibility to derive the an-
isotropy energy KV as well, by simply using the dynamic
regime of collective excitation. By a suitable exploitation of the
spectra at temperatures much lower than TB according to the
second fitting procedure, the average hyperfine magnetic field
or the width of the hyperfine magnetic field distribution is
obtained along the early stage of relaxation. It has been proven
that in this case both the reduced average hyperfine magnetic
field and the reduced distribution width as well depend line-
arly on the temperature (see the corresponding temperature
dependence of these parameters below 50–60 K in Fig. 12),
with the corresponding slopes providing direct information on
the average anisotropy energy <KV> and the relative dispersion
of the anisotropy energy δ(kV)/<KV>, respectively.219 Hence,
using Mössbauer spectroscopy in different relaxation regimes,
a full set of parameters (the average anisotropy energy and its
dispersion, the attempt time τ0, etc.) which characterize the
Néel relaxation time is obtained. It is worth mentioning that

Fig. 12 Temperature dependent Mössbauer spectra of a ferrofluid sample consisting of magnetite nanoparticles (about 10 nm size) dispersed in
water (0.04 volume fraction) and covered by a double layer of auric acid (sample S4). The corresponding hyperfine magnetic field distribution prob-
ability is shown on the right size of each spectrum. Additional samples consisting of either magnetite (S2) or Co ferrite (S1 and S3) NPs with other
coating double layers were measured. The temperature dependence of the relative average hyperfine magnetic field (a) and relative width of the
hyperfine magnetic field distribution (b) are also presented and the specific trace leading to TB is presented by an arrow. Adapted and reproduced
from ref. 239 with permission from IOP Publishing, copyright 2007.
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these possibilities are valid in conditions of non-interacting
nanoparticles (e.g. for ferrofluids of relatively low volume frac-
tions), where the Néel expression of relaxation time is
respected. By increasing the particle concentration, the inter-
particle interactions may modify the relaxation time and at the
limit may lead to a new collective magnetic behavior (superfer-
romagnetism, superspinglass) of the NPs in the ferrofluid.237

A critical discussion on the way that the superparamagnetic
relaxation process governed by the Néel relaxation law can
suffer due to interparticle interactions was reported in ref. 229.
Under reasonable strong interparticle interactions (mainly of
dipolar type) the Néel relation remains valid if two alternative
corrections are applied: (i) the interactions are modelled by an
increased anisotropy energy (KV)* meaning an equivalent
increased effective anisotropy constant or effective magnetic
volume of NP due to the interaction or (ii) the interactions are
modelled by an additional temperature term T0, leading to an
increased transition temperature to the superparamagnetic
state. Keeping the procedure of defining TB from Mössbauer
spectroscopy, increased effective anisotropy energies are
expected in the case of increased interparticle interactions. It
has been proven in the cases of three ferrofluid samples con-
sisting of 10 nm size magnetite NPs coated with oleic acid and
dispersed in a non-polar organic solvent that the effective an-
isotropy energy per nanoparticle as well as the way the nano-
particles become structured during the de-freezing process
depends strongly on the volume fraction.240 The zero field
cooling-field cooling (ZFC-FC) magnetization curves, represen-
tative temperature dependent Mössbauer spectra and the
temperature evolution of the relative average hyperfine mag-
netic field of three samples FF1, FF2 and FF3 with volume frac-
tions of 0.04, 0.15 and 0.2 were reported in that paper.

Using the slope of the linear decrease of the reduced
average hyperfine magnetic field versus temperature in the
regime of collective excitations, it has been shown that the
effective anisotropy energy increases from 0.66 × 10−20 J in
sample FF1 to 0.79 × 10−20 J in sample FF3, in close agreement
with an increase of the TB deduced from magnetometry from
about 95 K to about 120 K. It is worth mentioning that sub-
sequent experimental and theoretical studies have proved that
the interparticle interactions lead, in addition to an increased
effective anisotropy energy, to an unexpected decreased
attempt time τ0.

229,241

Not only the Néel relaxation but also the Brownian relax-
ation can be studied by Mössbauer spectroscopy. Starting from
the Einstein equation which expresses the average square dis-
placement <x2(t )> of particles due to the Brownian movement
(proportional to an infinitesimal short time t and the
diffusion coefficient, D), an average velocity can be computed
and transferred in terms of a second order Doppler shift. Due
to the random movement of nanoparticles (and associated Fe
atoms) an increased linewidth, ΔΓ, of the Mössbauer spectral
line should be observed at increased temperature, due to the
proportionality of the absorption line broadening to tempera-
ture. The slope of this increment is inversely proportional to
both the hydrodynamic diameter of NPs and viscosity η of the

ferrofluid, as main parameters which dictates also the
Brownian relaxation time. Therefore, the suitable exploitation
of the line broadening in the temperature dependent
Mössbauer spectra can offer information about the Brownian
relaxation within the condition to control an additional
change of the spectral line shape due to the complementary
Néel relaxation process. Different methodologies have been
developed in this respect in the last years, according to
reports.242–244

3.4 Magneto-optics: light scattering

Transmission electron microscopy investigations are limited to
highly diluted and dried/vitrified samples; therefore, these
refer mainly to particle size distributions, without details con-
cerning structuring processes themselves, which require the
use of various scattering techniques (Fig. 13). The ferrofluid
structure–optical property relationship is closely tuned by com-
position, concentration and applied magnetic field.245–254 By
applying a magnetic field, a preferential direction is estab-
lished, leading to an optical anisotropy of the magnetic fluid.
Magneto-optical effects, such as field induced birefringence,
dichroism and light scattering, are in strong correspondence
with particle morphology, magnetic relaxation processes, mag-
netic dipole–magnetic field and long-range dipole–dipole
interactions,37,246,255,256 as well as formation of particle chains
and more complex anisotropic structures.245,249–251,257,258

Unless highly diluted, the large number of dispersed
particles makes ferrofluids opaque; however, when confined to
optical paths of several hundreds of micrometers or less, they
acquire the above mentioned magnetically controlled optical
properties.

Magnetically induced optical anisotropy of ferrofluids is
caused by three distinct structuring mechanisms: rotation, for-
mation and correlation. The rotation mechanism (Fig. 13a) is
due to hard (for Brown nanoparticles) or soft (for Néel nano-
particles) coupling between the nanoparticle’s magnetic
moment and anisotropy axis (shape and/or crystalline). Pure
rotation theoretical models of ideal ferrofluids, i.e. non-aggre-
gated ferrofluids, for magneto-optical phenomena (linear and
circular dichroism and birefringence) were developed for
Brown nanoparticles,246 and for Néel nanoparticles.259 The for-
mation mechanism (Fig. 13b) is due to field oriented magneti-
cally induced nanoparticle linear chains. Already early
investigations245,260–265 revealed that chains or more complex
rod-like aggregates formed in magnetic field convey reversible
optical anisotropy properties to ferrofluids. If particles have
anisotropic shapes, chains influence the induced birefrin-
gence only when the ferrofluid concentration is high
enough.266 However, if the magnetic component of the ferro-
fluid consists in spherical nanoparticles the only source of
optical anisotropy can be attributed to chains of
nanoparticles.249,251,264,267–269 The correlation mechanism
(Fig. 13c) is due to magnetically induced anisotropy of the
nanoparticles’ pair correlation function.258,270–273

In the case of high colloidal stability low concentration fer-
rofluids particle clusters are practically absent; therefore, the
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rotation mechanism is the most plausible. During preparation
nanoparticles with a non-ideal morphology result whose form
can be approximated by an ellipsoid of revolution. In the rigid
dipole model, it is usually assumed that the frozen magnetic
moment is directed along the long axis of the particle. By
applying a magnetic field, the orientational ordering of par-
ticles with Brownian relaxation confers anisotropic properties
to the ferrofluid;37,246,255,256,259 hence, its polarization pro-
perties at optical frequencies may be described by the dielec-
tric permeability tensor. To achieve a high degree of orien-
tation a high magnetic field (the Langevin parameter ξ much
higher than 1) and to the same extent, a high magnetic an-
isotropy of particles are necessary, σ ≫ 1. The field-induced
magneto-optical effects in ferrofluids are 5–7 orders of magni-
tude higher than those observed in the case of molecular
liquids.255,264 In the case of maghemite or magnetite ferro-
fluids only the particles with great enough sizes (8–10 nm or
greater) have magnetic anisotropy energy of the order of
thermal energy kBT (σ ≈ 1; soft dipole limit), while in ferro-
fluids with cobalt-ferrite nanoparticles (σ ≫ 1) these behave as
rigid magnetic dipoles. The anisotropy field (Hani) linked to
the anisotropy energy37 is much higher for Co-ferrite than for
maghemite or magnetite nanoparticles274 and closely deter-
mines their mechanical response in solution (alignment of the
particle body along the field) and the magneto-optic behavior,
but in zero magnetic field both types of ferrofluids are opti-
cally isotropic. For highly stable diluted ferrofluids (up to
1–2% vol fraction) the field induced static birefringence Δn is
proportional to the particle volume fraction and Δn ∼ H2,275

both dependences strongly indicating that in such colloids the
effect is not due to a cooperative (agglomeration) process but
to a single particle effect. The nonlinear fit of dichroism data
from a ferrofluid with 2% volume magnetite nanoparticles dis-
persed in transformer oil, with the models for Brown246 and
Néel259 rotation, proved the validity of the latter, leading to a
realistic and closer to TEM value of the nanoparticle ellipti-
city.276 Dynamic magneto-optic effects in the case of cobalt-
ferrite and maghemite MF samples with anisotropy fields
differing by an order of magnitude reveal essential differences
in what concerns the magnetic field dependence of the charac-

teristic relaxation time.274 Magnetic field dependence of relax-
ation time is quite different for σ ≫ 1 compared to σ ≈ 1. The
induced birefringence is linear with respect to the probing
field and a model with linear response approximation, consid-
ering suspended nanoparticles with finite magnetic anisotropy
of the easy axis type, describes well the experimental data.277

The significant difference between magneto-optical dynamical
birefringence and low-field complex susceptibility278 or relax-
ation of magnetization279 measurements is that it only probes
the mechanical rotation of the grains, being not directly sensi-
tive to the Néel process.274

A common feature of the rotation models is the linear
dependence of the effect on the nanoparticle volume fraction
(Φ): Δn ∼ Φ. Experimental refutation of this feature led to early
proof for the magnetically induced nanoparticle
agglomeration.247,249,280 The influence of particle concen-
tration on static birefringence and dichroism in the case of
double layer steric stabilized diester based magnetic fluid
samples reveals the effect of particle interactions already at 1%
vol fraction, the departure from the ideal orientation theory
increasing significantly for higher particle concentrations and
quality of the colloidal stabilization.249,281,282

Full account of the nanoparticle aggregates’ contribution to
the magnetically induced optical anisotropy in ferrofluids
requires knowledge on both aggregate statistics and aggregate
optical shape anisotropy. The first formation theoretical model
of linear dichroism in ferrofluids249 was based on the statisti-
cal theory for rigid chain-like aggregates,283 the bidisperse
nanoparticle distribution284 and the approximation of chains
as revolution ellipsoids. The bidisperse distribution reduces
the continuous distribution to two fractions, the small par-
ticles and the large ones, each fraction consisting of identical
particles with the constant magnetic moment, and only the
large particles aggregate in chains. The model, limited at low
magnetic fields and by the rigid chain assumption, provides a
good qualitative description of the nanoparticle concentration
dependence of the magnetically induced dichroism in ferro-
fluids. A bidisperse nanoparticle birefringence model251 was
limited to low and high magnetic field values. Applying the
model in the case of two electrostatic stabilized samples inves-

Fig. 13 The three main magnetically induced structuring mechanisms on the nanoscale in ferrofluids: (a) rotation, (b) agglomeration, and (c) inter-
particle correlation.
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tigated in ref. 259, the main fractions (90%–95%) consist of
small particles with a magnetic core diameter of 7–9 nm, while
the second fractions consist of a small number (5%–10%) of
large particles of 15–18 nm. The model favors chains of up to
5 nanoparticles, which have in composition, besides large size
particles, at most 2 small particles of less than 10 nm size and
give a good correspondence with measured birefringence
data.251,259 In the framework of a birefringence model limited
to nanoparticle dimers, i.e. two nanoparticle chains,268 the fit
of the theoretical estimate of birefringence to experimental
data, the dependence on applied field and on the particle
volume fraction both confirm the role of dimers in magnetic
field induced anisotropy of highly diluted Co ferrofluids. A
breakthrough in the analytical modeling of nanoparticle
chaining in ferrofluids285 provides a full range magnetic field
and ferrofluid concentration statistics of arbitrary long flexible
nanoparticle chains. This model was used267 to calculate the
influence of magnetically induced chains on polarized light
extinction in ferrofluids, with the goal to explain experi-
mentally measured field dependence of extinction of light
polarized at 54.73° with respect to the magnetic field, which,
according the orientation theory developed in ref. 286, should
not depend on the external magnetic field. A further develop-
ment of the analytical model of MNP chaining285 refers to the
theory of magnetically induced dichroism in ferrofluids with
bidisperse nanoparticle flexible chain-like aggregates.269 This
improved model was used to fit dichroism experimental data
from highly diluted and concentrated ferrofluid samples and
thus determine the magnetic field dependence of (a) the n-par-
ticle chains’ mass weight, (b) average number of particles per
chain, and (c) total chains’ mass weight. The total chains’
mass weight increased from 2.5% to 4% in the 0–300 kA m−1

field range, thus proving the sensitivity of the dichroism to the
magnetically induced nanoparticle chain formation. Chains
with up to 5 particles have significant mass weight and thus
influence the magnetically induced optical anisotropy of the
concentrated ferrofluid sample.

In the case of non-aggregated magnetic nanoparticles in
concentrated ferrofluids the coupling between the magnetic
dipole-field and the long-range dipole–dipole interactions
leads to a magnetically induced anisotropy of the particle pair
correlation function, which causes magnetically induced
optical anisotropy.258,270–273 The specific dichroism in the case
of a steric stabilized ferrofluid shows a concave shape depen-
dence on solid volume fraction: it increases with increasing
volume fraction in the region of diluted samples, but above
Φmax volume fraction the specific dichroism decays, going
negative above Φ0. Using the general theory for the influence
of the pair correlation function on the optical anisotropy in
ferrofluids,258 a bidisperse model was developed273 based on
the bidisperse pair correlation theory.287 The bidisperse model
accounts for the magnetic field dependence of Φmax and Φ0,
which was not achieved by a monodisperse model.272,273

In real magnetic fluids with great polydispersity the particle
sizes are usually in the interval 3–20 nm and the fraction of
large size particles could induce the formation of clusters and

also of more extended agglomerates. Clusters of magnetic
nanoparticles of medium size, 20 < d < 100 nm, are frequently
encountered especially in water based magnetic
fluids.68,288–290 These “particles” are usually porous nano-
clusters composed of smaller 10 nm superparamagnetic nano-
particles.291 The kinetics of aggregation for diluted water
based ferrofluids (8 × 10−4–0.3%vol) was directly evidenced
already in the presence of a very weak magnetic field (∼1 kA
m−1) using a transmission light microscope.

Phase separation was observed in external uniform mag-
netic field manifesting by appearance of long needlelike aggre-
gates extended along the direction of the applied field and
growing with elapsed time. Two distinct phases are distin-
guished, the growth of individual aggregates by absorption of
single MNPs from ambient fluid and the coalescence of neigh-
boring aggregates occurring at longer elapsed times.291

Light scattering techniques are used also to probe the
aggregation kinetics of magnetic colloidal systems in what con-
cerns the formation and characteristic time of particle aggre-
gates of various degrees of complexity. The time required for
aggregation of individual particles and of linear aggregates
(secondary aggregation) in a carrier liquid for a given external
field is determined by the competing magnetic and viscous
forces68,253,288,292–297 and depends on the particle size, number
of particles in linear aggregates and external field strength,
whereas the viscous force depends on the particle or aggregate
size and viscosity of the carrier liquid (Fig. 14a). The randomly
oriented dispersed Brownian particles undergo head-to-tail
aggregation, forming chains aligned along the field direction,
followed by lateral coalescence of the chains resulting in
columns formed by secondary aggregation,257,298 a mechanism
described in the framework of an extended version of the
Halsey–Toor model of coarsening,299–302 proper to weak col-
loidal stability ferrofluids, magnetic emulsions and MR fluids.
The aggregation kinetics of Brownian suspensions is described
by the Vicsek–Family model of diffusion-limited aggregation of
clusters (DLCA);303 the cluster size distributions as a function
of cluster size and time obey a dynamic scaling form. In the
case of non-Brownian particles of large sizes (14 μm) the
dynamic scaling exponent z for the average cluster length S(t )
∼ tz was found to be strongly dependent on the magnetic-field
strength;304 the scaling exponents smaller than 1/3 for values
over 1000 of the dimensionless interaction strength λ are
shown to be inconsistent with the DLCA model.

In longitudinal scattering configuration, where the light
propagation vector is parallel to the magnetic field direction
(Fig. 14b), the scattered patterns and their corresponding
surface plots at different magnetic field values for three
different ramp rates, on decreasing the magnetic field to zero
value, finally go back to the original diffused spot, indicating
the reversibility of the aggregation process. Depending on the
ramp rate a certain degree of hysteresis in the transmitted
intensity curves is observed during the increase and decrease
of magnetic field. Experiments in transverse scattering con-
figuration, where the light propagation vector is perpendicular
to the magnetic field direction with typical scattering patterns
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(Fig. 14c), were also used to probe the kinetics of the magneti-
cally induced phase condensation in ferrofluids and bio-
ferrofluids.68,288,305–307 The asymptotic critical condensation
proposed in ref. 308 was experimentally observed in an
aqueous ferrofluid: the critical temperature was 42.5 °C.306

Using the time evolution saturation values of the light extinc-
tion, the field dependence of the magnetic supersaturation
(i.e. the total amount of magnetic material contained in the
condensed phase) in a bio-ferrofluid can be calculated based
on a model for the forward light scattering on the condensed
phase drops [ref. 305, ESI]. Magnetically induced aggregation
in a bio-ferrofluid under the action of high frequency (100
kHz) magnetic fields with amplitude as low as 4 mT was
recently observed using light scattering experiments.307

3.5 Small-angle scattering and reflectometry

3.5.1 Structure of magnetic particles. The distribution of
pair correlations in space is the subject of small-angle scatter-
ing, the kind of diffraction (result of elastic scattering) in
which the widening of the beam of either X-rays (SAXS) or neu-
trons (SANS) after passing a sample of a ferrofluid is sensitive
to the nanoscaled (1–100 nm) inhomogeneities.309,310 In
sufficiently diluted systems of weakly interacting particles, the

scale of the pair correlations can be restricted by the particle
volume (size ∼3–20 nm). The corresponding scattering curve
(scattered intensity as a function of momentum transfer, q) is
known as a form-factor of a single particle. Its character
strongly depends on the contrast distribution between com-
ponents of the ferrofluid under study. In SAXS experiments,
the dominating contrast (determined by the electron densities
of the components) is that between the core of the magnetic
material and solvent. The analysis of the scattering curves in
this case is the direct way to find out the size distribution of
quasi-spherical magnetic cores (see recent examples in ref.
228, 309 and 311–313). In case when polydispersity is small,
peculiarities in the SAXS curves (fringe like behavior) make it
possible to conclude about the morphology of nanoparticles.
Thus, the positions of minima of SAXS curves are different for
spherical and cubic magnetic particles314 (Fig. 15). The high
intensity of present-day X-ray sources allows one to develop
time resolved SAXS to follow the formation and growth of
nanoparticles including MNPs87,106,315 with subsecond time
resolution.

Magnetic particles with shape anisotropy are of current
interest. 2D scattering patterns become anisotropic after the
particles are oriented in external magnetic fields. Thus, 2D

Fig. 14 Primary and secondary particle aggregation. (a) Schematic of the arrangement of magnetic nanoparticles in the dispersion before and after
aggregation at different critical fields HC1, HC2, HC3, HC4, and HC5 (reproduced from ref. 257 with permission from Am. Phys. Soc., copyright
2009). (b) Light scattering patterns from the nanofluid at different magnetic field values (during decrease) on a screen placed perpendicular to the
field direction of incident light for ramp rates 0.6 G s−1 (A–D and M–P), 2.5 G s−1 (E–H), and 20 G s−1 (I–L)253 (reproduced from ref. 253 with per-
mission from Am. Phys. Soc., copyright 2010). (c) Time evolution of the forward scattered light in transverse configuration at several values of the
applied magnetic field (reproduced from ref. 305 with permission from Royal Soc. Chem., copyright 2013).
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SAXS from hematite spindle shaped particles in water
revealed316 the elongation of the scattering pattern parallel to
the applied field which corresponds to a preferential orien-
tation of the long (polar) shape axis perpendicular to the
applied field. So, this is the direct evidence that the particle
magnetization is perpendicular to the long particle axis. These
particles were additionally oriented in a magnetorheological
setup combined with SANS.317

In SANS experiments, two contributions to the scattering
are present, which are nuclear scattering (interaction of neu-
trons with atomic nuclei) and magnetic scattering (interaction
of magnetic moments of neutrons and atoms).318 They are
determined by the distributions of the nuclear and magnetic
scattering contrasts, respectively. The distributions corres-
ponding to the nuclear scattering can be varied with keeping
the same chemical structure by isotope (hydrogen/deuterium)
substitution in the system. In partially or fully deuterated car-
riers, the peculiarities corresponding to the hydrogen-contain-
ing components (such as particle coatings) become visible,
thus opening more possibilities for studying the distribution
of the scattering densities within particles. At the same time
the magnetic contribution becomes significant and should be
taken into account. As the first step, the SANS contrast vari-
ation with the measurements at different molar ratios H/D in
the carrier can be applied to polydisperse ferrofluids using
the extended classical approach based on modified basic
functions.319,320 This way is valid for purely superpara-
magnetic systems in which no interference between nuclear
and magnetic scattering takes place. The last property deter-
mines the fact that the magnetic scattering contribution is
contrast independent, so the information about the nuclear
and magnetic structures can be separated in the experiments
on the contrast variation which is made for non-magnetized
samples. Regarding the particle structure, the approach is
most informative for organic ferrofluids with a single coating
(chemisorption) of MNPs and minimum free surfactant in
the carrier. Some parameters of complex particles, such as
surfactant shell thickness and the volume fractions of the

core and shell in the particles, are determined independently
of the models (both for nuclear and magnetic scattering)
probed in the treatment of the scattering curves in the next
step, thus giving additional criteria of the self-consistency of
the description of the particle nuclear structure. For ferro-
fluids with colloidal aggregation, the main contribution to
the scattering comes from the aggregates. The obtaining of
the information about single particles at different contrasts is
possible only by modeling scattering curves (with assuming
corresponding contrast distribution) at sufficiently large
q-values, at which the aggregate effect is minimum. If such
q-interval is resolved, with the simultaneous treatment of the
scattering curves in the frame of one model one increases the
reliability of the model probed, as well as achieving better
precision of the varied parameters. The additional change in
the contrasts can be achieved in the combined SAXS/SANS
experiments with the same system. Two techniques have
different contrast combinations between components for the
same (from the viewpoint of the chemical structure) system
under study. Moreover, other complementary data can be
included in combined numerical modeling. An example is
the combined analysis of the SAXS/SANS data together with
the data of static light scattering (SLS) and isothermal magne-
tization from multi-core iron oxide nanoparticles (single core
diameter of about 9 nm) embedded in poly(styrene) spheres
(160 nm) immobilized and dispersed in water.321 This
extended analysis of SAXS/SANS data (made in terms of the
pair distance distribution functions obtained by numerical
inversion, a special approach for the realization of the indir-
ect Fourier transform method) strongly indicated that the
cores were mostly accumulated in the surface layers of the
poly(styrene) spheres.

SANS experiments concentrated on the analysis of mag-
netic scattering from ferrofluids are carried out in two
modes: with non-polarized and polarized neutron beams. In
both cases, non-magnetized samples give isotropic scattering
patterns due to disorientation of the magnetic moments.
When magnetized in an external magnetic field perpendicu-
lar to the neutron beam, due to the anisotropy of the mag-
netic scattering component, the scattering patterns become
anisotropic and, using this anisotropy, it is possible to separ-
ate the nuclear and magnetic components of the scattering.
Still, the two components do not interfere. When one
employs a polarized neutron beam, the interference between
two components appears which depends on the relative
orientations of the beam polarization and sample magnetiza-
tion. As a rule, two scattering patterns are measured with
different relative orientations of the neutron spin (S = 1/2)
regarding the external magnetic field. The analysis of the
change in the neutron spin during scattering is not per-
formed to save statistics. This option is known as SANSPOL.
Now, one has two equations for the same system for separ-
ating the nuclear and magnetic scattering components, which
gives more reliable results. However, due to polarization, the
intensity of the initial beam is half less than the intensity of
a non-polarized beam, which leads to a loss of statistics and

Fig. 15 SAXS curves from diluted solutions of oleic acid-capped
maghemite nanospheres and nanocubes in toluene combined with TEM
image from dried samples (reproduced from ref. 314 with permission
from IOP Publishing – Open Access, copyright 2012).
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requires more experimental time and better background con-
ditions. This fact limits the SANSPOL application referred to
the magnetic structure of single particles, since diluted
samples with suppressed particle interaction are of interest.
Also, for the most effective use of the SANSPOL option based
on the interference between nuclear and magnetic scattering
the polydispersity should be as small as possible to avoid the
smearing of the interference effects. The classical ferrofluids
with separated and well-defined composite nanoparticles
seem ideal systems for fundamental studies on clarification
of the reasons for reduced specific magnetization of magnetic
nanoparticles as compared to bulk values. In particular,
several attempts were made to resolve a magnetically dead
layer in the near-surface vicinity of the particles due to a
potential spin canting predicted earlier in some theoretical
works.

Thus, SANSPOL was recently applied to organic (deuterated
toluene) low-concentrated (<1 vol%) ferrofluids with oleic acid-
capped maghemite nanospheres and truncated nanocubes314

and monodisperse iron oxide nanoparticles.228 The experi-
ments showed a magnetically depleted surface layer about
0.3 nm thick with canted spins; however, the observed
reduction in specific magnetization cannot be explained by
this surface layer alone. So, a uniform reduction of the magne-
tization over the magnetic core volume was also concluded. In
ref. 228, the precision was provided by the additional contrast
variation and simultaneous fitting of the scattering curves
obtained at five H/D contents in the solvent (Fig. 16).
Antiphase boundaries in iron oxide nanocrystals were con-
sidered as the main contributors to the uniform reduction of
the magnetization saturation based on the complementary
data, which included extended magnetization analysis,
HR-TEM of isolated nanoparticles and powder X-ray diffrac-
tion. To a lesser extent the effect was also related to iron cation
vacancies in nanoparticles.

The magnetic contrast variation method extends the capa-
bilities of the SANSPOL technique.322 In this case, only the

Langevin function is varied in the expression for the magnetic
scattering contribution with the external magnetic field
growth, so one can fit different scattering curves simul-
taneously with the constraint of identical scattering ampli-
tudes and the same particle size distribution for all curves,
thus significantly increasing the precision of the structural
parameters derived.

In some cases, despite comparatively low statistics, full
polarization analysis in SANS is applicable to ferrofluids. For
example, this concerns the comparison of multi-core bio-ferro-
fluids showing a strong difference in the internal magnetic
(intracore) structure. Such kind of particle is of current inter-
est for regulated magnetic hyperthermia (MHT). In ref. 323
commercial bio-ferrofluids were studied using unpolarized
SANS combined with polarization analyzed SANS (PASANS).
The systems under study comprised a mixture of Fe3O4 and
γ-Fe2O3 with a shell or matrix of dextran suspended in water
(total hydrodynamic diameter of about 115 nm). Analyzed by
TEM the magnetic cores of the nanoparticles comprise several
crystallites of magnetic iron oxide aggregated to form a single
dense core having a nominal diameter from ≈50–60 nm to
≈100 nm, suggesting a diffuse loosely bound structure.
Dynamic light scattering and even transmission electron
microscopy data do not offer detailed information about the
internal structure of composite nanoparticles. Intra-core mag-
netic interactions have to be properly accounted for a desired
end-use – magnetic hyperthermia, magnetic drug targeting or
magnetic separation – in order to ensure a proper balance
among interaction strength, exchange coupling, and external
magnetic field. Actually, the intra-core structure of magnetic
particles of bio-ferrofluids has to be tailored by synthesis to
the requirements of each application. As it is followed from
the comparison of the magnetic scattering contributions,
magnetic structures differ significantly among the particles,
being responsible for both the mechanism of reorientation
and the resulting energy dissipation in time varying magnetic
field.

Fig. 16 (a) SANSPOL from oleic acid coated iron oxide MNPs in toluene with 5 different contrasts (volume fraction of d-toluene is given in legends).
The black line represents the best fit of a core–shell model with a sticky hard sphere structure factor (inset on the lower left). (b) Contrast matching.
The minimum of the parabolic fit corresponds to the match point resulting in a core SLD of 6.8(2) × 10−6 Å−2. The inset shows the 2D-detector
image for 50% d-toluene. (c) Fit of the magnetic-nuclear interference terms for the 5 contrasts. The only fit parameters are the magnetic scattering
length density and thickness of a magnetically dead shell (reproduced from ref. 228 with permission from Royal Soc. Chem., copyright 2021).
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Recently, the same approach was applied324 to specific mul-
ticore particles with a dextran coating known as nanoflowers –
densely packed aggregates of several iron oxide crystallites.
Again, this type of particle has emerged as a promising candi-
date for MHT, providing phenomenal heating behavior due to
the exchange coupling between the cores (superferromagnetic
magnetization state). The comprehensive analysis including
SANSPOL showed that the multi-core particles (size of about
39 nm) had an irregular shape with slight anisotropy. They pre-
ferentially magnetized along their longest dimension (due to
shape anisotropy), but with a slight internal spin disorder/
misalignment.

The better way to enhance the contrast in nanosystems is
multiple-energy anomalous small-angle X-ray scattering
(ASAXS). This technique takes advantage of the fact that for
X-rays whose energy is close to the absorption edge of an
element, the atomic scattering factor of that element is
strongly reduced as compared to its value far from the edge, so
that a contrast variation can be made by simply varying the
energy of the incident X-ray photons. An example is composite
magnetic nanoparticles in which an Fe3O4 core, as assumed, is
surrounded by a (MnxFe1−x)3O4 shell.325 Here, SANS data even
at high contrast ratio are not sufficient to distinguish whether
their structure is closer to homogeneous or core–shell type.
ASAXS data evidence the core–shell structure revealing the
(MnxFe1−x)3O4 shell with a graded composition, ranging from
x ≈ 0.40 at the inner shell to x ≈ 0.46 at the surface.

3.5.2 Structuring processes in ferrofluids
3.5.2.1 Particle interaction. For the analysis of various inter-

actions in liquid colloidal systems, the structure factor S(q),
Fourier transform of the radial distribution function, is experi-
mentally obtained as a ratio between the scattering intensities
for concentrated and diluted systems. In real (polydisperse)
ferrofluids, this is mostly qualitative analysis of the character-
istic spatial correlations, since modeling (like in the case of
particle form-factor) faces principal difficulties. Nevertheless,
such kind of analysis115,326–328 proved to be useful. The inter-
action of one-domain magnetic nanoparticles in a liquid
carrier of ferrofluids can be considered in the first approxi-
mation in terms of the theory of dipolar liquids, in which mag-
netic dipole-dipole interaction competes with the Brownian
repulsion strengthened in some cases with electrostatic repul-
sion (water-based ferrofluids with charged stabilization). The
qualitative diagram of the states of a dipolar liquid, coupling
parameter against particle volume fraction, for sterically stabil-
ized ferrofluids327,329 shows several modes of interaction.
From the point of view of the small-angle scattering experi-
ment, each of the modes gives a specific structure-factor,
which modulates the form-factor of individual spherical-like
particles. A theoretical prediction is that even in the absence
of the external magnetic field, there are thermodynamically
stable chain-like aggregates, which takes place at a sufficiently
strong coupling parameter. At low particle concentrations, the
chain concentration is small, and they do not interact with
each other. At high concentrations, it is difficult to analyze the
chain interaction. That is why most of the structural experi-

ments are made either for low concentration or for low coup-
ling parameter. The hard sphere approximation (polydiperse
case) proved to be applicable only for ferrofluids with rather
thick surfactant coatings, such as magnetite with double layer
(oleic acid plus dodecylbenzenesulphonic acid) coatings in
alcohol (pentanol) and concentration below 5 vol%.147 Just
only from the analysis of the structure-factor, which gave the
total (magnetic core plus surfactant shell) size, the effective
thickness of the coating was found to be smaller than the total
length of the two surfactants, thus suggesting the overlapping
of the surfactant layers. For higher concentration, the ‘soften-
ing’ (non-proportional growth) of the structure-factor peak
(whose position corresponds to the inverse effective radius of
interaction) is observed, indicating the effective interpenetra-
tion of the shells when the particles are in contact.

Regarding the structure-factor effects for ferrofluids with a
low-coupling parameter, SANSPOL was applied to a classical
type of low-polarity polydisperse ferrofluid (single coating of
magnetite nanoparticles, size of about 10 nm, deuterated
organic solvents).328,330 The nuclear and magnetic correlations
were revealed and compared for the systems with moderate
(about 1 vol%) concentrations. A main conclusion is that in
this kind of system magnetic correlations between particles
take place when the structure factor effect in the particle
location is negligible. This fact was associated with the poly-
dispersity of particles: the magnetic moment of small par-
ticles, which are in the vicinity of large particles and affected
by their local dipole field, experiences an effect opposite to
that of an external magnetic field. The situation was found331

to be opposite in aqueous polydisperse ferrofluids, where mag-
netic particles are electrostatically stabilized with adsorbed
ions. The charge repulsion in them resulted in greater inter-
particle distances, so magnetic correlations were suppressed.
But a strong structure-factor in nuclear scattering was
observed, which is typical for charged particles. This example
clearly shows that even in diluted ferrofluids the magnetic and
nuclear correlations are complex and depend on the stabiliz-
ation method.

In the cases when the magnetic scattering contribution is
absent (SAXS) or can be neglected (SANS from fully protonated
systems), for concentrated non-magnetized ferrofluids with
good stabilization (low coupling parameter) and comparatively
hard shells (single layered stabilization in low-polarity solvents
or electrostatic stabilization in water), the repulsive component
in the interaction potential results in the appearance of a pro-
nounced peak in the structure-factor corresponding to the
effective radius of short-range interaction. If the long-range
attraction is not suppressed, then a central (q = 0) peak
appears in the structure-factor. In low-polarity ferrofluids with
sterical stabilization S(q) is dependent only on the particle con-
centration328 (Fig. 17a). In water-based ferrofluids with electro-
static stabilization the particle interactions can be continu-
ously tuned by varying the ionic strength so that at some point
the repulsive character is changed to the attractive one
(Fig. 17b). Thus, at low ionic strength, the particle interaction
potential is a strongly repulsive Yukawa potential, while for
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high ionic strength a globally attractive Lennard-Jones type
potential results.332 The limit q = 0 for S(q) in this kind of ferro-
fluid is well used for estimating the osmotic compressibility of
ensembles of nanoparticles in colloidal dispersions, which is
used in the extended characterization of their concentration
dependent properties, e.g. ref. 129. Under an external magnetic
field, the structure-factor becomes anisotropic.119,333,334 The
presence of such anisotropy (Fig. 17c) shows that there is a pre-
ferable positioning of the particles along the field direction
around a reference particle, the effect of interaction of the
oriented magnetic dipoles. In water-based ferrofluids with
electrostatic stabilization, the anisotropy increases with increas-
ing the ratio γ/Φ (ratio of Langevin parameter to particle volume
fraction), thus allowing for a tuning of the amplitude of the
magnetic field effect by varying both the particle concentration
and magnetic moment. For such kind of ferrofluid, the ‘soften-
ing’ of the structure-factor is observed in extremely concentrated
(∼30% vol.) samples (glassy samples). Still, the asymmetry in
the structure-factor in the glassy state conserves (Fig. 17d).

When magnetic scattering contribution is significant (SANS
experiments with deuterated carriers), the total structure factor

is a complex mixture of two correlated (nuclear and magnetic)
components. The additional complication for the analysis is
particle polydispersity. The character of the total structure
factor in non-magnetized organic ferrofluids strongly depends
on the particle concentration and coupling parameter.328

Despite the complex behavior of the structure-factor, in some
cases its qualitative analysis makes it possible to conclude
about the processes in ferrofluids including biological
systems. An example is the combined SAXS/SANS studies of
the adsorption and desorption of the cytostatic mitoxantrone
(MTO) to lauric acid-albumin hybrid coated magnetic nano-
particles in water.335 Such MTO-loaded nanoparticles have
shown very promising results in in vivo animal models before,
while the exact binding mechanism of the drug was unknown.
The complex particles have shown better stability under drug
loading in comparison with uncoated nanoparticles and sus-
tainable drug release compared with protein solution.
Adsorption of MTO leads to a decrease of absolute value of
zeta potential and repulsive interaction among particles,
which points to the location of separate molecules of MTO on
the outer surface of the shell.

Fig. 17 Effective structure-factors in 1D SANS in the absence of external magnetic field for (a) low-polarity ferrofluids (reproduced from ref. 328
with permission from Elsevier, copyright 2014) and (b) ionic water-based ferrofluids with low and high ionic strength (reproduced from ref. 332 with
permission from Am. Phys. Soc., copyright 2003). Components of the effective structure-factors in 2D SANS parallel and perpendicular to external
magnetic field for (c) ionic water-based ferrofluids (reproduced from ref. 333 with permission from Am. Chem. Soc., copyright 2006) and (d) glassy
samples (reproduced from ref. 334 with permission from Royal Soc. Chem., copyright 2015).
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The equilibrium chain aggregates were recently observed in
SAXS experiments (Fig. 18) when two organic (polydisperse)
ferrofluids with strongly different coupling parameters were
placed in the saturating magnetic field.336 The low particle
concentration of the two samples provided the equilibrium
state under magnetic field. 2D SAXS patterns became aniso-
tropic and did not change in time. The structure-factor in this
case is associated with the chain-like aggregates which are
oriented under magnetic field. From the scattering component
parallel to the magnetic field direction the size distribution of
the particles in chains was derived for comparison with that
obtained from the scattering curves from non-magnetized
samples. The scattering component perpendicular to the mag-
netic field direction was analyzed in monodisperse approxi-
mation to estimate the mean particles per chain, as well as the
fraction of particles in the chains. It was shown that the stable
samples based on organic solvents (monolayer surfactant
stabilization) behave in full agreement with the theoretical pre-
dictions for dipolar fluids with respect to the formation of

chain-like particle associates. The experimentally estimated
chain length and the aggregation rate correlate with the coup-
ling parameter for magnetic interaction between nanoparticles
in the systems.

3.5.2.2 Ordering. Environmental changes leading to the
effective amplification of the particle attraction can cause
orderings of various types in ensembles of magnetic particles,
which is well reflected as specific changes in small-angle scat-
tering curves. Thus, the cooling of ferrofluids (magnetite
coated with a double layer of oleic acid oleylamine in decalin,
size from 10 to 20 nm, concentration from 0.1 to 1.5 vol%)
under saturating magnetic field results in the formation of
dipolar chains combined then into packed hexagonal struc-
tures.337 Such kinds of ordering were observed in cooled thin
films by cryo-TEM. They are also concluded from the symmetry
of the diffraction peaks observed in 2D SANS patterns (Fig. 19),
thus proving that this ordering starts to form in bulk as well.
The separation and comparison of nuclear and magnetic scat-
tering components in the SANSPOL experiments showed that

Fig. 18 Illustration of evolution of experimental 2D SAXS scattering patterns (logarithmic scale) in external magnetic field for magnetic fluids with
different coupling parameters: magnetite (MF2) and cobalt (MF3) nanoparticles coated with oleic acid in toluene. All patterns are very similar for the
‘field off” state; as an example, the pattern for the MF2 fluid is shown. For the ‘field on” state q-cuts of 2D experimental patterns along and perpen-
dicular to the direction of the saturating magnetic field for two ferrofluids under study are shown. The model calculations (solid lines) take into
account the formation of thermodynamically stable chains oriented along the field (reproduced from ref. 336 with permission from Elsevier, copy-
right 2018).
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the nuclear and magnetic structure-factors responsible for
diffraction peaks are the same.

An increase in the particle concentration of strongly inter-
acting particle ferrofluids leads to the increase in the chain
concentration and, hence, their interaction, which becomes
more intensive under an external magnetic field. Due to the
large total magnetic moments oriented along the field, the
chains are combined into close-to-hexagonal planes, such as
for concentrated cobalt ferrofluids (up to 6 vol% Co). The
ordered structures were evidenced by small-angle scattering
using polarized neutrons and synchrotron X rays;338,339 the
combination of these techniques allows the separation of
the magnetic and nuclear form factors from the structure
factors. A recent example of magnetic field induced self-
assembly of magnetic nanoparticles340 concerns the for-
mation of superlattices of magnetic nanoparticles formed in
classical ferrofluids with comparatively large particle sizes
(17 nm) under moderate magnetic fields (from 0.1 to 2.2 T).
Using SANSPOL analysis including 2D patterns the 3D long-
range ordered superlattice of MNPs was identified to be face-
centered cubic.

Time-resolved SANS techniques allow for dynamical studies
of the formation and disintegration of magnetic structures on
the nanoscale in ferrofluids, by extending time resolution into
the micro-second range.341 The analysis of time-dependent
SANS data as a function of frequency, field and temperature
allows (1) for proving the validity of the Langevin statistics
describing the particle moment orientation, (2) for extraction
of the effect of field-induced interparticle correlations, (3) for
monitoring the slowing down of the dynamics of moment
rotation with decreasing temperature, (4) for studying the
effect of freezing of the solvent on the dynamics of the particle
moments, and (5) for deciding between the possible relaxation
mechanisms (Néel and Brownian).342 Applying a continuous

neutron flux allows for achieving the shortest time range of
about 3 ms by the stroboscopic SANS technique in an oscillat-
ing magnetic field,343,344 while the use of the pulsed beam
(TISANE) technique extends the time resolution to the micro-
second range.341 The stroboscopic small-angle neutron scatter-
ing technique consists in application of a cyclic perturbation
to the sample by an oscillating magnetic field, allowing for
extraction of the polarization-dependent scattering cross-sec-
tions as a time dependent response.342,344

In ferrofluids based on dielectric carriers, the formation of
anisotropic aggregates of magnetic nanoparticles can be
induced by direct current (dc) electric field, with a strong
dependence on the field intensity, which was evidenced by
SANS.345,346 The anisotropic aggregates preferably orient in the
direction of the applied electric field, giving rise to an electro-
rheological effect, analogous to the magnetic field induced vis-
cosity increase.346 The reason is the electric polarization of
particles by the field.

Aggregation stability and phase separation are important
questions for ionic liquid based ferrofluids with electrostatic
stabilization. A microstructural study of ethylammonium
nitrate (EAN) ionic liquid based ferrofluids with initially citrate
coated MNPs shows that the nature of the initial counterion in
water (here sodium, lithium or ethylammonium) and the
amount of added water (<20 vol%) modulate the interparticle
repulsion.126,127,347

3.5.2.3 Colloidal aggregates: diagnostics. Colloidal aggrega-
tion in ferrofluids produces parasitic effects related to their
properties employed in an application; especially, it concerns
potential side effects of biological ferrofluids. In this sense,
the diagnostics of the aggregates including their inner struc-
ture and magnetic properties in various environments is of
current interest. The SAXS/SANS analysis of the aggregates is
well combined with the modelling particle form-factors and
finding parameters of the SLD distribution in the particles.49

The same, like in the case of separate particles, analysis of the
structure-factor in the SAXS/SANS curves makes it possible to
conclude about the interaction of aggregates in solutions.121,348

The inner structure of aggregates in ferrofluids is studied
by SAXS/SANS in the same way like for single particles. Thus, it
was demonstrated that the modified function approach in the
frame of the SANS contrast variation is useful for determining
the average shape of the aggregates, relative content of the sur-
factant in them and the presence of the surfactant shell at the
particles on the outer surface of the aggregates.233,348–350 The
additional feature is that the method resolves the free surfac-
tant micelles which can form in doubly stabilized water-based
ferrofluids with a surfactant excess.

Regarding the particle aggregation, essential differences
concerning the structure of steric stabilized aqueous and non-
polar and polar organic solvent based ferrofluids were first
observed in ref. 351 by small-angle neutron scattering and
dynamic and static light scattering investigations, making use
also of the contrast variation technique. The SANS curves for
low concentration (2.5 wt%) aqueous (double layer steric stabi-
lization; decanoic acid (C10) + dodecanoic acid (C12)) and

Fig. 19 SANSPOL from frozen ferrofluids magnetite/oleic acid + oleyla-
mine in decalin. In a homogeneous magnetic field of 0.2 T, a transition
occurs to equal-spaced columns that exhibit hexagonal symmetry
(reproduced from ref. 337 with permission from Am. Phys. Soc., copy-
right 2007).
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non-polar organic carrier (hexane; monolayer steric stabiliz-
ation (C10)) ferrofluids differ markedly depending on the con-
trast ratio and, for the aqueous systems, on whether the two
surfactant layers are both protonated or one is protonated and
the other deuterated. A core–shell model fitted to the rich data
set allowed the determination of the iron oxide core size and
size distribution, the thicknesses of the surfactant shells, and
the spatial arrangement of the individual particles. At the
same time, it was concluded that weak interactions in the
organic-solvent-based systems resulted in the formation of the
developed (fractal) aggregates with small fractal dimensions
and significantly stronger interparticle interactions in aqueous
magnetic fluids resulted in larger and more compact clusters
with higher fractal dimensions. Fractal clusters often form
after preparation of ferrofluids. They are well detected by
small-angle scattering. The clusters with explicit fractal organ-
ization show the power-law type dependence I ∼ q−D, where D
is the fractal dimension of the clusters. Thus, fractal clusters
in double layer steric stabilized water based ferrofluids are
dependent on the surfactant combinations.147,352 A transition
from compact aggregates to developed structures of the fractal
type when modifying the synthesis was reported349 for electro-
sterically stabilized water-based ferrofluids where initially mag-
netite nanoparticles were coated by a double layer of sodium
oleate, to which polyethylene glycol (PEG) was added349 for
improving the biocompatibility of this kind of ferrofluid.

From recent research, fractal clusters were observed309

(SAXS combined with SLS) in ferrofluids with multi-core super-
paramagnetic maghemite nanoparticles synthesized by the
thermal decomposition procedure and stabilized with dimer-
captosuccinic acid according to ref. 353 (Fig. 20). The mass
fractals are close to dense associates with a fractal dimension
of 2.9. The size characteristics of clusters found made it
possible to estimate the characteristic aggregation number;
each cluster contains 117 and 186 primary nanoparticles,
respectively.

Fractal clusters in magnetic fluids arise most probably from
small primary aggregates formed during synthesis. This state-
ment was recently confirmed in SAXS/SANS studies350 of the
temperature dependent fractal structure of the aggregates in
water based ferrofluids.

The secondary structuring at the aggregate level induced by
magnetic fields can take place in ferrofluids. Thus, “colloidal”
anisotropies presumably originating from the competition
between steric repulsion and magnetostatic attraction were evi-
denced by magnetometry and SANS in the case of diluted bio-
ferrofluids having dextran coated magnetite NPs with 44 ±
13 nm mean core size.354 The magnetic field induced an-
isotropy of cluster solutions (manganese ferrite with a maghe-
mite shell in water, particle size of about 7 nm, pH = 2, volume
fraction of 2%), which satisfy good superparamagnetic behav-
ior, was recently observed355 by 2D SAXS and related to the an-
isotropic secondary aggregation of the magnetized clusters.
The existing residue after the anisotropic aggregate prepa-
ration explains the anisotropic growth of clusters in magnetic
fields even in ferrofluids with weak particle interaction, which
is reflected well in 2D SAXS patterns.356

3.5.3 Neutron reflectometry. In addition to the structuring
of ferrofluids in bulk, the interfaces with planar substrates are
of current interest regarding assembly of MNP. Controllable
arrangement of MNP on the substrate surface can be achieved
using some template or external stimuli such as magnetic
fields.357–359 Neutron reflectometry (NR) is a unique tool for
studying the self-assembly of MNP on hidden solid–liquid
interfaces. For this purpose, massive single-crystal substrates
of silicon or quartz with specifically modified surfaces are
used. A flat neutron beam is directed to the interface through
a substrate into which it passes through a sufficiently wide
sidewall, then meets the interface under study, and being
reflected leaves the crystal through the opposite side wall. The
total absorption of the incident and reflected beams in the
substrate does not exceed 20%. The specular reflectivity

Fig. 20 (a) Combined SAXS and SLS analyses of multi-core water based magnetic nanoparticle systems. Curve fits according to the relation scatter-
ing intensity = particle form factor multiplied by structure factor are given (solid lines). The mass fractal structure factor in the equation of scattering
intensity is used for consideration of the multi-core structure. The scattering profiles of the particles alone without structure factor are given as
dotted lines. (b) Size distributions of the cores of the primary particles in number-weighted form. Displayed are the partial differential functions
(PDF-solid lines) and cumulative distribution functions (CDF-dashed lines) (reproduced from ref. 309 with permission from International Union of
Crystallography, copyright 2017).
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(grazing angles of incidence and reflection are equal) is
measured as a function of the projection of the momentum
transfer on the normal to the substrate planar surface. To
increase the refraction contrast between the substrate and fer-
rofluids it is preferable to use deuterated carriers. So, due to
high penetrating power of neutrons, sensitivity to magnetic
induction and isotope contrast variation, NR gives the possi-
bility to extract information on the self-assembly of magnetic
particles at solid substrates. From the specularly reflected
intensity, nuclear and magnetic density profiles across inter-
faces can be obtained with high precision.

In early works on these kinds of studies, the regular adsorp-
tion of nanoparticles from ferrofluids on the silicon surface
was concluded.360

The application of neutron reflectometry to water-based
MFs (magnetite/sodium oleate/D2O) with extremely high for
this type of ferrofluid concentration of 10 vol% revealed
layered structures of MNPs on the silicon surface, which gave
quasi-diffraction peaks in the reflectivity curves. The enhanced
ordering was observed for external magnetic field application
(with certain non-uniformity) both perpendicular and parallel
to the surface; the number of layers fixed at the surface could
exceed ten. The important fact, however, is that these effects
occurred only in concentrated (conventionally ‘oversaturated’)
samples. Such kind of response to magnetic fields means that
water-based ferrofluids at such concentrations are not so well
stable in magnetic fields. Similar effects of ‘oversaturation’ can
be observed at the interface ‘air–ferrofluid’ when drying the
sample. This was done by X-ray reflectometry;361 the formation
and growth of a periodic structure was detected during the
solvent evaporation. More extended studies with application of
grazing incidence SAXS (GISAX) were performed362 for evapor-
ation-induced assembly during drop casting of superpara-
magnetic, oleate-capped γ-Fe2O3 nanospheres dispersed in
toluene. The superlattice growth was revealed and associated
with the movement of a drying front across the surface of the
droplet. The rapid formation of large, highly ordered superlat-
tices was explained by the capillary-induced fluid flow.

The question how strong MNP are adsorbed from highly
stable MFs of different types was clarified in the work.363 In
particular, for non-polar ferrofluids (benzene-based, oleic acid
coating of nanomagnetite, concentration of about 10 vol%,
adsorption on silicon) and polar water-based ferrofluids
(double coating by sodium oleate of nanomagnetite, concen-
tration of about 2 vol%, adsorption on silicon oxide) the devi-
ations from the reflectivity curve corresponding to the inter-
face between two uniform media were observed. This means
that slight but resolvable structuring at the substrate surface
takes place. It was not sensitive to the application of the exter-
nal magnetic field, proving high stability of the samples
studied, even at rather high particle concentration. The SLD
depth profiles from both types of ferrofluids revealed the for-
mation of one adsorbed layer with the particle density natu-
rally increasing with the particle concentration in bulk. The
single adsorption layer (wetting layer) was observed364 for com-
mercial water-based ferrofluids (double coating of nanomagne-

tite by oleic acid). It is interesting that this layer is stable
under shear flow applied along the substrate surface. A
depletion layer between the wetting layer and the moving ferro-
fluid was observed. Once the flow is stopped, the wetting layer
becomes more pronounced with dense packing and is
accompanied by a looser packed second layer. An adsorption
enhancement up to two-three adsorbed layers in highly stable
organic ferrofluids (single layer coating by oleic acid in trans-
former oil) was achieved by applying gradient magnetic field
perpendicular to the substrate surface.365

A key question in the interface structuring of ferrofluids is
the influence of aggregates on this process. It is especially
important for water-based ferrofluids in which often colloidal
aggregates form and develop during and after the preparation.
The aggregation in bulk ferrofluids can be well controlled by
SAXS/SANS. Neutron specular reflectivity was shown to be sen-
sitive to the aggregate state of ferrofluids as well. Thus, for
PEG-modified water-based ferrofluids (initial double coating of
magnetite by sodium oleate) the reorganization of initially
smaller and compact clusters into large fractal aggregates in
the modified ferrofluids (first revealed by SANS; see Fig. 21)
affected the single adsorption layer of MNP by destroying it.366

It was concluded that the number of single (non-aggregated)
particles in the modified sample which can be adsorbed in a
well-defined and sufficiently dense layer was significantly
reduced. The reflectivity curve corresponded to the interface
from two uniform media. This information complemented
that obtained from SANS; in the SANS experiment the aggre-
gate size in the modified sample was not resolved, which com-
plicated the estimate of the fraction of particles in the aggrega-
tion state.

The linier aggregation can help in enhancement of the par-
ticle adsorption on substrates. This idea was tested in ref. 367
for water-based ferrofluids with double stabilization with an
external magnetic field applied parallel to the substrate
surface. The prolate particles in ferrofluids experience a torque
and are aligned with their long axes along the silicon surface
which leads to a higher particle density. To enhance the par-
ticles adsorption, in ref. 367 magnetite particle cores were
coated with a monolayer of oleic acid and a monolayer of an
amphiphilic polymer with carboxylic acid (Fig. 22). This kind
of coating makes them very stable in water and also provides
anchors for attaching to a functionalized substrate surface
(APTES). The SANS analysis of such kind of modified ferrofluid
showed that the particles are mostly (about 90%) in dimer
state; that is, there are prolate particles in the solution. This
fact together with the presence of anchors on the substrate
surface significantly strengthened the formation of the dense
layers on the substrate surface under parallel magnetic field
due to the orientation of the dimers. The application of the
reflectivity of polarized neutrons made it possible to conclude
about the planar domain structure of the layered MNP ensem-
ble, a result of pure dipole–dipole interaction in the system
with close to 2D structuring. This study helps to understand
the mechanism of the formation of packed surface structures
from ferrofluids with high coupling parameter. The surface
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modification approach was also extended368 to the perpendicu-
lar magnetic field. Different kinds of the functionalized sub-
strate surface (APTES, OTS, and piranha treatment) were com-
pared. It was shown that the formation of the single wetting
layer from non-magnetized ferrofluids is strongly dependent
on the modification type. It is important to obtain by chemi-
sorption good seed layers of MNP for further growth of well-
defined structures. Again, the coupling parameter is the key
factor for the formation of dense layers. Application of the per-
pendicular magnetic field promotes further particle layering.

The direct ‘sticking’ of MNP from diluted ferrofluids on a
magnetic film (ferrimagnetic substrate Tb15Co85) with perpen-
dicular (out-of-plane) anisotropy (in-plane domains) was
recently observed by polarized NR.49 The self-assembled layers

are firmly attached and stable even after a thorough cleaning
of the substrate, thus indicating their pinning at the domain
walls of the substrate.

3.6 Magnetometry

3.6.1 Magnetization in stationary magnetic field. The mag-
netic properties of a ferrofluid are basically determined by the
magnetic properties of the suspended particles. The most used
ferrofluids have magnetite and/or maghemite as the magnetic
component.39 The unit cell of magnetite has a lattice constant
of about 9 Å, leading to an approximate volume of about 730 Å3.
Each unit cell contains 8 magnetite molecules with a magnetic
moment of 4μB (μB = 9.27 × 10−24 Am2; Bohr magneton).
Assuming a particle size of 10 nm each particle contains about
5 × 103 molecules of magnetite. The overall magnetic moment
of these subdomain size magnetic nanoparticles equals approxi-
mately m = 2 × 10−19 A m2. Finite size effects, interfacial
interactions, frequency dependent behavior and relaxation pro-
cesses, as well as their influence on the magnetic properties of
systems of magnetic nanoparticles, in particular of magnetic
fluids, are thoroughly discussed in ref. 219 and 369–371.

If the volume fraction of the magnetic particles is not too
high (usually less than 5%), effects of magnetic interparticle
interaction can be neglected and the ferrofluid can be treated
as a system of small thermally agitated permanent nanomag-
nets in the carrier liquid. Consequently, the magnetic behavior
of the ferrofluid will have superparamagnetic character372,373

and can thus be described using Langevin’s equation for the
equilibrium magnetization of a paramagnetic system, M(H) =
nmL(ξ) where n-particle number in unit volume, m-magnetic
moment of the particle, L(ξ) = cth(ξ) − 1/(ξ)-the Langevin func-
tion and ξ-the Langevin parameter.34,39,234 Ms = nm = φM0

denotes the saturation magnetization of the ferrofluid given by
the product of the volume concentration φ of the suspended
magnetic material and its spontaneous magnetization M0,
which is less than the saturation magnetization of the bulk
(M0 = 4.5 × 105 A m−1 for magnetite), due to specific nano-

Fig. 21 (a) Experimental reflectivity curves (Fresnel representation) together with fits (solid lines) for pure D2O (green squares), initial aqueous MF
(red circles) and PEG-modified MF (blue triangles); (b) found from experimental data SLD profiles for three studied kinds of solid/liquid interfaces.
The calculated mean SLD for the initial ferrofluid (concentration 0.8%) is shown (dashed line) for comparison (reproduced from ref. 366 with per-
mission from Elsevier, copyright 2017).

Fig. 22 Schematic drawing of the chemically functionalized interface
for better adsorption of MNP from water solutions. Polarized NR data
(Fresnel representation) taken when applying parallel magnetic fields of
6 and 100 mT. Schematic drawing of NP-ordering determined from the
results of SANS and polarized NR (reproduced from ref. 367 with per-
mission from Am. Chem. Soc., copyright 2018).
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particle surface layer effects discussed in ch.2. As mentioned
above, the magnetic moment m entering the Langevin para-
meter ξ is not the magnetic moment of a single molecule but
the magnetic moment of the whole magnetic particle, about
four orders of magnitude larger than the values familiar from
normal paramagnetic systems. The initial susceptibility of a
magnetite ferrofluid could attain several units, while its satur-
ation magnetization 90–100 kA m−1. Moreover, due to high
magnetic susceptibility, 90% of the saturation magnetization
can be easily reached with magnetic fields common for labora-
tory use having a strength of about 50 kA m−1, favorable for
design and construction of various devices exploiting the
unique properties of ferrofluids. As expected, the full magneti-
zation curve of highly stable ferrofluids described in section 2
does not show any hysteresis and provides data about their
magnetostatic properties and composition, such as initial sus-
ceptibility, saturation magnetization, particle volume fraction
and mean particle size, by supposing log–normal size distri-
bution374 or by applying the Tikhonov375 regularization
method162,376,377 (Fig. 23a). The method using the Tikhonov
regularization procedure in the case of a commercial ferrofluid
and of a laboratory prepared sample61 is presented in ref. 162
and 377.

Size polydispersity and particle interactions becoming sig-
nificant at higher volume fraction values were considered in
more developed approaches. Considered as dipolar liquids,379

the effective interactions of magnetic nanoparticles are often
modeled by dipolar hard sphere (DHS),380,381 dipolar
Yukawa382 or Stockmayer383 interaction potentials. To describe
the structure determined magnetic properties of ferrofluids
mean field theories,384,385 thermodynamic perturbation
theory,380 integral equation theories386–388 and various density
functional theories (DFTs)389–393 were applied.

Initial susceptibility and the magnetization of polydis-
perse magnetic colloids with interacting dipolar particles
were described using the mean effective (Weiss) field and
considering the log–normal size distribution
function.281,394,395 Using the mean spherical approximation
(MSA),396 the applicability of MSA was extended to the calcu-
lation of magnetizations of ferrofluids.387 In physical terms,
the modified mean-field (MMF) theories380,397 provide a
means of including the effective field experienced by a par-
ticle due to the external field and all of the other particles.
By approximating the pair-correlation function in various
ways, e.g., through virial-type expansions and thermo-
dynamic perturbation theory, a systematic approach to mag-
netic susceptibility χ and magnetization M(H) can be estab-
lished. Developed on the basis of thermodynamic pertur-
bation theory, the second-order modified mean-field (MMF2)
theory380 was compared with Monte Carlo (MC) and mole-
cular dynamics (MD) simulation data, as well as with experi-
mental magnetization data378 (Fig. 23b) for systems with dis-
cretized versions of the magnetic-core diameter distribution
function p(x) corresponding as closely as possible to that of
the real ferrofluid. The experimental results (taken at T =
293 K) for ferrofluids at seven different concentrations
having the saturation magnetization values in the order of
increasing concentration 5.0, 7.8, 11.2, 16.9, 25.3, 37.8, and
57.0 kA m−1 are from ref. 398. p1(x) and p2(x) are the discre-
tized simulation distributions, while p(x) denotes the exact
magnetic-core diameter distribution.

There is very good agreement between experiment and
second order mean field theory (MMF2) with p(x) over the
whole range of ferrofluid concentrations considered; indeed, it
was found that the distribution does not vary with the concen-
tration of a ferrofluid with fixed composition.378

Fig. 23 (a) Equilibrium magnetization Meq as a function of the internal field H for the ferrofluid AGP 933 of Ferrotec. The horizontal line marks the
saturation magnetization Msat FF = 19 108 A m−1. The inset shows the distribution of the magnetic weights w as a function of the magnetic particle
diameter d (in nanometers) as deduced from Meq(H) using Tikhonov’s regularization method (reproduced from ref. 377 with permission from Am.
Phys. Soc., copyright 2006); (b) complete magnetization curves, M(H), for ferrofluids of the same set. Filled circles are from experiment, open circles
are from MC simulations with p2(x), open triangles are from MD simulation with p2(x), solid lines are from MMF2 theory with p(x), and dashed lines
(almost coincident with solid lines) are from MMF2 theory with p2(x). The statistical uncertainties in the simulation points are smaller than the symbol
size; MMF2-second-order modified mean-field theory, MC-Monte Carlo simulation, and MD-molecular dynamics simulation. Reproduced from ref.
378 with permission from Am. Phys. Soc., copyright 2006.
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The influence of particle interaction parameter λ and par-
ticle volume fraction Φ on the initial susceptibility χi of aggre-
gate-free ferrofluids obtained by chemical size-fractionation of
a high colloidal stability cyclohexane based ferrofluid (FFR)
was demonstrated.399 The difference in initial slope of the
magnetization curves is a consequence of the difference in par-
ticle size between samples.

The concentration-dependence of the initial susceptibility
at low volume fraction values is similar at weak and strong
interaction strengths, which correspond to the models of
Langevin,9,400,401 Onsager,379,402,403 Weiss,401,403,404 pertur-
bation theory380,405,406 and mean spherical model
(MSM),379,407 while at higher concentrations significant devi-
ations exist from theoretical model dependences and need
second and third order polynomial approximation.399 In order
to describe the equilibrium magnetization of concentrated
polydisperse ferrofluids, a Born–Mayer cluster expansion
approach developed for monodisperse systems408 was
extended also to polydisperse systems.409

The dependence of the zero-field susceptibility χ0 on the
Langevin susceptibility χL for polydisperse dipolar hard sphere
(DHS) fluids was derived in.410,411 The MSA-based DFT (con-
tinuous line) provides a master curve which is the same for
various polydisperse systems. For low polydispersity (a = ∞
(monodisperse), 104 and 52) the agreement between DFT and
the simulation data is rather good. For high polydispersity (a =
26) the agreement is reasonable only for lower values of the
Langevin susceptibilities.410 Indeed, the comparison between
theoretical predictions and experimental data for two ferro-
fluids with calculated Langevin susceptibilities of 4πχL ≈ 1 and
4πχL ≈ 4 shows good agreement only for ferrofluid I with the
lower susceptibility value.

Nonmonotonic temperature dependence of the initial mag-
netic susceptibility was evidenced first in very low concen-
tration magnetic fluids,412 and it was confirmed later to take
place for linoleic acid stabilized light hydrocarbon based ferro-
fluids.413 The observation of a maximum of the initial suscep-
tibility on cooling was interpreted, when both the temperature
and the density are very low, by particle ring formation and,
consequently, by the exclusion of a significant fraction of par-
ticles from the collective magnetic response.414 The excluded
particles might be considered to form “magnetic holes”, redu-
cing this way the effective concentration of dipolar particles
contributing to the magnetic response of the system.

Temperature dependence in the range 210K–390 K of mag-
netic susceptibility of strong, moderate, and low concentrated
magnetite-based ferrofluids (hydrodynamic volume fraction
ϕhydr from 0.2 to 0.5) was analyzed415 using the following
theoretical models: (1) second-order modified mean-field
theory (MMF2);380 (2) correction of MMF2 for polydisperse fer-
rofluids arising from Mayer-type cluster expansion and taking
into account the first terms of the polydisperse second virial
coefficient416 and (3) a new theory based on MMF2 combined
with the first terms of the polydisperse second and third virial
contributions to susceptibility. The temperature dependences
of the initial magnetic susceptibility χ(T ) were measured for

twelve samples with different particle concentrations and of
the same granulometric composition prepared using an oleic
acid stabilized concentrated ferrofluid.413 It turns out that the
applicability of theoretical approaches (1) for ϕhydr < 0.3, (2)
for ϕhydr > 0.4 and (3) for ϕhydr ∼ 0.3–0.4 depends on the
experimental sample concentration; consequently, a universal
formula predicting a ferrofluid susceptibility over a broad
range of concentrations and temperatures remains a
challenge.415

According to the most common picture of ferrofluids, the
magnetic nanoparticles are supposed to be spherical and the
field they create can be approximated by that of a point dipole
at the sphere’s center. Different shapes and compositions of
magnetic nanoparticles, such as magnetic ellipsoids and mag-
netic rods,417 magnetic core–shell,418,419 magnetic cap,420,421

magnetic superball422,423 and shifted dipole (SD) type
particles,424–426 were considered in order to tailor the particle
interactions and the overall properties of ferrofluids. In the
case of SD particles, they are spherical but the dipole moment
is not located at their centers, being shifted radially towards
the particle surface.

The SD particle model actually closely approximates the
magnetic cap type particles.425 The shift parameter s = 0 refers
to a particle with a central dipole and s = 1 refers to the dipole
being located at the particle’s surface. The effective interaction
parameter λ* compares the lowest energy for two SD-particles
in close contact for a given shift to the thermal energy.
Changes in nanostructure induce also a different magnetic
response.426 In contrast to suspensions of particles with
central dipoles, a reduction of cluster size with increasing field
is observed for some parameters. The magnetization curve is
well above the Langevin curve for zero shift, while for increas-
ing shift values it shows a decreasing tendency, going even
below the Langevin curve as the cluster size decreases and
neighboring particles tend to have more anti-parallel orien-
tations. In this particular SD particle model, the initial suscep-
tibility can fall below the Langevin value for non-interacting
dipoles depending on the chosen parameters, an unusual be-
havior for magnetic suspensions.

Analytical and computational investigations of the shape of
magnetic nanoparticle assemblies show that by increasing the
shape parameter427 of the resulting clusters, i.e. by going from
a spherical to cubic shape, could show the way toward the aim
of producing more field-responsive magnetic liquids.422

Taking into account that chains are a much more field favor-
able cluster topology than rings, the transition between these
configurations is of practical interest. The general trend
observed for each particle shape was increasing χ0 with
growing λ for fixed φ, as to be expected. The observed decrease
in χ0, for fixed λ, as the shape factor is increased has to be
reconsidered as a superball particle becomes more cubic the
chain to ring transition, observed in the ground state of spheri-
cal particles, occurs at an increasingly larger cluster size.423

In Fig. 24a, the values of static initial susceptibility of a
usual, nonconfined magnetic fluid (MF) and of a system of
nanoparticles entrapped in liposomes are compared; the
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measured values are smaller for the magnetoliposome (ML)
sample, but both ML and MF values are higher than that
corresponding to the non-interacting Langevin model. The
experimental data are close to the calculated values using the
Mendelev–Ivanov model285 for the dipole–dipole interaction
parameter λ = 5,428 the Monte-Carlo simulations corres-
ponding to a strongly interacting magnetic nanoparticle
system. The chain distributions for the two cases in Fig. 24b
indicate a lower degree of aggregate formation (corresponding
to a lower magnetic susceptibility) for the ML sample for low
volume fractions, being close to the Langevin dependence. For
higher volume fraction values more complex aggregates
resulted in the ML sample, which could correspond to flux
closure (ring shaped) particle arrangements,414 implying a
reduction of magnetic susceptibility.

Magnetogranulometry is the method to determine the concen-
tration and magnetic diameter statistics of the nanoparticles
from the magnetization data. Two main methods of magnetogra-
nulometry are being used: (1) diameter distribution free, and (2)
with parametric diameter distribution probability density func-
tion (PDF). Diameter distribution free magnetogranulo-
metry162,376,377 provides the magnetic diameter distribution in
pre-established bins (see. Fig. 23a), as a result of the optimiz-
ation of the fit between experimental data and Langevin
response. Parametric PDF magnetogranulometry is based on the
assumption of a particular magnetic diameter PDF, log–normal
and gamma distributions being the most widely used. Thus,
most often, three parameters need to be determined: the nano-
particle density (n) and two diameter PDF parameters. The first
parametric magnetogranulometry technique319 is equating three
characteristics of the experimental magnetization curve (M(H))
with the corresponding theoretical expression based on
Langevin magnetic response: the initial susceptibility, the satur-

ation magnetization and the zero asymptotic field (H0) of
M(1/H). In ref. 281 Chantrell’s theoretical model was refined by
the introduction of the saturation magnetization dependence
on the diameter PDF and the nanoparticle concentration.
Magnetogranulometry at low magnetic fields with induced nano-
particle chains429 is using a statistical model of MNP chain-
ing.283 Long range interparticle interaction models were
introduced378,380,430 for the magnetization of ferrofluids with
polydisperse nanoparticle size, with applicability to full mag-
netic field intensity range and low to medium (∼15% volume
fraction) concentrated samples. The theoretical models are
dependent on the ferrofluid structural and composition para-
meters: nanoparticle diameter distribution and nanoparticle
density respectively. The nonlinear fit of the magnetization data
(see. Fig. 23b) with the parametric theoretical model provides
quantitative estimates of the nanoparticle diameter distribution
and density.431 A recent advance in the attempt to increase the
fit accuracy180 incorporated the paramagnetic contribution of
the dead magnetic layer at the surface of the nanoparticles.

3.6.2 Magnetization in AC magnetic field: relaxation pro-
cesses. Referring to reversal time of the magnetization, a three-
dimensional rotational version excluding inertial effects,
termed “egg model”, has been used432 to simultaneously
explain the Brownian and Néel relaxation in ferrofluids in the
weak field approximation. Both strong polarizing field and
inertial effects were considered in an extended cage model
approach by applying a method of solution of the Langevin
equations of motion of the itinerant oscillator model for
rotation about a fixed axis in the massive cage limit, discard-
ing the small oscillation approximation.433 The rotational
dynamics of magnetic particles and their magnetic moments
in a generalized Lagrangian formulation for the equations of
motion of the particle was applied to calculate the complex

Fig. 24 (a) Initial susceptibility as a function of particle volume fraction for magnetic fluids (squares) and magnetoliposomes (spheres). The red line
represents a Langevin calculation. (b) Histograms of the cluster size distribution for the magnetic fluid (MF) and magnetoliposome samples (ML), for
0.0013, 0.03, and 0.05 particle volume fractions (indicated in %), considering a 0.3 T magnetic field. In the inset, mean chain size as a function of
particle volume fraction includes the 0.00075 (or 0.075%) data (reproduced from ref. 428 with permission from Am. Phys. Soc., copyright 2016).
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susceptibility, including particle inertia effects.434 Complex
susceptibility measurements give an insight into dynamic be-
havior by determining the mean particle (or aggregate) radius,
the mean value of anisotropy field, particle inertia effects, the
gyromagnetic constant and the damping constant, as well as
the frequency dependence of the loss tangent and power factor
of ferrofluids.435,436

The Néel relaxation time grows exponentially with the par-
ticle size, the respective time constant for the Brownian
process scales only linearly in particle volume and therefore a
transition occurs at a critical particle size where the Brownian
relaxation becomes faster than the Néel process. In the tran-
sition region around the critical diameter the actual relaxation
time is given by the geometric mean τ of the times for the
single processes.9,437 The anisotropy constant, applied field
and dipolar interactions through τN, while the carrier liquid
viscosity and stabilizer coating thickness through τB, all influ-
ence the effective relaxation time of magnetization.438 The fre-
quency-dependent magnetic susceptibility of a ferrofluid in a
first order modified mean field model MMF1,439 having mono-
disperse constituent particles with only Brownian relaxation
(with relaxation times on the order of τB ∼ 1–100 μs) and
taking into account the interparticle dipole–dipole inter-
actions, has the following important characteristics440

(Fig. 25): (1) in the low-concentration, noninteracting regime,
it gives the correct single-particle Debye-theory results (i.e. the
Langevin susceptibility); (2) it yields the exact leading-order
results in the zero-frequency limit; (3) it includes particle poly-

dispersity correctly from the outset. The theory is in quantitat-
ive agreement with the simulation results as long as λ = 1 and
starts to deviate for larger values of the particle interaction
parameter. The simulation results with χL ≤ 1 are not depen-
dent on the particular choices of ρ* and λ, and hence the
leading-order corrections to the Langevin and Debye theories
are accounted for correctly. At higher values of χL, the systems
simulated at ρ* exhibit dynamical properties that deviate from
the MMF1 predictions, and from the simulated properties with
λ = 1 (Fig. 25). For higher values of λ chain formation has to be
considered, which involves longer orientational relaxation
times and influences the susceptibility spectrum by shifting
the absorption peak to lower frequencies.441 In concentrated
ferrofluids the coupling of Brownian and Néel processes and
the resulting effective relaxation time have a significant influ-
ence on the magnetization dynamics, in particular on the
theoretical modelling and interpretation of magnetic suscepti-
bility and magnetorelaxometry data, as the dipolar interactions
lead to significant deviations from the Debye behavior of non-
interacting systems.442

In the case of bio-ferrofluids nonlinear magnetization of
SPIONs (single-and multicore) and their response to time-
varying magnetic fields by Néel and/or Brownian relaxation
process make them of high interest for imaging techniques, in
particular for magnetic particle imaging (MPI), and also for
magnetic fluid hyperthermia.209,235,443,444 The particle sizes
(magnetic and hydrodynamic) and particle environment
factors, like viscosity and pH, strongly influence the rotation

Fig. 25 Normalized susceptibility spectra χ(ω) of interacting particles at ρ* = 0.20 and with 0.50 ≤ λ ≤ 3.00 (solid circles), at 0.10 ≤ ρ* ≤ 0.60 and
with λ = 1 (open circles), and from MMF1 theory (solid lines). All simulation points are from systems with N = 216 particles. The Langevin suscepti-
bilities are (a) χL = 0.419, (b) χL = 0.838, (c) χL = 1.26, (d) χL = 1.68, (e) χL = 2.09, and (f ) χL = 2.51. For clarity, only 1 in 20 simulation points is shown. ρ*
denotes the reduced density and λ the particle interaction parameter (reproduced from ref. 440 with permission from Am. Phys. Soc., copyright
2016).
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mechanism and magnetization dynamics of MNP tracers. By
separate reconstruction of the signals provided by different
particles in different surrounding bio-environments, each of
them corresponding to one color, a multicolor image can be
generated, highly improving the sensitivity and resolution of
the MPI technique.235,445

The influence of polarizing field on the ferromagnetic reso-
nance frequency fres, in the case of a high magnetization ferro-
fluid (Ms = 760 Gauss; carrier Isopar M; stabilizer oleic acid),
was investigated. For the real and imaginary parts of complex
susceptibility, the variation of the polarizing field, H0, over the
range 0–100 kA m−1 resulted in fres increasing from 1.6 GHz to
5.0 GHz (Fig. 25c).435,436 Initially, both components reduce
with increasing H0 as a result of the contribution of the relaxa-
tional components to the susceptibility. Beyond approximately
400 MHz a relaxation to resonance transition occurs with the
χ′ component going through zero at the resonant frequency
fres, while the value of fmax corresponds to the maximum in the
value of χ″(ω) (loss peak). The application of H0 to the sample
effectively results in an increase in the anisotropy energy
barrier KV (and hence σ = KV/kT ) which the magnetic moment
of the particles must overcome. The increase in H0 results in a
shift of fmax from 1.0 GHz to 4.7 GHz and of fres from 1.6 GHz
to 5.0 GHz.

The result of this is that the value of fmax corresponding to
the maximum in the value of χ″(ω) (loss peak) approaches the
value of fres as resonance becomes the dominant process. A
mean value of the anisotropy field HA is determined from the
intercept as being equal to 41 kA m−1.435

In particular, in the case of bio-ferrofluids in which clusters
and single particles coexist,42,447,448 the coexistence of cluster
rotation and individual particle rotations in the clustered-par-
ticle system gives rise to field-strength-dependent relaxation of
magnetization,446 evidenced by applying the Cole–Cole sym-
metric model449 and the Cole–Davidson asymmetric model of

relaxation.450 At low field strength the dominance of cluster
rotation is due to strong dipolar interactions between individ-
ual particles, while at higher field strength a shorter relaxation
time results which denotes smaller hydrodynamic size and
preponderant individual particle relaxation (Fig. 26), the relax-
ation process being controlled by the relative strength of inter-
particle vs. particle-field interactions. Dipolar interactions
between cores within a multicore particle could have non-zero
resultant magnetic moment which enables Brownian relax-
ation of the cluster and the effective relaxation time.451

Depending on the cluster size and morphology, a kind of col-
lective behavior of the constituent core particles appears as a
large effective core with a long Néel relaxation time constant.

3.6.3 Ferromagnetic ordering: ferromagnetic ferrofluids.
According to Brochard and de Gennes452 a true fluid ferro-
magnetic phase could appear in a magnetic colloid at room
temperature having a nematic liquid crystal as a carrier, due to
orientational order of the nematic liquid crystal which would
impose orientational order on anisotropic magnetic particles
dispersed in it. In the case of ferrofluid droplets suspended in
a nematic liquid crystal the application of an external mag-
netic field induces a large magnetic dipole within the droplets
and a repulsive interaction results, thus forcing them apart,453

evidencing the role of magnetic dipolar interactions.
Spherical, rodlike, and chainlike magnetic particles signifi-
cantly influence the degree of anchoring of the nematic mole-
cules on the surface of magnetic particles and the behavior of
ferronematics in the external magnetic field;454,455 neverthe-
less, the resulting behavior was paramagnetic. Nanometre-
sized ferromagnetic platelets suspended in a nematic liquid
crystal456 can order ferromagnetically on quenching from the
isotropic phase and the resulting ferromagnetic phase
responds to very small magnetic fields.

The ferromagnetic properties of this colloid are due to the
interplay of the nematic elastic interaction and the magnetic

Fig. 26 Field-strength-dependent relaxation dynamics of dispersed particles and clustered particles at low frequency and constant temperature
describing the evolution of relaxation modes. Brownian relaxations (black two-headed arrows) are gradually replaced by Néel relaxation (white two-
headed arrows) at higher field strength. In the case of a clustered-particle system, cluster friction should be less than individual particle friction to
allow cluster rotation (reproduced from ref. 446 with permission from Am. Phys. Soc., copyright 2014).
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dipolar interaction, the shape of suspended particles (nanopla-
telets of bariumhexaferrite) being identified to be a critical
issue. The magnetic dipolar interactions favor the appearance
of spontaneous magnetization of anisotropic magnetic nano-
platelets dispersed in a nematic liquid crystal, ferromagnetic
ordering and magnetic hysteresis being observed (Fig. 27A). It
is worth mentioning in this context that exchange interactions
between spins responsible for ferromagnetic ordering in the
case of a solid ferromagnetic are essentially isotropic, while
magnetic dipolar interactions which are highly anisotropic can
also provide ferromagnetic ordering in liquid crystal based fer-
rofluids.458 Small-angle neutron scattering investigations
(SANS, SANSPOL) show that in the absence of an external mag-
netic field, short range positional and orientational order
already exist at relatively low volume fractions, the plate-like
morphology of the magnetic particles favoring the dipolar

interactions and, consequently, the stabilization of ferro-
magnetic ordering giving rise to ferromagnetic ferrofluids
(Fig. 27B).457

Interfacial jamming of magnetic nanoparticles459 is
another possible mechanism of liquid phase ferromagnetic
ordering. Magnetic nanoparticles are assembled at the water–
oil interface of an aqueous ferrofluid in toluene (water dis-
persion of carboxylated 22 nm-diameter MNPs (Fe3O4–CO2H)
in a solution of amine-modified polyhedral oligomeric silses-
quioxane (POSS-NH2) in toluene), providing a reversible para-
magnetic-to-ferromagnetic transformation of ferrofluid dro-
plets, which exhibit a finite coercivity and remanent magneti-
zation (Fig. 28A–D).460,461 The two-dimensional layer of mag-
netic nanoparticles generated on the curved interface between
two immiscible liquids is the result of the restriction of trans-
lational and rotational degrees of freedom and increased
dipolar interactions between close packed nanoparticles.462

3.7 Rheometry: field induced effects

Soon after the synthesis of the first ferrofluid samples, their
flow properties in applied magnetic field started to be of great
interest for most of the envisaged applications. The results of
the first measurements published by McTague463 referred to a
highly diluted ferrofluid (0.05 vol% of Co-particles with a
mean diameter of at least 6 nm in a low viscous carrier) and
evidenced a field induced enhancement of viscosity. A first
theoretical explanation due to Hall and Busenberg464 inter-
preted the observed effect in terms of rotational viscosity by
adding a correction term to Einstein’s formula for the viscosity
of diluted suspensions. Supposing that the magnetic nano-
particle is a rigid dipole, the action of the magnetic field leads
to a hindrance of the free rotation of the magnetic particle in
the flow, which is at the origin of rotational viscosity described
theoretically by Shliomis using the concept of internal angular
momentum.465–467

Capillary flow effective viscosity measurements on a
medium concentration laboratory prepared magnetite ferro-
fluid (saturation magnetization 258 G; mean particle diameter
determined from Langevin fit 12.9 nm; stabilizing agent oleic
acid) as a function of applied magnetic field oriented in the
perpendicular direction of the flow are in close agreement
with the Shliomis expression of rotational viscosity468 derived
on the basis of the effective field method.469 This formula
agrees with the expression of rotational viscosity obtained in
ref. 465 in the low- and high-field limits and deviates from
that at most on 15% in the entire range of the Langevin
argument.

For concentrated commercial ferrofluids a strong increase
of effective viscosity in magnetic field was observed,467,470,471

which denotes the dominant role of interparticle interactions
and chain formation in flow properties. These particle inter-
action effects are basically different from the microscopic
reason of rotational viscosity; therefore, the term magnetovis-
cous effect (MVE) was introduced472 for effective viscosity
increase induced by structuring phenomena in concentrated
ferrofluids induced by a fraction of large particles.183,471 The

Fig. 27 (A) Magnetization curves of monodomain samples show the
switching behavior of magnetic nanoplatelets in an ordered nematic
suspension. Magnetization curves are shown for four different platelet
concentrations c (key at top left). At lower platelet concentrations, the
magnetization in zero field returns to its initial value, whereas in the
sample with a concentration of 0.3 wt%, the magnetization curve is cen-
tered around zero (reproduced from ref. 456 with permission from
Springer Nature, copyright 2013). (B) SANSPOL in a suspension with Φ =
0.07. (a) Total SANS intensity I↑ + I↓ showing positional correlations. The
peaks in the horizontal direction correspond to ∼30 nm, while the ones
in the vertical direction to ∼90 nm. (b) SANSPOL intensity difference I↑ −
I↓ showing magnetic correlations. The blue peaks correspond to anti-
ferromagnetic correlations, and the red peaks to ferromagnetic corre-
lations. (c) Scheme of positional and magnetic correlations of the neigh-
bouring platelets. B = 0.19 mT (reproduced from ref. 457 with per-
mission from Royal Soc. Chem., copyright 2019).
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influence of applied field and shear rate183 and of fraction of
large particles473 is a proof of the dominant contribution of
interparticle interactions and particle agglomerates to the
observed magnetoviscous effect determined by particle micro-
structural details of ferrofluids,162,163 such as particle concen-
tration and field induced chain formation121 and phase
separation.474–476 Very high hydrodynamic volume fraction (up
to 30%) aqueous magnetic fluids with electrosteric (oleic acid
(OA) bilayer) and electrostatic (citric acid (CA) stabilization
show different flow behavior: the OA stabilized samples mani-
fest shear-thinning (pseudoplastic) behavior both in zero and
non-zero magnetic fields, while the samples using CA have
approximately Newtonian behavior in both magnetic field con-
ditions, due to composition induced microstructural differ-
ences.121 Theoretical calculations concerning the formation
and breaking of chain-like aggregates of magnetic
particles186,477–479 show that the interaction between larger
particles is strong enough to form chain-like structures, which
in turn dominate the flow behavior. Particle agglomerates are
responsible for high magnetoviscous effect; successive refine-

ment of commercial ferrofluids and elimination of particle
agglomerates reduce the effect to a negligible level.480 Thick
chainlike clusters in a simple shear flow, captured by
Stokesian dynamic simulations,481 dissociate into some short
clusters which are relatively stable and do not decrease signifi-
cantly any more. Equilibrium and non-equilibrium Brownian
dynamics simulations of a ferrofluid model system with
sufficiently strong effective dipolar interaction strengths λ* > 3
indicate the formation of chain-like structures in the presence
of a magnetic field.479 The cluster sizes are exponentially dis-
tributed which in the presence of a shear flow are shifted
towards smaller values, providing numerical evidence for flow-
induced rupture of chains responsible for pronounced shear
thinning behavior observed experimentally.184,186 Particle
chaining and large agglomerates in concentrated water based
MFs prepared by the ball milling procedure produce strongly
non-Newtonian magnetorheological behavior, including sig-
nificant yield stress under magnetic field.482 The stress varies
linearly with shear rate and in the absence of the applied mag-
netic field it goes through zero. A non-zero applied field gives

Fig. 28 Tunable transformation of a paramagnetic ferrofluid (FF) into a ferromagnetic liquid droplet (FLD) by the interfacial jamming of magnetic
nanoparticle (MNP)–surfactants (MNPS). (A) Magnetic hysteresis loops of droplets with (red line) and without (black line) an interfacial layer of
jammed MNP–surfactants measured with a vibrating sample magnetometer. Two schematics of aqueous FF and FLD, containing Fe3O4–CO2H
MNPs (0.5 g L−1) at pH 4.5, immersed in toluene without and with POSS–NH2 ligands (1.0 g L−1). (B) Hysteresis loops of individual 5 mL aqueous dro-
plets, with 0.5 g L−1 and 0.05 g L−1 Fe3O4–CO2H MNPs at different pH, immersed in 0.01 g L−1 ligand solution. Surface coverage (SC) of droplets is
∼7 to ∼20% where MNPS assemblies are not jammed. (C) Hysteresis loops of single, jammed aqueous droplets with 0.5 g L−1 MNPs at pH 4.5
immersed in a 1.0 g L−1 solution of POSS–NH2 in toluene and hysteresis loops of the same system after being sonicated. (D) Mr and Ms of the dro-
plets as a function of droplet volume. In the inset, the remanence ratio Mr/Ms as a function of initial droplet volume (single droplet or droplet soni-
cated into multiple smaller droplets) remains constant at ∼0.25 (reproduced from ref. 460 with permission from The American Association for the
Advancement of Science, copyright 2019).
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rise to an offset of the stress, i.e. to a magnetic field induced
yield stress typical for a Bingham fluid.472,483 In the case of fer-
rofluids the field induced yield stress is very small, usually well
below 1 N m−2, compared to 50–100 kN m−2 specific to magne-
torheological fluids.

In the case of bidisperse ferrofluids according to theoretical
evaluations the presence of small particles has a strong influ-
ence on the aggregation of large particles,182 having a “poison-
ing” influence on particle chaining and magnetoviscous
effect.484 Two specially designed Co ferrofluids with small
(FF5: 5.27 nm mean magnetic core size) and large (FFF20:
19.21 nm mean magnetic core size) particles, with mean
dipolar coupling constants λ = 0.43 and λ = 9.41 respectively,
were used to tailor a bidisperse sample A0.75, to compare its
magnetoviscous behavior with that of the sample A0 having
only large particles (Fig. 29). The two pure basic ferrofluid
samples were mixed in three different ratios “i” to provide the
fluid samples A0.75 (iA0.75 = 0.75), B0.9 (iB0.9 = 0.9) and C0.97
(iC0.97 = 0.97), keeping constant the fraction of large particles.

In contrast to the expected decrease due to the predicted
“poisoning” of the chain growth, the experiments reveal a
highly significant result for the application orientated design
of ferrofluids: the magneto-viscous effect is more than three
times higher (R ≈ 3300% to R ≈ 900%) than that of the fluid
containing only large particles (A0), evidencing this way the
enhanced interaction of the large particles in a magnetic back-
ground fluid expressed by the small particle influence para-
meter SPIP (Fig. 29b).485

The magnetoviscous effect in ferrofluids is highly depen-
dent on the orientation of the magnetic field with respect to
the fluid flow. The viscosity changes in a different way depend-
ing on the relative orientation of the magnetic field and the
velocity gradients, evidencing the anisotropic character of the

magnetoviscous effect.185,463,478,486,487 An idealized isothermal
many-particle model of perfectly oriented magnetic moments
(in the bulk), which interact through soft-sphere repulsion and
dipolar interaction,486 offers a qualitative description of the
magnetorheological behavior of ferrofluids in strong magnetic
field. Dynamical mean field model simulations479 favor the
role of chain-like aggregates especially in strongly interacting
ferrofluids (λ > 1). The shear and field dependent magnetovis-
cous effect in a cobalt ferrofluid with strong interparticle inter-
action (interaction parameter λ ∼ 10) for three orientations of
the magnetic field488 shows that the strongest effect occurs for
the magnetic field orientation parallel to the shear gradient
(Δη2), i.e. perpendicular to the flow and to the vorticity. The
shear modulus in the direction of the field is 2–4 times larger
than in the perpendicular direction in the case of a magnetic
colloid of polymer nanocomposite particles, close to what we
call bio-ferrofluids.

An outstanding experimental set-up was dedicated to evi-
dence the fundamental role of particle agglomerates in the
flow properties of ferrofluids in magnetic field.489 A specially
designed cone-plate rheometer allowed for involving small-
angle neutron scattering in establishing the direct correlation
between the ferrofluid microstructure and magnetoviscous
effect. The scattered neutron beam intensity was correlated
with the applied magnetic field and shear rate induced
changes of the microstructure, as well as of the flow behavior.

In the case of a ferrofluid considered as a non-interacting
magnetic nanoparticle system with no structures in the
absence of the field, chains are formed under the influence of
the applied magnetic field evidenced by the scattering patterns
for ferrofluids at rest and under shear flow.184 In order to evi-
dence only the relevant changes in microstructure induced by
chain formation, for each magnetic field strength used in the

Fig. 29 Magnetoviscous behavior of bidisperse ferrofluids. (a) Magnetoviscous effect vs. shear rate under the influence of an external magnetic
field strength of 35 kA m−1. Shown are the ferrofluid samples A0 containing only large particles and A0.75 where small particles are added (mixing
ratio i = 0.75). (b) The change of the magnetoviscous effect forced by the presence of small particles – expressed using the small particle influence
parameter SPIP – plotted against shear rate in the presence of an external magnetic field Hex = 35 kA m−1. Datapoints of A, B, and C denote respect-
ively the relations of the fluid samples A0 and A0.75, B0 and B0.9, and C0 and C0.97. The dotted lines represent a linear fit for the sample set A
(SPIPA) and an exponential fit for sample sets B (SPIPB) and C (SPIPC) (reproduced from ref. 485 with permission from Elsevier, copyright 2015).
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experiments, the reference scattering pattern (for shear rate 0
s−1 or 200 s−1) corresponding to the single particle system has
been subtracted from the scattering patterns obtained for all
other measured shear rates, giving rise to difference scattering
patterns.

The unique joint MR and SANS investigation on a cobalt-
based ferrofluid, Co87_03, having a mean particle diameter of
about 10 nm, 0.35 vol% magnetic material and interaction
parameter λ* = 5.26, much higher than 1, shows a strong shear
rate dependent magnetoviscous effect due to intense field
induced chain formation evidenced by SANS. The magnetovis-
cous effect in the case of two different ferrofluids, a commer-
cial magnetite based fluid (APG513A, Ferrotec Co.) with λ* =
0.5 and a cobalt based fluid (VS1-017; synthesized by S
Behrens and A Gorschinski490) with λ* = 2.5, is considerably
higher for the cobalt ferrofluid, as a consequence of more
intense interparticle interactions and structure formation.491

Pre-existent clusters (surface coated multicore particles),492

specific for bio-ferrofluids or the use of stearic acid (a “bad”
stabilizer132) instead of oleic acid as a particle coating layer493

provides ferrofluids with much enhanced magnetoviscous
effect. A ferrofluid having well-stabilized particles that resists
chain formation, and another ferrofluid with poorly stabilized
particles, which readily form dynamic chains upon application
of a magnetic field, while the particle interaction parameter
for both FFs is below 1, show very different magnetorheologi-
cal behavior:494 a shear and magnetic field-dependent viscosity
and the appearance of magnetic field-dependent viscoelasticity
in the less well stabilized sample. This behavior evidences that
the average description considering only the interaction para-
meter for mean particle size, without details on stabilization
and polydispersity, could be misleading.187 Polydispersity and
the existence of a fraction of large particles with intense par-
ticle interactions are at the origin of particle chaining and for-
mation of dense, drop-like bulk aggregates, influencing mag-
netic and rheological behavior of concentrated
ferrofluids.183,480,495–500 Chain formation should give rise to
the appearance of viscoelastic effects in ferrofluids;283,497,501 in
particular, it can explain the appearance of normal stress
differences, the Weissenberg effect502 in ferrofluids.503 Surface
elevation determined in microgravity conditions ensured by
parabolic flights with 5 × 10−3 g residual acceleration evi-
dences the strength of the Weissenberg effect measured as a
function of the shear rate and magnetic field intensity, which
correspond qualitatively to the chain model of ferrofluids.503

Magnetizable fluids with clustered iron oxide particles,
such as some type of bio-ferrofluids, show time-dependent
rheological properties492,504,505 due to complex structure for-
mation and relaxation processes which depend strongly on the
strength of the applied magnetic field and shear rate.506 Due
to these processes the time needed for the viscosity to reach
the steady state was found to take several minutes. Due to
their large size and magnetization, interaction of coated clus-
ters of iron oxide (multi-core) nanoparticles at a certain mag-
netic field strength exceeds the stress, which leads to the
appearance of a weak dynamic yield stress. During the flow

some drop-like aggregates are destroyed and not all of them
are restored; therefore, the residual stress τr is less than the
yield stress τs, the two stress values being of the same order of
magnitude.506 In the case of a ferrofluid with several
micrometer size drop-like aggregates in a thin channel placed
into a normal magnetic field, the appearance of drop-like par-
ticle structures treated as the classical van der Waals ‘gas–
liquid’ phase transition can account for the appearance of sig-
nificant elastic and yield stress effects.507

Bio-ferrofluids with multi-core iron-oxide nanoparticles,
while with very low volume fraction (0.293%), show a
Herschel–Bulkley behavior (Fig. 30I) and have a several orders
of magnitude relative increase of effective viscosity (R) in mag-
netic field,40 Fig. 30II, similar to magnetorheological fluids.
The strong influence of multicore iron-oxide nanoparticles on
the flow behavior is evidenced in Fig. 30III. By adding a small
amount (5% mass concentration) of magnetic nanoclusters to
a practically structureless highly stable ferrofluid the resulting
composite fluid (MNCS5) shows a 100 times increase of the
effective viscosity at a low shear rate (8.73 s−1), i.e. a pro-
nounced magnetoviscous effect.508 The magnetorheology of
good colloidal stability bio-ferrofluids with well defined and
negligible remanence multi-core superparamagnetic nano-
particle clusters in the water carrier shows specific features
between ferrofluids with low interaction strength and magne-
torheological fluids with extremely strong magnetic coupling.
A comprehensive experimental and theoretical analysis of the
region of intermediate magnetic coupling strength between
colloidal ferrofluids and magnetorheological suspensions509

provides evidence that the yielding of multi-core aqueous sus-
pensions should proceed via the layered (lamellar) phase,
details of the yielding behavior being summarized in Fig. 30IV.

The application of an alternating linearly polarized mag-
netic field can induce an additional viscosity contribution to
the rotational viscosity of a ferrofluid. For a certain range of
the frequency and field strength of the applied field this gives
rise to a “negative viscosity” effect,255 which can be understood
as a transfer of energy from the magnetic field into rotational
motion of the particles510 that manifests itself in a reduction
of the total viscosity. In a simplified model these particles with
only Brownian relaxation act as nanosize motors reducing the
friction between neighboring fluid layers.511 The effect can be
also accounted for without referring to the angular momen-
tum of individual magnetic nanoparticles,512,513 a hydrodyn-
amic approach which is different from the mesoscopic model
of internal angular momentum255,437 and uses only macro-
scopic quantities, the two models being analyzed compara-
tively in ref. 514. The negative viscosity effect was for the first
time experimentally confirmed in the case of a concentrated
(20%vol) water based ferrofluid with cobalt-ferrite rigid dipole
nanoparticles of 10 nm mean size in the Poiseuille flow and
subjected to an axial oscillating magnetic field, the data indi-
cating a decrease of magnetoviscosity to −19 cP at H ∼ 2000 Oe
and frequency greater than 700 Hz.515

The experimental dependence of magnetoviscosity on the
flow vorticity in an oscillating magnetic field for a ferrofluid in
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the Couette flow511 reveals that the field-dependent part of vis-
cosity can be positive or negative, as argued also theoretically
in ref. 516. The dynamics of the magnetic moment in the oscil-
lating field in a mesoscopic model using a Fokker–Planck

equation gives rise to a hierarchy of equations for the different
moments, describing the relaxation of the magnetic
moment.517 The model results in the dissipated power and the
viscosity which is a non-monotonous function of the frequency

Fig. 30 (I) Flow curves and (II) magnetoviscous effect of a bio-ferrofluid (fluidMAG-D-200 nm; manufactured by Chemicell GmbH) for several mag-
netic field strength values, depending on the shear rate. The lines represent fits using the Herschel–Bulkley model (reproduced from ref. 40 with
permission from IOP Publishing, copyright 2014). (III) The magnetoviscous effect for a high colloidal stability transformer oil based ferrofluid (empty
symbols) (Ms = 120 G; physical volume fraction of magnetite nanoparticles = 2.8%) and for the same ferrofluid with magnetite nanoclusters added
(full symbols) (mean size of nanoclusters = 280 nm; mass concentration of nanoclusters = 5%) (reproduced from ref. 508 with permission from IOP
Publishing, copyright 2019); (IV) yielding behavior of bio-ferrofluids-aqueous dispersions of multicore nanoparticles. (A) Emergence of dynamic yield
stress τ for γ̇ → 0 as a function of dipolar interaction strength λ: (a) suspension of nanoclusters, (b) 1 : 1 mixture of nanoclusters and nanochains, and
(c) suspension of nanochains. (B) Schematic representation of the magnetically coupled hexagonal network of chain bundles emerging in the rhe-
ometer gap according to numerical simulations, which causes the appearance of yield stress in the preyielded regime and reciprocal [η] ∝ Mn−1

dependence of intrinsic viscosity; right – a chain bundle spanning the rheometer gap, self-assembled by lateral attraction of magnetic nanoparticle
chains. (C) Schematic representation of the yielding scenario; hydrodynamic stresses reorganize the chain bundles into flowing layers of chains
interleaved by the carrier fluid; the inset shows the delaminated phase calculated from numerical simulations (λ = 7, Mn = 10–3) (reproduced from
ref. 509 with permission from Elsevier, copyright 2020).
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of the field and up to the first order in the field agree with the
corresponding ones obtained in ref. 511 based on the phenom-
enological equation of Shliomis. Analogous to the torque
measurements on a commercial ferrofluid in rotating mag-
netic fields518 shows negative viscosity for high values of
Langevin parameter and frequency under corotating magnetic
field;519 again, the observed effect corresponds to the simpli-
fied model of nanosized rotors that reduce the friction
between adjacent fluid layers,511 leading to a decrease in the
effective viscosity of the suspension.

4 Ferrohydrodynamics, interfacial
instabilities, pattern formation, droplet
formation and manipulation, and flow
in confined geometries
4.1 Ferrohydrodynamics

Coupling of the fluid magnetization with the fluid dynamics
is due to a specific relation between magnetic and
rotational degrees of freedom of suspended magnetic nano-
particles in a carrier liquid. A complete set of constitutive
equations consists of the equation of ferrofluid motion, the
Maxwell equations, and the magnetization equation, giving
rise to magnetohydrodynamics of ferrofluids, known as
ferrohydrodynamics.7,9,10,34,37,39,161,234,520–523 For isothermal
incompressible ferrofluids in the continuum approximation,
having spatially uniform distribution of spherical, rigid, and
monodisperse particles, the equation of motion has the
form161

ρ
Dv
Dt

¼ � ∇pþ ρg þ μ0M � ∇Hþ ζð∇� ωÞ
þ ðλþ η� ζÞ∇ð∇ � vÞ þ ðηþ ζÞ∇2v

Here ρ is the density, v is the translational velocity, ω is
the so-called spin velocity related to the rotational degrees
of freedom of suspended rigid dipole particles, p is the
pressure, g is the gravitational acceleration, μ0 is the vacuum
permeability, M is the ferrofluid magnetization vector, and
H is the intensity of the applied magnetic field. Also, λ rep-
resents the bulk viscosity, η is the shear viscosity, while ζ

denotes the vortex viscosity. The conversion between
internal and external angular momentum is related to the
antisymmetric part of the stress tensor. The rate of change
of the internal angular momentum density ρIω is given by
the following equation:

ρI
Dω
Dt

¼ μ0M�Hþ 2ζ ∇� v � 2ωð Þ
þ ðλ′þ η′Þ∇ð∇ � ωÞ þ η′∇2ω

where I(x, t ) is the moment of inertia density of the mag-
netic nanoparticles in the ferrofluid, λ′ is the bulk spin vis-
cosity and η′ is the shear spin viscosity. The ferrofluid mag-
netization M depends on the applied field, flow and con-
stituent particle rotation. The magnetization does not relax

instantly and the rate of change is known as the magnetiza-
tion relaxation equation

@M
@t

þ v � ∇M ¼ ω�M� 1
τ
ðM�MeqÞ

introduced by Shliomis and thoroughly discussed in.9 The
effective relaxation time τ is related to the Neél and

Brownian relaxation times,
1
τ
¼ 1

τN
þ 1
τB

, while Meq is the

equilibrium (Langevin) magnetization of the ferrofluid.
4.1.1 Quasistationary approximation. By considering the

ferrofluid to be incompressible and nonconducting, the simplify-
ing assumptions that its magnetization M is not sensitive to the
velocity field v and relaxes instantaneously to the equilibrium
(Langevin) value lead to a set of equations describing ferrofluid
motion and magnetic state (employing the Langevin formula) in
the quasistationary approximation, known as the Neuringer-
Rosensweig equations of ferrohydrodynamics.7,34 Under the sim-
plifying assumptions the equation of motion acquires the form

ρ
Dv
Dt

¼ �∇pþ ρg þ μ0M∇H þ η∇2v

As the magnetization is collinear with the local field, it
means that the magnetization relaxation time is considered to
be zero in the quasistationary regime. Under isothermal con-
ditions the magnetic force is a potential one, allowing for a
generalized Bernoulli equation in irrotational flow:34

p� μ0MH þ 1
2
ρv2 þ ρgh ¼ const

The rich ferrohydrodynamic phenomena described by the
generalized Bernoulli relationship are illustrated by the classi-
cal Quincke experiment,523,524 the conical meniscus formed by
the free surface of a ferrofluid around a vertical current carry-
ing rod,34,520,525,526 the levitation of a nonmagnetic body in a
magnetized fluid,8,523 the self-levitation of a permanent
magnet immersed in a beaker with a ferrofluid523,527 and by
the reduction of the cross section of a jet induced by a mag-
netic field.34,520

Note that the stable levitation of a nonmagnetic body
immersed in a magnetic liquid by applying a suitable nonuni-
form magnetic field is possible, circumventing the classical
Earnshaw theorem.528 The generalized Bernoulli relationship
brings together most of the basic ferrofluid phenomenology
and inspired along several decades the development of devices
operating with ferrofluids.161,523

The initial linear approach of the stability of the equili-
brium of small interface deflections in response to a gravita-
tional force, interfacial tension and applied magnetic field,
considering a magnetic fluid with air and water interfaces,11,34

has been further developed to include the influence of vis-
cosity and finite thickness of the ferrofluid layer.529–532 The
instability of a flat interface between a very concentrated (rela-
tive permeability approx. 40) and a diluted ferrofluid shows a
first order transition between a flat interface and the observed
regular pattern of peaks,474 the observed effect having a large
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hysteresis due to the high value of the relative permeability of
the concentrated ferrofluid. The linear analysis is unable to
predict the amplitude of surface deflections or to describe
transition from a hexagonal to square pattern, aspects investi-
gated in further experiments and nonlinear analyses.533–541

The energy-variational method533 considering the total energy
as a sum of the gravitational energy, surface energy and mag-
netic field energy recovers in the linear limit the onset
relations of Cowley and Rosensweig.11

Strongly localized soliton-like structures of ferrofluids (“fer-
rosolitons”) were evidenced in a stationary magnetic field542 by
applying an X-ray imaging technique,543 capable of recording
the full surface relief in the center of the vessel, far away from
distortions by the edges.544 A local perturbation of the station-
ary magnetic field produced a stable non-decaying structure –

a ferrosoliton – remaining intact for days, the amplitude of the
pattern depending on the magnetic induction. The multi-
soliton cluster evolves towards the Rosensweig hexagonal
pattern.545 Above a critical value of the magnetic field a hexag-
onal array of peaks is formed, followed by a morphological
transition from the hexagonal array to a square array above a
second threshold of the applied magnetic field, triggered by
penta–hepta defects, present in the hexagonal pattern. The
stability domains of competing hexagons and squares and
wave number selection541,546,547 are a function of the relative
magnetic permeability of the fluid.533,540

The growth rate and characteristics of Rosensweig
instability patterns depends on ferrofluid viscosity,531 finite
depth of the container,548 microgravity or hypergravity con-
ditions549 and also on non-linear field dependence of
magnetization550,551 evidenced experimentally in ref. 552–554.

Using a highly viscous magnetic fluid, obtained by cooling
down a commercial sample (APG E32, Ferrotec Co), the growth
rate of the Rosensweig instability can be slowed down by more
than 2000 times554–556 and, consequently, the growth of the
pattern takes several tens of seconds, allowing for measure-
ments with high temporal resolution using a 2D X-ray imaging
technique.543 The plain surface and domain-covering regular
up-hexagonal (i.e. hexagons whose maximum amplitude is posi-
tive) patterns are bistable, as shown by the bifurcation diagram
in Fig. 31A(a),556 which stems from a fit to about 170
000 measured data points.555 Direct computation with a finite
element method557 concluded that the hexagonal pattern is not
a result of the geometry of the boundaries as a square domain
can also generate a hexagonal configuration. Fig. 31A(b) dis-
plays an experimental realization of the domain-covering hexag-
onal pattern observed at the upper branch. By slowing down the
formation of Rosensweig patterns due to the high viscosity fer-
rofluid the magnetic induction B (the control parameter) and
the pattern amplitude A can be varied almost independently in
order to explore the region around the unstable branch of the
instability, where homoclinic snaking558 is expected to develop
from the side (Fig. 31A).556 In Fig. 31B there are displayed the
numerical results for µr = 2 which show that radial spots bifur-
cate subcritically at onset from the flat state and undergo a sub-
sequent fold. Here, the steady-state free-surface is given by z =

ζ(x,y), with ζ = 0 corresponding to the flat state and ∥ζ∥22 is the
normalized L2 norm of the interface. Experimental findings
confirmed a linear scaling of the growth rate with the magnetic
inductions (Fig. 31C(a)), as predicted,553 while the rates of
growth and decay are slightly different (Fig. 31C(b)), due to the
formation of chains of magnetic particles in the static spikes
and their subsequent destruction during the decay indicated by
the observed magnetically enhanced shear thinning.554 Large
scale numerical simulation of magnetic field induced patterns
using specific techniques (fast multipole method; smoothed
particle hydrodynamics) allows for an accurate simulation of
surface shape/topology considering ferrofluids as a deformable
and paramagnetic continuum with surface tension.559

The radioscopy technique evidenced the formation of
Rosensweig surface instabilities, on a much slower time scale
than for ferrofluids, also in a layer of thermoreversible ferrogel
exposed to a vertical static and time dependent magnetic
field.560 In situ imaging provided direct evidence of spon-
taneous transition from an unstructured superfluid to an
ordered arrangement of droplets in an atomic dysprosium
Bose–Einstein condensate, i.e. in a quantum ferrofluid, which
are long-lived and show a hysteretic behavior, in close analogy
to the Rosensweig instability.561

4.1.1.1 Labyrinthine instabilities. The labyrinthine pattern
forms in thin layers of magnetic liquid confined together with
an immiscible nonmagnetic liquid by applying a magnetic
field perpendicular to the layer.34,520,562

A related configuration arises in the case of a ferrofluid
drop confined between closely placed walls; by increasing the
applied magnetic field the shape successively changes from a
circular drop to a multiply bifurcated configuration.34,563,564

Varying systematically the wall spacing of horizontal cells and
increasing the intensity of applied magnetic field resulted in
more finely convoluted patterns.565 Labyrinthine, hexagonal,
or dispersed columnar structures are formed in a thin layer of
a partially miscible ferrofluid–nonferrofluid mixture under the
influence of a perpendicular magnetic field.566 A hybrid ferro-
hydrodynamic instability arises by reducing the thickness of
the ferrofluid layer and by the miscible nature of the sample
and the surrounding nonmagnetic liquid.567 The concomitant
emergence of both Rosensweig and labyrinthine instabilities,
i.e. a mixed pattern formation in a uniform magnetic field per-
pendicular to the layer, is governed by diffusion, flow, convec-
tion, and magnetic effects.568

A thin film of a ternary mixture of liquids including a ferro-
fluid, an ester based ferrofluid/2,6-lutidine/silicone mixture,
undergoes a sequence of transitions in a magnetic field
(Fig. 32A(a–g)) starting from a critical demixing of the fluid in
cylindrical droplets (minority phase) immersed in an extended
majority phase, followed by destabilization and transformation
into a labyrinth pattern and by a third wrinkling transition at
even higher field if the liquid has a liquid/air interface.569

Wrinkles are a result of two coupled materials that grow with
different rates.570 In Fig. 32B there is a plot of wrinkle
numbers, wr0 and wr4, of the red droplet of Fig. 32A versus the
external magnetic induction.
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Fig. 31 Rosensweig instability patterns in a highly viscous ferrofluid. (A) (a) The bifurcation diagram (black line) of this pattern is obtained by a fitting
procedure of amplitude equations described in ref. 555 to about 170 000 measured data. Via the path indicated by the arrows, one obtains localized
patches, as shown in (c). The magnetic induction B is kept fixed during (1) for a time delay of τ1, and then B is switched to (2) for a time delay of τ2
before finally being switched to (3) until equilibrium is reached at point (3b). (b) A reconstruction of the height field of the domain-covering hexa-
gons at point (1b). (c) Gives a reconstruction of the height field of a three-spike patch at point (3b) in the bifurcation diagram. (B) Emergence of a
fully localized hexagon patch (dashed purple) bifurcating from a single spike (green) with µr = 2. There are also plotted the snaking regions of the
〈10〉 (blue) and 〈11〉 planar fronts (red); here, ε denotes the bifurcation parameter, which depends on the relative permeability of the ferrofluid, µr

(reproduced from ref. 556 with permission from Cambridge Univ. Press, copyright 2015). (C) Grow and decay of the Rosensweig pattern in the case
of a highly viscous ferrofluid. (a) The linear growth rates ω2 (■) from the experiment and the maximal growth rate ω2,m (solid black line) from theory
as a function of the magnetization M. (b) The growth (■) and decay (●) rates ω2 of the pattern amplitude as a function of the magnetization M. The
symbols represent the measured data. The black dashed line shows a fit of expression of scaling law for ω2 to the experimental growth and decay
rates (reproduced from ref. 554 with permission from Am. Phys. Soc., copyright 2016).
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Labyrinthine (fingering) instabilities in a Hele-Shaw cell
with miscible magnetic fluids-surrounding non-magnetic
fluids were investigated under different experimental
conditions.571–575 The evolution of magnetic-field-driven
micro-convection, in particular the initial fast fingering
process followed by the subsequent decay of the flow due to
the diffusion of the nanoparticles was investigated by particle
image velocimetry and also by numerical simulation.574 The
observed intensification of mixing by magnetic nanoparticles
envisages applications in microfluidics from the mixing
process within a microdroplet576 to local flows in the gaps of
ferrofluidic seals and bearings.577 In the case of a rotating
Hele-Show cell the growth of instabilities is strongly influenced
by the rotation speed and magnetic field strength, evidencing
also the Coriolis effect on labyrinthine instabilities.575 In the
case of electroferrofluids-weakly charged superparamagnetic
iron oxide nanoparticles in a nonpolar solvent-the application

of an electric field induces the migration of the magnetic NPs
to form concentration gradients.578

These translate to electrically controlled magnetic pro-
perties and pattern formation to be compared to the classical
magnetic field induced instabilities (Fig. 33).

4.2 Ferrofluid droplets

Droplet generation and manipulation techniques, precise
control of droplet volumes and reliable manipulation of indi-
vidual droplets579–582 are particularly interesting in the case of
ferrofluid droplets262,564,583–592 due to their unique magnetic
properties, giving rise to fascinating applications reviewed in
Section 5.

The overall phenomenology of aqueous maghemite ferro-
fluid59 drops deposited on a hydrophobic PDMS (polydi-
methylsiloxane) surface is outlined in Fig. 34I:593 magnetic
forces up to 100 times the gravitational one and magnetic gra-

Fig. 32 (A) Reflection microscopy image of the surface of a ferrofluid/2,6-lutidine/silicone (3 : 1 : 1) mixture at an external magnetic induction of (a)
μ0H = 0 mT, (b) μ0H = 2.4 mT, (c) μ0H = 3.6 mT, (d) μ0H = 4.8 mT, (e) μ0H = 6.3 mT, (f ) μ0H = 7.9 mT, and (g) μ0H = 9.3 mT normal to the film having
a silicone oxide support and a free liquid/air surface at the top. (a) Exhibits a homogeneous image with no texture. The demixing of the fluid into fer-
rofluid rich and ferrofluid poorer phases occurs between (a) and (b). Cylindrical droplets get deformed into a labyrinth of droplets as one increases
the field. The onset of the large-scale shape transition is between (b) and (c). Between (c) and (1d) the labyrinth starts to wrinkle. Wrinkles and large-
scale bending of the droplets can be distinguished very clearly as the droplets grow (d–g). Scale bar in figure (b) is 100 micrometers. The two dro-
plets in the center that are marked in blue and red correspond to the data shown in the next plot. (B) Plot of the surface path length S, the small-
scale wrinkle number wr0, and the large-scale wrinkle number wr4 versus the external magnetic field for the structures marked with red and blue in
(A). Small scale wrinkles only occur after the circle versus dogbone/labyrinth transition. The black lines are fits to the theoretical expressions
obtained for wrinkle numbers. Scale bar in the images is 100 micrometers (reproduced from ref. 569 with permission from Royal Soc. Chem., copy-
right 2017).
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dients up to 1 T cm−1 produce the observed changes in mor-
phology and contact angle.

All of the drops have the same volume V = 2.5 μL but
different molar concentrations and are placed at a distance of
1 mm from three different magnets (M1, M2, and M5) having
very different field gradient values indicated in Fig. 34I; for
each concentration, increasing the field gradient causes a flat-
tening of the drop by varying the contact angle. The observed
effects can be conveniently described593 in terms of the
effective Bond number Bog* (effective drop attraction vs. the
capillary force) (Fig. 34II) and by the dimensionless number S
(Fig. 34III) which compares the pressure jump at the ferrofluid
interface due to the magnetization with the capillary pressure.
In a vertical uniform magnetic field, the droplet aspect ratio
increases along the field. In the non-uniform field of a perma-
nent magnet the initial approximatively spherical shaped
droplet first deforms and breaks up when the magnetic field
increases above the critical field.

The division of a FF droplet, while related to the normal-
field instability of ferrofluids, does not take place in a homo-
geneous magnetic field but it is due to a combination of high
magnetic field and high vertical magnetic field gradient,588,589

Fig. 35A and B. Moreover, the Rosensweig pattern is reversible
(the pattern decays when the field is removed), but the pat-
terns in Fig. 35B proved to be irreversible: the droplets do not
coalesce back to a single droplet when the static magnetic
field is switched off (Fig. 35C). Magnetic field (from high (P1)
to low (P2)) controls the lattice constant in the kinetically
trapped patterns (Fig. 35D–F). Dynamic self-assembly is a way
to reduce the number of droplets and, in contrast to division
instability, it is the mechanism to overcome the irreversibility
of the droplet formation in static self-assembly.

When a magnetic liquid drop deposited on a superhydro-
phobic substrate is subjected to vertical vibrations (Fig. 36a)
without applied field (Fig. 36b) and in the presence of a static

magnetic field (Fig. 36c), the magnetic field contribution
(Fig. 36c and d) is equivalent to adding an effective negative
surface tension to the drop.594

By adding magnetic nanoparticles to a water drop, i.e. by
considering a ferrofluid droplet, its eigenfrequencies can be
shifted by tuning the magnetic field strength, the experimental
results being well accommodated594 (Fig. 36d) by extending
the Rayleigh model of capillarity.595 Related to ferrofluid
droplet dynamics on superhydrophobic surfaces, the collision
and post-impact dynamics of ferrofluid droplets show asym-
metric spreading regimes and rebound suppression under the
influence of a horizontal magnetic field.596

4.3 Magnetic fluids with internal rotations: asymmetric
stress tensor

The Shliomis model465 introduced the volume density of the
angular momentum of ferrofluids which consists of the exter-
nal (“orbital”) part associated with the translational motion
and the internal (“spin”) part corresponding to the rotational
motion of magnetic nanoparticles in the viscous carrier. In
this model the magnetic moment is strongly coupled with the
particle and due to the finite relaxation time the magnetiza-
tion vector M is not always collinear with H. Particle rotation
occurs with respect to the surrounding carrier liquid and, con-
sequently, besides the magnetic force density (M·∇)H, the fer-
rofluid can undergo a magnetic torque of the density M × H
and asymmetric stresses arise.34,520 The internal angular
momentum is an independent variable along with the fluid
velocity, density, and pressure. A complete set of constitutive
equations consists of the equation of ferrofluid motion, the
Maxwell equations, and the magnetization equation,161,234 as
summarized in section 4.1. The magnetization equation can
be obtained phenomenologically using the classical Debye
relaxation equation597 applied to rotating magnetic nano-
particles or derived microscopically by the Fokker–Planck

Fig. 33 Comparison to classic equilibrium patterns and quantification of dissipation. (A) Images of the classic equilibrium Rosensweig and labyr-
inthine patterns and their dissipative analogs in electroferrofluids. (B) A schematic plot of the magnetic susceptibility near an equilibrium thermo-
dynamic interface and a dissipative diffuse interface. The formation of the Rosensweig-like and labyrinthine-like patterns at B = 6 mT and, respect-
ively, E = 0.3 V μm−1 (reproduced from ref. 578 with permission from American Association for the Advancement of Science, copyright 2021).
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Fig. 34 Ferrofluid drop on a flat solid surface (PDMS coated glass slide). (I) Images of ferrofluid drops with various concentrations placed on polydi-
methylsiloxane (PDMS) surface at a distance of 1 mm from three permanent magnets having very different values of the axial gradient dB/dz. The
value for magnet M5 is dB/dz = 1.34 ± 0.04 T m−1, for magnet M1 dB/dz = 17.4 ± 0.4 T m−1, and for magnet M2 dB/dz = 86± 2 T m−1. (II) Contact
angle (top), maximum height (middle), and diameter of the contact line (bottom) of ferrofluid drops of volume V = 2.5 μL as a function of the
effective Bond number. The symbols represent different concentrations of the ferrofluidic solutions: ◁ 0.2 mol L−1, □ 0.4 mol L−1, ○ 0.8 mol L−1, △
1.5 mol L−1, ∇ 2 mol L−1, ◊ 3 mol L−1, and ▷ 4 mol L−1. Different colors are associated with the magnets according to the following palette: maroon
and red: magnet M1, dark green and light green: magnet M2, purple and pink: magnet M3, black and gray: magnet M4, and blue and aqua blue:
magnet M5, where the first (second) color corresponds to measurements done changing the distance of the magnet from the sample (with the
magnet in contact with the substrate). (III) Contact angle (top), maximum height (middle), and diameter of the contact line (bottom) of ferrofluid
drops of volume V = 2.5 μL as a function of the S number. The symbols represent different concentrations of the ferrofluid solutions: ◁ 0.2 mol L−1,
□ 0.4 mol L−1, ○ 0.8 mol L−1, △ 1.5 mol L−1, ∇ 2 mol L−1, ◊ 3 mol L−1, and ▷ 4 mol L−1. Different colors are associated with the magnets according to
the following palette: maroon and red: magnet M1, dark green and light green: magnet M2, purple and pink: magnet M3, black and gray: magnet
M4, and blue and aqua blue: magnet M5, where the first (second) color corresponds to measurements done changing the distance of the magnet
from the sample (with the magnet in contact with the substrate) (reproduced from ref. 593 with permission from American Chemical Society, copy-
right 2016).
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equation.437 Irreversible thermodynamics provides a consist-
ent description of dissipative processes based on entropy pro-
duction and provides a complete set of constitutive equations,
leading to the same phenomenological magnetization
equation.522 The rotating or spin-up flow of a ferrofluid in a
stationary container induced by a rotating magnetic field was
first evidenced by Moskowitz and Rosensweig.598 The theore-
tical approach of structured continua599–601 is used to describe
the phenomena related to antisymmetric stress and the inter-
change of internal and external angular momentum of ferro-
fluids, involving the diffusion or spread of spin velocity para-
metrized by the spin viscosity, as well as the vortex viscosity
and the equation of magnetic field taking into account the
spin velocity and vorticity beside the usual magnetic
terms.34,520,602–604

4.3.1 Spin-up flow of ferrofluids. The pressure-viscous-
magnetic stress tensor is key to describe the ferrofluid
response to uniform time-varying and rotating magnetic
fields, due to the action of antisymmetric stresses and/or
couple stresses. The rotating or spin-up flow of a ferrofluid in
a stationary container induced by a rotating magnetic field
motivated the spin-diffusion theory including the effect of
short-range transport of internal angular momentum through
a kinetic coefficient called the “spin viscosity”:605 the resulting
macroscopic flow was attributed to the spin of particles.

Magnetic field driven interfacial phenomena related to the
bulk flow and surface flow, co-rotation and counter-rotation
relative to the field, difficulties in measuring the bulk flow,
geometry of the ferrofluid container, the uniform or non-
uniform magnetic field frequency and amplitude all have to be
considered in a proper evaluation of the observed spin-up flow
of ferrofluids.518,604,606–616 The role of surface stresses in com-
parison with volumetric stresses in generation of ferrofluid
spin-up flow613 was evidenced by surface stress driven
flows615,618 in a free surface geometry in which a uniform
rotating magnetic field was applied with the rotation axis par-
allel to the ferrofluid–air interface. These investigations
motivated further theoretical approaches by extending the
interfacial balance equations to include the effects of couple
stresses and to study the effect of spin viscosity on the velocity
profiles in a thin film of ferrofluid exposed to air and a
uniform rotating magnetic field.617 Experimental data on bulk
flows of ferrofluids subjected to uniform rotating magnetic
fields604,616,619,620 require the existence of couple stresses and
a spin viscosity621 to correlate them with the spin diffusion
theory.605 Taking into account the magnetization
equations,437,465 the predictions of the spin diffusion theory
for larger values of the frequency and amplitude of the field
are strongly related to the existence of spin viscosity and, also,
a critical value of frequency is predicted above which the vel-

Fig. 35 Self-assembled aqueous FF droplet patterns on a superhydrophobic surface in axisymmetric magnetic field. (A) Scheme of the division
instability: λc, critical wavelength; d, diameter. (B) Photographs of the stepwise division and self-assembly of a 10 microliter droplet. The largest
droplet is marked with a red circle. Magnetic field strength was increased from 1.0 kOe (dH/dz 82 Oe mm−1) for one droplet to 1.9 kOe (dH/dz 193
Oe mm−1) for eight droplets. (C) Number of droplets as a function of increasing and decreasing magnetic field, showing hysteresis due to the kinetic
trapping. P1, high magnetic field; P2, low magnetic field. Error bars indicate standard deviation of three data sets. (D) Scheme of controlling the
lattice constant in the kinetically trapped patterns by adjusting the magnetic field curvature (c) and the magnetic moment of the droplets (m). a,
nearest-neighbor distance. (E) Snapshots of a 19-droplet pattern with two extreme periodicities at high and low magnetic fields. (F) The corres-
ponding nearest-neighbor distance as a function of (m/c)1/5. Red dots denote experimental measurements; the black line indicates the best linear fit
(reproduced from ref. 589 with permission from American Association for the Advancement of Science, copyright 2013).
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ocity of the ferrofluid decreases with increasing magnetic field
amplitude.622 Experimental and theoretical velocity profiles for
the spin-up geometry under different magnetic field con-
ditions emphasized that the spin diffusion theory over-predicts
the experimental data in the saturation region.617

The existing experimental data and the fundamental role of
spin viscosity were recently reevaluated by Shliomis.623 The
spin viscosity was found to be much smaller than any formerly
calculated values and, consequently, the concept of spin
diffusion cannot be used to explain the experimental findings.

The rotational motion of the free-surface layer was found to be
strongly related to the shape of the ferrofluid meniscus in the
cylindrical vessel determined by the contact angle. The sign of
the surface deformation determines the direction of fluid
rotation (corotation or counter rotation relative to the rotating
field), in agreement with experimental data (Fig. 37).613

The non-zero bulk flow observed in experiments was attrib-
uted to forces which could arise even from minor values of
magnetic field and magnetization inhomogeneities in a ferro-
fluid exposed to a rotating field; therefore, spin viscosity is no

Fig. 36 Magnetic liquid drop subjected to vertical vibrations in the presence of a magnetic field. (a) Experimental setup. The bottom inset shows a
schematic of the puddle at two phases of the vibration. Top inset: top view of the ferrofluid puddle at rest. (b) Top view of the azimuthal pattern dis-
played around the drop as a function of fe. Above a critical acceleration of vibration, an azimuthal pattern is observed normal to the vibration direc-
tion. When the forcing frequency fe is increased (0 ≤ fe ≤ 52 Hz), the number n of lobes, oscillating radially at fe/2, increases from n = 2 to 9 (from
left to right and top to bottom). Magnetic field B = 0. Volume V = 1 ml. (c) Phase diagram of normalized rescaled critical acceleration Γc/Γmin c vs. fe.
Curves are marginality curves separating stable and unstable zones for different mode numbers n = 3 (◆), 4 (△) and 5 (○). No instability occurs for Γ
≤ Γc, whereas an azimuthal pattern around the puddle occurs within tongues. Open symbols correspond to B = 0, full symbols to B ≠ 0: B = 44 G
(red, dark gray), 77 G (black) and 99 G (green, light gray). When B is increased (see arrows), the tongues are shifted towards a lower frequency, for
each mode n. (d) Eigenfrequency shift ωn

2(B = 0) − ωn
2(B) as a function of B2n(n2 − 1) for different modes n = 3 (◆), 4 (▲), 5 (●) and 7 (■). The solid

line is the prediction from the theoretical relationship obtained based on the Rayleigh model,595 with no fitting parameter. Inset: Un-rescaled fre-
quency shift vs. B. Dashed lines have a slope of 2 (reproduced from ref. 594 with permission from Am. Phys. Soc., copyright 2016).
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more necessary to explain the data. The above reinterpretation
of existing experimental data adds new arguments to the long-
term debate concerning spin viscosity and spin-up flow of fer-
rofluids in rotating magnetic field.

4.3.2 Ferrofluids as chiral fluids. Magnetic nanoparticles
in real ferrofluids with sizes above the Shliomis diameter are
rigid dipoles which are subject to magnetic torques, as dis-
cussed above referring to internal rotations. These form a col-
lection of spinning particles in the carrier liquid, ferrofluids
being typical chiral fluids governed by an asymmetric stress
tensor.624,625 The angular momentum due to magnetic nano-
particle rigid rotation indicates the existence of an odd stress,
specific to chiral fluids. Also, a tangential edge flow induced in
the absence of a pressure gradient is a characteristic feature of
a suspension of spinning particles.626 The experimental model
systems investigated are suspensions of approx. 1.6 micrometer
size hematite cubes in water624 and of SDS coated hematite
ellipsoids (long axis 1.8 μm, short axis 1.3 μm) also in water.625

The sizes of suspended magnetic particles are about two
orders of magnitude larger than the characteristic size of mag-
netic nanoparticles in ferrofluids (10 nm) and, consequently,
the hematite suspensions are actually in the range of magne-
torheological fluids.627 The very small sizes and colloid stabi-
lization mechanisms (intense Brownian motion, electrostatic/
steric) highly reduce magnetic and van der Waals interactions
between nanoparticles in conventional ferrofluids and, conse-
quently, avoid practically any cohesion and make effects of
spinning nanoparticles negligibly small.623

4.4 Flow in confined geometries

4.4.1 Pipe flow. Early investigations on ferrofluid flow in
pipes under a stationary or time-varying magnetic field evi-
denced flow resistance in laminar and turbulent flows specific
to hydrodynamics of fluid systems with intrinsic rotation of

particles and closely related to field induced effective viscosity
changes attributed to particle agglomerate (e.g. chain)
formation.628–632

Analogously, in quantum ferrofluids561,633,634 (Bose–
Einstein condensates of Cr,635 Dy636 or Er atoms637) with domi-
nantly dipolar interactions coherent vortex structures are
formed, and the emerging quasi-classical quantum turbulence
is controlled also by magnetic field.638 By extending the
investigations to ferrofluid flow in time-varying magnetic field,
the Brownian and Néel relaxation times come into play. The
laminar and turbulent fractional pressure drop (ΔP(H)/ΔP(0) −
1) results are well described by ferrohydrodynamic equations
when the effective magnetic susceptibility is allowed to
depend on the magnetic field intensity and relaxation time.639

The theoretical description considering the existence of chain-
like aggregates and the dependence of magnetic susceptibility
and Brownian relaxation time on the ferrofluid flow rate pro-
vides a satisfactory fit516 to experimental data.639 Due to mag-
netic field induced spinning of rigid dipole particles in ferro-
fluids their angular velocity is not necessarily one-half the vor-
ticity, as the magnetic torque in the internal angular momen-
tum equation influences the flow.640 The magnetic torque for
large magnetic field values (ξ > 1) depends on the choice of
the particular magnetization equation437,465,641 and the Taylor
and Kolmogorov turbulence scales642 show relatively large
changes of averaged turbulence length scales in steady mag-
netic field. Numerical simulation evidences the effect of the
choice of a particular magnetization equation on the time
development of spatially averaged root-mean-square magnetic
torque and vortex viscous dissipation rate.640 The pressure
drop required to maintain a constant flow rate for a ferrofluid
increases with the applied magnetic field strength. For
channel flow the pressure drop required to maintain a con-
stant flow rate at a frequency of 1000 Hz of the applied mag-
netic field corresponding to ΩτB = 0.06 relating particle relax-
ation time and characteristic time of oscillating field is less
than that when the magnetic field is steady.643 Similar to pipe
flow,639 in low Reynolds number turbulent flow the excess
pressure drop increases with magnetic field and varies only
slightly with frequency. The k–ε model,644 with k the turbulent
kinetic energy and ε the rate of viscous dissipation of turbulent
kinetic energy, correlates well the mean velocity profiles, the
turbulent kinetic energy, Reynolds stresses, spin, and
torque.643,645 The axial ferrofluid pipe flow in a constant axial
magnetic field becomes unstable via spontaneous symmetry
breaking and a concentric, two-phase swirling flow appears.646

The effect predicted takes place above some critical pressure
drop and magnetic field strength due to the shear rate depen-
dence of effective viscosity. The resulting ferrofluid swirling
flow, instability similar to Rosensweig instabilities, has no
classical analogy and it is the result of the competition
between magnetic and viscous torques acting upon magnetic
particles.

4.4.2 Taylor–Couette flow. Confined between two con-
centric differentially rotating cylinders, the Taylor–Couette
flow647–649 involves various hydrodynamic phenomena, which

Fig. 37 The distribution of azimuthal velocity u/u0 of the ferrofluid
surface in a cylinder of R = 2.33 cm, angular velocity 60 Hz. The symbols
mark the experimental data: ○ – H = 100 Oe, Δ – H = 200 Oe,613 and
the solid line is for the theoretical values found by Shliomis (reproduced
from ref. 623 with permission from Am. Phys. Soc., copyright 2021).
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are particularly rich in the case of ferrofluids under applied
magnetic field.650 Linear stability analysis and computer simu-
lation using finite differences show that axial, radial and azi-
muthal magnetic fields have a stabilizing effect on the for-
mation of Taylor vortices in ferrofluid flow in the small gap
between concentric rotating cylinders.651 From further numeri-
cal investigations for pure symmetric axial fields, pure trans-
versal fields, and superpositions of both, taking into account
that transversal fields break the rotational symmetry, it was
shown to generate several new nonlinearly driven effects such
as wavy Taylor vortices and wavy spiral vortices.652

The change of ferrofluid viscosity in magnetic field stabil-
izes the Couette flow and, by exploiting the high sensitivity of
the onset of turbulence653 to variation of viscosity, the
rotational viscosity was determined in axial, radial and azi-
muthal magnetic fields.471,654,655

A Taylor–Couette system162 with four magnetic field coils in
a Fanselau-type arrangement656 and with ultrasound Doppler
velocimetry657 evidenced changes in the flow structure (Taylor-
vortex flow and stabilization of the circular Couette flow due to
axial and transverse magnetic fields in the case of two ferro-
fluid samples with significantly different microstructural
characteristics).163 The Taylor-vortex flow structure, i.e.
number of vortex pairs n and flow wave number k, in the case
of a non-aggregating magnetite ferrofluid sample is much less
influenced by axial magnetic field in comparison with the
sample with strongly aggregating cobalt nanoparticles.

The onset of turbulence in Taylor–Couette ferrofluidic flow
at a critical magnetic field strength can be accurately con-
trolled via an external magnetic field,658 in contrast to classical
fluid turbulence which involves a high degree of uncer-
tainty.659 Computational ferrohydrodynamics through a
detailed investigation of transitions in the flow structure in the
presence of a magnetic field transverse to the symmetry axis of
the system concluded that turbulence can occur at Reynolds
numbers that are at least one order of magnitude smaller than
those in conventional fluids.658 An estimate, involving the
Niklas parameter,651 in the case of a commercial ferrofluid
(APG933, Ferrotec Co) expects the onset of turbulence to occur
for a critical magnetic field strength less than 80 kA m−1.
Computational studies of flow dynamics evidenced transient
behaviors to occur between multi-cell states, e.g., between two-
cell and three-cell flow states, passing through two critical
thresholds in a strength of an axial (transverse) magnetic
field.660

5 Recently developed applications
5.1 Looking back: two highly successful ferrofluid
applications

Initially developed for space applications, ferrofluids proved to
be today an essential component of a very large number of
high-tech devices and processes.161,661–663 Ferrofluids are fully
involved in nanotechnology contributions to industrial pro-
gress and environmental protection and to the overall improve-

ment of everyone’s quality of life. Tiny quantities of specially
designed and manufactured ferrofluids produced a real
revolution in leakage-free rotating seal technology and high-fide-
lity audio engineering.39,664–667 Ferrofluid O-rings provide her-
metic sealing of gaseous media and utterly free of mechanical
wear, an extremely large variety of dynamical seals being
used from the semiconductor industry to nuclear energetics.
Also, highly improved centering, cooling and viscous damping
of moving coil loudspeakers is a well-established ferrofluid-
based technology applied in present day high-fidelity audio
devices.

Fig. 38 Ferrofluid based MR fluids. (a) The dependence ηapp/η∞ = f (Mn/
Mn* = 1/Ca) for different values of the Fe particle volume fraction ΦFe

and of the magnetic nanoparticle volume fraction φ. Fit lines: ηapp/η∞ =
Ca + 2Ca

1/2 + 1. Fit parameter values are given in ref. 696; (b) master
curve obtained for all samples with different nano and micro concen-
trations, at different values of magnetic field induction. aΦ and bM are
horizontal and vertical translation coefficients of experimental data
(reproduced from ref. 697 with permission from The Society of
Rheology, copyright 2018).
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5.2 Tunable and adaptive multifunctional materials derived
from ferrofluids

5.2.1 Multicore magnetoresponsive nanosystems. Bio-ferro-
fluids considerably enlarged the domain of ferrofluids to meet
the specific requirements of various biomedical applications,
the magnetic particle sizes involved being sometimes outside
the usual interval for engineering ferrofluids, i.e. less than
5 nm or much higher than 15 nm. In most of the cases the
superparamagnetic behavior is an essential feature also for
larger particle sizes; therefore, multi-core particles are highly
favoured and a large variety of magnetic nanoparticle assembly
strategies were developed. The required architectural and func-
tional diversity of the assembled multi-core magnetorespon-
sive particles involves manufacturing procedures devoted to
facilitating a precise spatial organization of magnetic nano-
particles into spherical and a great diversity of non-spherical
assemblies. The design and synthesis of magnetoresponsive

nanosystems covers a huge interest in the field of dynamic
movement of functionalized particles controlled through non-
contacting forces. Ferrofluids have proven to be an excellent
primary nanomaterial providing well-defined single magnetic
nanoparticles in manufacturing the most sophisticated multi-
core magnetic composite particles with new collective pro-
perties designed for nanomedicine (MRI contrast agents, mag-
netic drug targeting, magnetic field triggered drug release,
hyperthermia, regenerative medicine, and tissue engineering)
and (bio)nanotechnology (magnetic bioseparation, biosensors,
protein immobilization, biocatalysis, heavy metal extraction/
water purification, swimming nano- and microrobots, mag-
netic encoding and remote detection). A detailed presentation
of ferrofluid-driven assembly, functionalization procedures,
and structural and magnetoresponsive properties of multicore
particles is beyond the aim of this paper and we refer in this
respect to recently published papers and comprehensive
reviews.43,662,668–675

Fig. 39 (a) Schematics of the FF bridges under magnetic fields; (b) left: apparent yield stress (τ0) as a function of FF concentration for 5 vol% CI sus-
pensions at H = 100 kA m−1. Right: Storage modulus (G’) as a function of external magnetic field strength (H) for 5 vol% CI suspensions with different
FF concentration levels. The vertical arrow corresponds to the magnetic field strength for microscopy observations (56 kA m−1) (reproduced from
ref. 698 with permission from IOP Publishing, copyright 2018).
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5.2.2 Ferrofluid-based MR fluids (FF-MRF). The magnetor-
heological effect is attributed to the field-induced large
agglomerates of the disperse phase, high saturation magneti-
zation soft (usually multi-domain iron) micrometer size par-
ticles, relative to the continuous phase, usually a mineral or
synthetic oil, a composition specific to conventional magnetor-
heological suspensions used in a lot of high-tech devices.676

These fluids are sometimes confronted with various
shortcomings,677,678 such as aggregation, sedimentation, in-
use-thickening and abrasiveness, as well as severe redispersi-
bility issues of the magnetizable component, which motivated
extensive research on new MR fluid formulations,679–682

among them on bimodal MR suspensions.683

Ferrofluids are fundamentally different from MR fluids,684

such as particle sizes and flow behavior. However, ferrofluids
are part of promising new MR fluid formulations. Using a fer-
rofluid, i.e. a magnetizable carrier for MR fluids,140,627,685,686

results in an extremely bimodal suspension with highly
improved MR behavior and kinetic stability.687 A very large size
ratio (about 1000) exists between the small magnetite NPs
(approx. 10 nm mean size) and the Fe particles; therefore, the
ferrofluid carrier behaves as an effective continuum for the
large micrometer size particles,688,689 implying a viscosity
reduction of the overall suspension compared to the mono-

disperse case.690,691 The non-zero magnetic susceptivity of the
carrier increases the magnetic interactions between the Fe par-
ticles, favoring structure formation and increasing the yield
stress.627 The two fractions behave independently, allowing for
an increase of the total particle volume fraction at close
packing well above the maximum value for monodisperse
spherical particles (0.64 at random close packing689). The
favorable sedimentation/redispersion behavior and the
observed increase of yield stress are most probably due to the
formation of heterogeneous iron–magnetite structures that
avoid the irreversible aggregation between iron particles and
facilitate field-induced chaining.140,692 At the same magnetic
particle volume fraction (40%), the MR behavior of a ferrofluid
based MR fluid is more pronounced compared to a conven-
tional MR fluid.693 Due to the very large particle size ratio the
effective total hydrodynamic volume fraction of particles in a
concentrated ferrofluid based MR fluid attained 0.85, for 0.44
volume fraction of micrometer size Fe particles suspended in
the ferrofluid carrier,694 which is close to the theoretical upper
limit corresponding to infinite size ratio.695

The non-dimensional apparent viscosity (ηapp/η∞) depen-
dence on the Mason number (Mn) for MR fluid samples
having F100, F500, and F1000 transformer oil based ferrofluids
as carriers with 100, 500, and 1000 G nominal saturation mag-

Fig. 40 Hierarchical assembly of 3-particle ring structures is illustrated on the underlying ring templates: (a) MN4 ring, which was observed for φ =
0.1%, NL/NM = 4; (b) MN3 ring, which was observed for φ = 0.1–0.2%, NL/NM = 3; (c) MN2 ring, which was observed for φ = 0.1–0.2%, NL/NM = 2; (d)
MN ring, which was observed for φ = 0.1–0.2%, NL/NM = 1; (e) M2N2 crystallite, which was observed for φ = 0.2–0.3%, NL/NM = 1; (f ) M2N ring, which
was observed for φ = 0.1–0.2%, NL/NM = 2; (g) M3N ring, which was observed for φ = 0.3–0.4%, NL/NM = 3; and (h) M4N ring, which was observed
for φ = 0.4%, NL/NM > 4. The illustrations depict the crystal structures, in which the 1 μm particles (S) are red, 2.7 μm particles (M) are dark brown,
and 4.8 μm particles (L) are green. The scale bars are 10 μm. The notation MxNy is used to refer to the stoichiometry of a structure in which a unit
cell contains x paramagnetic particles and y diamagnetic particles (reproduced from ref. 706 with permission from Am. Chem. Soc., copyright 2013).
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netization for different values of the volume fraction of micron
size Fe particles (ΦFe) and that of magnetite nanoparticles (φ)
offer a useful correlation of magnetic and flow properties.
Using the Casson model and drawing the curves ηapp/η∞ =
f (Mn/Mn* = 1/Ca) (Mn*-critical Mason number corresponding
to the transition from magnetic to hydrodynamic control of
the suspension structure; Ca-Casson number) for all the mag-
netic field values for samples with different ΦFe and φ, the
data collapse on a master curve, Fig. 38a.696 This master curve
indicates the concentration–magnetization superposition in
the case of FF-MRFs. The characteristic magnetic stress,
defined as a function of the FF-MRF magnetization and of the
ferrofluid carrier magnetization, can be used for any value of
the external magnetic field; it allows the description of static
yield stress as a function of volume fraction of iron microparti-
cles and the applied magnetic field using a single variable,
τchar. The characteristic magnetic stress values τchar, calculated
using a finite element method, are well correlated with experi-
mental data, providing a more general master curve,
Fig. 38b.697 The master curves offer valuable information for
adequate tuning of the composition of ferrofluid-based MR
fluids to the specific requirements of various MR devices. A
requirement of FF-MRFs is to avoid the formation of any mag-
netic nanoparticle aggregates which could prolong the very
fast transition time of the magnetic field induced reversible

change from fluid to quasi-solid state; therefore, the high col-
loidal stability of the ferrofluid carrier is an essential feature.

In the case of a ternary solid–ferrofluid–liquid magnetor-
heological fluid obtained by dispersing carbonyl iron particles
in a water-in-oil emulsion of an aqueous ferrofluid,698 the FF
droplets are attracted by the primary chain-like structures
formed by the CI particles in applied magnetic field and move
to fill in the gaps between the CI particles (Fig. 39a), the
complex structuring mechanism being evidenced by bright
light and fluorescence microscopy images. The apparent yield
stress exhibits a maximum with the FF concentration
(Fig. 39b-left) and, similarly, a maximum is evidenced for the
magnetic field dependence of the storage modulus (G′)
(Fig. 39b-right). The storage modulus attains a maximum and
for very large magnetic fields levels off, reaching a constant
value, as a consequence of the magnetic saturation of CI
particles.698

The density mismatch between the ferrofluid carrier
(density up to approx. 1.8 g cm−3) and Fe particles (7.8 g cm−3)
is relatively high. To improve the kinetic stability of the compo-
site MR fluid the multidomain Fe particles were replaced by
nanocomposite particles consisting of a mixture of oleic acid
coated magnetite nanoparticles of about 6 nm and Al2O3

coated FeCo particles of about 50 nm average size.699 The
reduced density (3.3 g cm−3) 100–300 nm size compactly

Fig. 41 Self-assembly of silica rods in ferrofluids under different magnetic field strengths. (a−c) Optical images showing the chain formation under
40 G at (a) t = 0, (b) 500, and (c) 3600 s. The scale bar is 15 μm. (d) Number of clusters in an area of 550 × 550 μm2 as a function of time under
different magnetic field strengths; the black dashed lines are fittings using N ∼ tz. (e) Power-law exponent z as a function of the field strength. The
solid line is a linear fit (reproduced from ref. 707 with permission from Am. Chem. Soc., copyright 2021).
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packed nanocomposite particles with relatively high saturation
magnetization (130 emu g−1) dispersed in a ferrofluid carrier
provided a promising MR response, among others for semiac-
tive seismic damper applications.

3.2.3 Ferrofluid-driven assembly and manipulation.
External magnetic fields generating various magnetization pat-
terns can be used to drive assembly processes of both mag-
netic and non-magnetic particles immersed in ferrofluids to
obtain a wide diversity of assembled structures.700,701 The
forces implied have tunable intensity and directionality702

exploiting essentially the magnetic “hole” mechanism703 and
the possibility of tuning the concentration of the ferrofluid.704

The ferrofluid-driven procedures allowed for controlling the
assembly and transport of particles ranging in size from less
than 100 nm to several micrometers. By varying the ferrofluid
concentration and the concentration of immersed particles of
various sizes, a large number of pre-programmed energetically
stabilized structures (“crystal alloys”) can be produced.705 The
ferrofluid concentration (saturation magnetization) and the
applied magnetic field intensity and gradient are the most
efficient control parameters of the resulting highly tunable
magnetic assembly system.706 The particles acquire an
effective dipole moment depending on the magnetic per-
meability difference relative to the ferrofluid and the applied
magnetic field. The result of the assembly process is illustrated
in Fig. 40 for a 3-particle system of 4.8 μm nonmagnetic par-
ticles and 2.7 μm magnetic particles with a diameter ratio of
∼1.7, as well as 1 μm non-magnetic particles at concentrations
that are equivalent to the 2.7 μm magnetic particles in terms
of volume fraction.

For rodlike (i.e. nonspherical) nonmagnetic particles dis-
persed in a ferrofluid the assembly process by the magnetic
hole mechanism acquires new features due to the orientational
degree of freedom of particles.707 The anisotropic shape of

rods favors the tip-toe arrangement in chain-like structures,
the assembly process following a power law time-dependence
(Fig. 41).

The magnetic hole mechanism was extended using mag-
netic and also hydrodynamic forces in a ferrofluid for the
shape and assembly of non-magnetic polymer particles in a
continuous flow process. When an external magnetic field gra-
dient is applied in a ferrofluid droplet microfluidic device the
manufacturing process of polymer particles is controlled by
the flow rate and magnetic means708 (Fig. 42).

The magnetic field directed assembly process of dielectric
spheres, schematically presented in Fig. 43a,709 is also an
application of the first order magnetofluidic levitation effect
(magnetic hole mechanism). By using a ferrofluid of Fe3O4

nanoparticles in water (10 nm, 0.25% to 0.5% volume fraction)
and by precisely designing the local field gradient around dia-
magnetic microspheres, various coupled photonic structures
for optoelectronic applications can be produced. The process
of magnetic field induced assembly of colloids is illustrated
for fluorescent dye-doped PS microspheres (large 15 µm, small
10 µm) in images captured by optical microscopy (Fig. 43b).

Water droplets, while non-magnetic, can be controlled by
magnetic fields when immersed in a non-miscible oil based
ferrofluid.710 Permalloy tracks displaced in the substrate of a
Hele-Shaw cell are magnetized by an in-plane rotating mag-
netic field, while the ferrofluid by an orthogonal field. The
local field gradients ensure the synchronous generation and
propagation of water droplets. An array of hydrophobic ferro-
fluid spikes formed by a non-uniform magnetic field can be
used to transport a water droplet by the combined action of
surface tension and magnetic force developed by a moving
magnet (Fig. 44), resulting in a basic process in a noncontact
and biocompatible magnetic manipulation technique of non-
magnetic droplets.711

Fig. 42 Continuous shape and assembly of polymer particles. (A) Spherical polymer droplet generation with no magnetic field. The sizes of the dro-
plets can be controlled by adjusting the flow rate ratio between the polymer phase and the continuous ferrofluid phase. (B) Nonspherical polymer
droplet generation with magnetic fields induced by attractively placed magnets. (C) Polymer droplets are either compressed or stretched into an
ellipsoidal shape by arranging magnets differently (in an attractive manner or in a repulsive manner, as indicated by the arrows). The continuous
phase is a commercial water-based magnetite ferrofluid (EMG 705, Ferrotec Co., Bedford, NH). The volume fraction of the magnetite particles for
this particular ferrofluid is 5.8%. Scale bars in A–C are 200 μm (reproduced from ref. 708 with permission from Am. Chem. Soc., copyright 2015).
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A gallium-based iron NP ferrofluid, called transitional ferro-
fluid (TF), was made to provide switchable interlocking force
during phase change to achieve magnetic manipulation of
non-magnetic objects.712 The transitional ferrofluid is a
unique temperature- and magneto-responsive remote con-
trolled liquid gripper which enables intimate contact with
arbitrarily shaped objects, as illustrated in Fig. 45.

5.2.4 Ferrofluid enabled surfaces and interfaces. Oil-based
ferrofluid impregnated textured surfaces allow for active
manipulation of free water droplets by a spatially nonuniform
driving magnetic field, due to a thin cloaking layer of an
immiscible ferrofluid lubricant on the water droplet.713

Ferrofluid infused two-dimensional arrays of magnetically
responsive soft pillars – “soft magnetic carpets” – exploit the
Rosensweig instability to provide a reconfigurable wetting
pattern.714 External magnetic fields generated by a system of
magnets under the substrate achieved a spatiotemporal
control of wetting states, allowing for manipulation of non-
magnetic droplets without contaminating their content
(Fig. 46). The programmable control over a number of droplets
has the potential to perform droplet reactions with appli-
cations in automated analytical testing and screening.

A hierarchical magnetoresponsive composite surface, made by
infiltrating a ferrofluid into a microstructured matrix (ferrofluid-
containing liquid-infused porous surfaces-FLIPS), offers substan-
tial versatility in designing dynamic surfaces with multiscale
topographical responses at three different length scales:715 self-
assembly of colloidal particles on the micrometer scale (Fig. 47A);
regulated flow of liquid droplets on the millimeter scale
(Fig. 47B); and switchable adhesion and friction, liquid pumping
and removal of biofilms on the centimetre scale (Fig. 47C). FLIPS
are envisaged to be used as part of integrated control systems for
the manipulation and transport of matter, thermal management,
microfluidics and fouling-release materials.

The liquid-in-liquid approach in microfluidics acquires
highly valuable new features-self-healing, non-clogging, anti-
fouling and near-frictionless flow-when the solid wall of the
flow channel is replaced by a non-miscible ferrofluid layer
stabilized by a permanent magnet configuration providing, for
example, a water “antitube”, Fig. 48.716 Applications of the
liquid-in-magnetic liquid approach envisage, among others,
magnetostaltic human blood pumping in heart–lung
machines during cardiopulmonary bypass surgery to avoid
damage (haemolysis) by shear forces.

Droplet interface bilayers with an engineered protein pore
with diode-like properties in droplet networks could form
devices with electrical properties (e.g., a current limiter, a half-
wave rectifier and a full-wave rectifier) with collective pro-
perties that cannot be produced by droplet pairs.717 Droplet
interface bilayer (DIB) networks by the incorporation of a ferro-
fluid within the droplet phases allow for remote manipulation
of the interfacial bilayer properties, resulting in magnetically
responsive DIB arrays.718 Ferrofluid droplets were assembled
into larger DIB structures by an external applied magnetic
field, and the resulting membrane and structure remained
stable after removing the field and allow for the combination
of water and ferrofluid droplets in DIB clusters.

Preparation of magnetic liposomes using ferrofluids
acquired much interest for drug encapsulation and MRI detec-
tion, allowing for magnetic actuation and controlled release of
the active substance stored either in the bilayer or in the
aqueous core of vesicles.719–723 Taking into account the width
of a lipid bilayer of 4–6 nm, the incorporation of magnetite
NPs in such a thin layer requires ferrofluids with practically
monodisperse and very small (3–5 nm) mean size IONPs in
order to achieve a significant loading efficiency without dis-
rupting the bilayer.724,725 The organization of SPIONs within
glyceryl monooleate (GMO)/water mesophases shows locally

Fig. 43 Ferrofluid-driven assembly of dielectric microspheres: (a) schematic illustration of the field distribution around a polystyrene (PS) micro-
sphere on top of a planar magnet (left) and the potential trap of magnetostatic forces between microspheres dispersed in a ferrofluid. (b) Optical
microscopy images of a pair of PS microspheres in a ferrofluid under a magnetic field of 40 Gs. Scale bar is 10 µm (reproduced from ref. 709 with
permission from John Wiley and Sons, copyright 2021).
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enhanced SPION concentration and improved magnetic
response. SAXS investigations of the thermotropic and magne-
totropic behavior reveal that already small amounts of IONPs
with a hydrophobic (oleic acid) coating alter the phase behav-
iour and promote cubic to hexagonal phase transition, which
is produced also by an alternating magnetic field. The rheolo-
gical measurements show the role of long-range dipolar inter-
actions inducing a solid-like behavior, these interactions con-
trolling the mechanical properties of the lipid structure. The
magnetic field responsiveness and rheological behavior are
allowing for spatio-temporal control of the confined drug
release.725,726

The magnetic field configured templates starting from a fer-
rofluid are extremely flexible and easily adjustable to provide a

rich morphology mimicking even a biological surface architec-
ture.727 Negative microhole array moldings with precise sizes
and angles were manufactured by adjusting the magnetic field
strength and orientation driving the ferrofluid, paving the way
for the feasible and cost-effective production of microneedle
arrays by replicating the moldings.728

5.3 Sensors

Following dynamic sealing and damping applications, the first
and second order levitation effects and outstanding magnetic
properties specific to ferrofluids inspired from the beginning
research on sensing applications.664

For acceleration/inclination measurements using ferroflui-
dic levitation the sensor proof mass is a non-magnetic body

Fig. 44 Magnetofluidic transport of an aqueous droplet. (A) (a) Schematic of an oil-based ferrofluid (FF) droplet dispensed on a rigid oleophilic sub-
strate. (b) Formation of an array of FF spikes after incorporation of a normal magnetic field. (c) Aqueous droplet dispensed over the array of FF spikes,
encapsulating the FF spikes, where ϕ is the angle between the axis of magnetization (magnet) and the axis of the droplet. (d) Force balance for the
respective system in various regimes. (B) (a) Variation of the magnet velocity Um and aqueous droplet (Vw = 4 μL) velocity Ud (which is the same as
the FF spike velocity) for VFF = 3 μL with time t; variation of the location x of the magnet and the aqueous droplet (and the FF spikes) with time t is
shown in the inset. (b) Variation of maximum velocity of aqueous droplets Uds with aqueous droplet volume Vw, for different ferrofluid volumes VFF,
for VFF = 3 μL; a comparison between the model predictions and experimental data is also shown, θ = 70° (reproduced from ref. 711 with permission
from Am. Chem. Soc., copyright 2019).
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Fig. 46 Droplet transport with a ferrofluid liquid infusion. (A) Magnetic flux density over an array of rod-shaped magnets computed with finite
element analysis. This magnetic flux density generates the surface topography formed by the ferrofluid infused on the soft carpet. The planes xz and
xy indicate the side and top views, respectively. (B) Finite element analysis of the magnetic scalar potential formed on top of a magnet array. The
polarization direction (N/S depicts the north and south pole of the magnet, respectively) along the z-axis of each magnet in the array is indicated in
the sketch. (C) Schematics depicting the case of excess ferrofluid in the layer used to infuse the soft carpet. Here, the system stays at the slip state,
as the pillar edges are constantly covered by the infusion layer. (D) The motion of the surface topography with a moving magnetic wave carries the
20 μL droplet along the same direction of the wave motion. Snapshots show the droplet transport at the slip state over time. (E) A sketch depicting
the case of a soft carpet infused with a layer poor in ferrofluid. Here, the surface exhibits both pin and slip states. Droplets pin quickly, and the
strokes of these pinning pillars drive the droplet motion. (F) The strokes of the pinning pillars push the 60 μL droplet in an opposite direction to the
moving magnetic field wave. Snapshots show the droplet transport at the pin state over time. (G) A rotor-shaped magnet array manipulates ten
50 μL droplets with a ferrofluid infusion. Magnetic flux density of the rotor-shaped magnet array placed under the infused substrate (H) and time
lapse of a 50 μL water droplet being manipulated on a circular path (I) (scale bars, 5 mm) (reproduced from ref. 714 with permission from PNAS,
copyright 2021).

Fig. 45 The reversible phase transition of a transitional ferrofluid (TF) and the mechanism of magnetic manipulation of nonmagnetic objects. (a)
Diagram showing a reversible phase change between a solid and liquid of TF. (b) A diagram demonstrating the switchable magnetic grasp of non-
magnetic objects by the phase transition of the TF. In a liquid state (T > Tm = 29.8 °C), the transformable TF can come into contact with the target
objects intimately (I); the TF solidifies at room temperature (T = 25 °C < Tm) and tightly interlocks the embedded objects without external energy
consumption (II); utilizing the magnetism of the TF, the embedded objects can be grasped remotely by a magnetic field (III); after delivery to the
designated spot, the objects are freed from the bonds by melting the TF again upon moderate heating (IV). (c) The liquid TF droplet can easily trans-
form its shape on a large scale and pass through narrow channels under control of the magnetic field; (d) when a strong magnetic field is applied at
the bottom of the liquid TF, the transformable TF presents macroscopic protuberances immediately because of the formation of a chain-like align-
ment of iron particle; (e) the multi-thorn structure formed can bear more than 500 grams of weight; (f ) The artificial hand made by rubber and TF (I)
can mimic the different gestures of a real hand such as “thumbs up (II)”, “OK (III)” and grasping the fruit (IV) through melting TF, reshaping and solidi-
fying. (g) Solidification of TF enables a strong adhesion force to glass and an interlocking force to the weight (500 g) (reproduced from ref. 712 with
permission from John Wiley and Sons, copyright 2021).
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Fig. 47 Applications of ferrofluid-containing liquid-infused porous surfaces-FLIPS. (A) Manipulation of non-magnetic colloidal particles on FLIPS
(application of FLIPS on the micrometer scale). (a and b) Schematics (top) and confocal fluorescence images (bottom) of 10 μm-diameter melamine
colloidal particles floating on the flat surface of FLIPS in the absence of a magnetic field (a) and confined in micro-topography of FLIPS when the fer-
rofluid has been locally depleted from the microstructures using a magnet (b). (c) Schematics showing colloidal particles staying stationary in the
absence of a magnetic-field gradient (∇H0 = 0; top) and moving in the presence of a magnetic-field gradient that is created by a magnet on the
right (direction of ∇H0 indicated by the arrow; bottom). (d) Optical images showing the transport of colloidal particles along the micro-topographi-
cal region. Four particles are labelled to depict their movement within a 10 s interval. (e) Schematic illustrating the mechanism behind the transport
of non-magnetic colloidal particles in a magnetic field: the transport of ferrofluid induces a flow of the water near the ferrofluid–water interface,
leading to the transport of the colloidal particles. (f ) Plot of relative colloidal positions along the channels as a function of time; the green shaded
areas indicate the times when the magnet field is turned on. (B) Control of droplet flow and droplet manipulation (application of FLIPS on the milli-
meter scale). (a) Top, schematic showing the configuration of the experimental set-up in (b) and (c). The FLIPS is tilted and placed at a distance d
above the magnet. Bottom, simulated magnetic pressure distribution (pm) around the magnet. The upper and lower scales of the color scale corres-
pond to (c) and (b), respectively. (b) Two photographs showing a water droplet pinned on the micro-topographical area and its subsequent release
after the magnet is lowered to allow the ferrofluid to flow back and submerge the micro-topography. (c) Five photographs showing different cluster-
ing behaviors of 15 μl water droplets on the macro-topographical feature at five different distances d. This FLIPS used a diluted ferrofluid and hence
did not have a micro-topographical area. (d) Schematic showing the unwrapping of a thin ferrofluid layer around a water droplet by changing the
surrounding medium from air to a hydrocarbon liquid. (e) Five photographs showing the unwrapping of a thin layer of ferrofluid around a water
droplet after the addition of dodecane. (f ) Four photographs showing the delayed mixing of two liquid droplets in the presence of wrapping layers.
The white and red droplets are the suspension of 10 μm-diameter polystyrene colloids in an ethanol–water mixture and in water dyed with rhoda-
mine B, respectively. They were brought together by a stationary alternating-current electromagnet at the center beneath the FLIPS. (g) Three
photographs showing instant mixing of two droplets in the absence of wrapping layers. The left droplet is an aqueous solution of sodium bicarbon-
ate and the right droplet is an aqueous solution of 2 M hydrochloric acid. The right image shows the CO2 bubble formed after the coalescence of
the droplets. (C) Adhesion, pumping and biofilm removal (application of FLIPS on the centimeter scale). (a) Adhesion. The top left schematic shows
the set-up for adhesion measurement. The test surface is brought into contact with FLIPS at a speed of 0.1 mm s−1, held still for 10 s and then lifted
at 1 mm s−1. An example of the resulting force–distance curve is shown at top right. The test surface in this example is a smooth PTFE. The photo-
graphs at the bottom demonstrate switchable adhesion. (b) Pumping. The top is a schematic of the pumping mechanism. The pair of magnets
moves the ferrofluid plug along the FLIPS pipe, which in turn drives the liquid (blue) flow inside the pipe. The bottom photographs show that an
ethanol solution of rhodamine B is pumped from the right vial to the left vial. (c) A green algae biofilm is removed by swirling a magnet under FLIPS.
Note that the fluorocarbon-based ferrofluids used in these experiments are not toxic, as indicated by the green color of the algal biofilm (repro-
duced from ref. 715 with permission from Springer Nature, copyright 2018).
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(first order levitation effect) or a permanent magnet (second
order levitation effect) suspended in a ferrofluid, the displace-
ment being monitored (by an inductive or capacitive means or
by a Hall probe)666,729–732 and assisted by a magnetic field
source (permanent magnet) for non-magnetic seismic mass,
as well as by an electronic control unit. According to the oper-
ating principle the friction-free movement of the proof mass in
the axial direction is balanced electromagnetically. Essentially,
the force balance concept is that the proof mass is maintained
as much as possible in a fixed position relative to the housing
using a high gain amplifier to ensure the required forcing
current. For inclination angle the output voltage vs. output
voltage characteristics are linear, while the highest sensitivity
achieved attains 147 mV/0,732 while for acceleration sensors
sensitivity values of 10−6 to 10−9 m s−2 were attained.729

Applications of ferrofluidic inertial sensors refer to inclination
angle measurements of oil well bores and steering of drill
bits,665 as well as to calibration of sea and land gravimeters
and horizontal acceleration measurements for seismic noise
monitoring.729 A bio-inspired tactile sensor also based on the
ferrofluidic levitation effect733 relates the external mechanical
stimuli producing the deflection of a submerged rod in a ferro-
fluid volume to a certain distortion of the magnetic field
detected by a Hall sensor.

Inductive sensors fully exploit the magnetic properties and
liquid nature of a ferrofluid used as sensing component in a
two-coil arrangement.664,665,734,735 The ferrofluid behaves like
a liquid magnetic core and increases the inductance of each
coil; initially, when there is no any pressure difference or non-
zero inclination angle/non-zero angular displacement, both
coils are filled to the same level and thus, the inductance
values are the same. An inductive-differential type inclination
sensor has a fine resolution of 0.01 mm m−1, while the

measured linearity is better than 1.5%.735 In a different
approach a small volume, a drop of ferrofluid, subjected to a
magnetic field was used as a sensing element of an inertial
sensor.736 The inclinometer uses a free sliding ferrofluid mass
in a glass channel with an actuation coil and two sensing coils
to monitor the time elapsed during transitions of the ferro-
fluid mass between two fixed positions which correspond to
the inclination angle, the electronic control and data acqui-
sition system, providing a frequency output approximatively
proportional to the tilt angle.737 The magnetic fluid filled coil
inductive sensor elements can be arranged to measure a differ-
ential pressure or a gas flow rate (with inclination angle com-
pensation). The highly sensitive differential pressure sensor (of
the order of μmH2O) and specially developed laminar flow
measuring elements allow for considering ferrofluidic induc-
tive sensors operating from low (several cm3 min−1) to high
(hundreds of m3 h−1) flow rate values.734

Magnetic nanoparticle relaxation processes by Néel and
Brown mechanisms typical for ferrofluids234 are fully exploited
by magnetic particle spectroscopy (MPS)-based lateral flow
immunoassays. The non-linear magnetic response of MNPs to
time-varying excitation fields is monitored by pick-up coils to
extract the MPS spectra for analysis.738–740 For volume-based
MPS platforms MNPs serve as high-specificity probes to
capture target analytes from biofluid samples. The successful
recognition and binding events on biofunctionalized MNPs
cause increased hydrodynamic volume and reduced Brownian
rotational freedom of MNPs, the key feature in high precision
(mean error 1.3 ng) quantification of magnetic nanoparticles
in biological fluids.741 By monitoring the larger phase lags
between the magnetic moments and external fields using a fre-
quency mixing technique, a successful immunoassay was
achieved for cytometry740 (Fig. 49I). Highly sensitive diagnosti-

Fig. 48 Wall-less magnetic confinement in a fluidic channel. (a) Permanent magnets (red, blue) in an in-plane quadrupolar configuration create a
low-field zone at the centre, where an antitube of water (yellow) is stabilized inside an immiscible magnetic liquid (white). (b) Contour plot of the
magnetic field. (c) Synchrotron X-ray tomographic reconstruction of a water antitube (yellow) with a diameter of 81 μm, surrounded by a ferrofluid
(blue). (d) Optical end view of a water antitube in a ferrofluid. (e) X-ray end-view cross-section from tomographic data at y = 4 mm. (f ) X-ray side-
view cross-section from tomographic data at x = 1 mm. Scale bars (black/white), 2 mm. A set of 5 commercial ferrofluids were used in experiments
(reproduced from ref. 716 with permission from Springer Nature, copyright 2020).
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Fig. 49 (I) Scheme of the MPQ-cytometry workflow: cell labeling and detection of cell-bound nanoparticles. The cells under investigation are incu-
bated with the nanoparticle suspension (bio-ferrofluid), and unbound nanoparticles are then removed from the cells by centrifugation. The quantity
of nanoparticles bound to the cells is measured using the magnetic particle quantification (MPQ) technique at combinatorial frequencies (repro-
duced from ref. 740 with permission from Royal Soc. Chem., copyright 2016); (II) overview of integrated ferrohydrodynamic cell separation (iFCS)
and its prototype. (A) Schematic illustration of traditional label-based magnetophoresis for circulating tumor cell (CTC) separation, in which CTCs
were labeled via specific biomarkers such as the epithelial cell adhesion molecule (EpCAM) through functionalized magnetic particles to be separ-
ated by magnetic force towards the magnetic field maxima in a continuous-flow manner. (B) Schematic illustration of label-free ferrohydrodynamic
cell separation of CTCs. CTCs with increased physical sizes in the ferrofluid experienced increased magnetic buoyance force via diamagnetophoresis
and were pushed towards the magnetic field minimum. (C) Schematic illustration of an integrated ferrohydrodynamic cell separation (iFCS) scheme
for CTC isolation. Unlabeled CTCs of different sizes and magnetically labeled WBCs were pushed towards opposite directions via different mecha-
nisms (diamagnetophoresis for CTCs and magnetophoresis for white blood cells (WBCs)), resulting in a spatial separation at the end of the device.
(D) A prototype iFCS device. (E) Top view of the iFCS microchannel with labels of the inlet and outlets. (F) Simulated magnetic flux density distri-
bution and trajectories of 11.8 μm magnetic beads and 15 μm diamagnetic beads in the microchannel (L × W × H, 57.8 mm × 0.9 mm × 0.15 mm)
with a neodymium permanent magnet (L × W × H, 50.8 mm × 12.7 mm × 12.7 mm). The dimensions of the microchannel and the magnet were not
drawn to scale. Particles were simulated using 0.05% (v/v) ferrofluid and a flow rate of 200 μL min−1 (reproduced from ref. 742 with permission from
Royal Soc. Chem., copyright 2021).
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cally relevant analyses were developed using bio-ferrofluids for
ultrasensitive circulating tumour cell (Fig. 49II), blood cell,
biomolecule or pathogen detection/separation.742–748

Ferrofluids are used, by exploiting highly sensitive detection
and imaging techniques based on nonlinear properties of
nanomagnets or various liquid-phase adsorption/magnetic
separation processes, to extract toxic and harmful analytes
from different matrices.123,124,749–753 A ferrofluid-based bio-
sensor for histamine detection in red wines is a combination
of magnetic competitive lateral flow immunoassay strips and
an inductive sensor using recombinant protein functionalized
10 nm mean size superparamagnetic iron-oxide NPs for the
magnetic quantification of the toxic component.754 The ferro-
fluid aided inductive biosensor was validated against ultra-
high-performance liquid chromatography analyses and proved
to be successful as a histamine point-of-use analytical tech-
nique. Signal amplification was obtained by clustering of 3–5
lauric acid double-layer coated and streptavidin functionalized
magnetite NPs, increasing this way the magnetic moment of
the resulting nanolabel. The lauric acid coated nanoclusters in
aqueous bioferrofluids proved to be highly performant nanola-
bels for lateral flow immunoassays and their magnetic
quantification.755

Ferrofluids due to their high magnetic field sensitivity,
fluidity and optical fiber compatibility756–758 are the basic
component of various magneto-optic devices,759 among them
a large variety of magnetic field sensors exploiting specific
field induced effects, such as birefringence, dichroism,
Faraday rotation or refractive index variation246,760–762 and
magnetic fluids coupled with optical fiber technology.763

Magnetic field sensors were developed by combining magnetic
fluids with an etched fiber Bragg grating,764 with a Sagnac
interferometer,761,765 with a Mach–Zehnder interferometer and
photonic crystal fiber,766 and with a Michelson767 or a Fabry–
Pérot interferometer.768 An optical fiber magnetic field sensor
based on the single-mode–multimode–single-mode (SMS)
structure and magnetic fluid gives the magnetic field strength
either by measuring the dip wavelength shift of the trans-
mission spectrum or by detecting the transmission loss at a
specific wavelength with high sensitivities given by the central
wavelength shift of 905 pm mT−1 or by the transmission loss
of 0.748 dB mT−1.769 Microstructured optical fibers770 with fer-
rofluids filled into their air holes consist in versatile platforms
for developing compact optofluidic devices.771 A compact
fiber-optic vector magnetometer consists in a tilted fiber Bragg
grating coated with a nanometer scale gold film placed
together with a water-based magnetite ferrofluid (EMG705,
Ferrotec, Japan, with saturation magnetization of 22 mT and
effective refractive index of 1.385) inside a capillary.772 The
orientation (2 nm deg−1) and the intensity (1.8 nm mT−1) of
the measured magnetic fields result from the tilted fiber Bragg
grating spectrum.

An optical loss based magnetic field sensor with ferrofluid
infiltrated microstructured polymer optical fiber (MPOF)773 is
primarily based on the effect of the magnetic field on the
transmission loss properties of the light hydrocarbon based

Fig. 50 Fiber-optic magnetic fluid-based vector magnetometer. (A)
Magnetic nanoparticle behavior: (a) schematic diagram of dual-mag-
netic-dipole interactions under the magnetic field. (b) A schematic view
illustrating anisotropic nanochain cluster formation of Fe3O4 nano-
particles in the non-continuous MF film. Anisotropic nanochain-clusters
of magnetic nanoparticles with different magnetic field directions (c)
along the Y-axis, (d) along the X-axis, (e) making ∼45° with respect to
the Z-axis, and (f ) along the Z-axis; the upper images are the schematic
diagrams of anisotropic aggregation around a fiber; the lower micro-
graphs exhibit the anisotropic formation of nanochain-clusters around
an air bubble. (B) (e) The spectra response curves and (f ) wavelength
shift as the magnetic field intensity increases from 0 mT to 30 mT
(reproduced from ref. 762 with permission from AIP Publishing, copy-
right 2017).
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ferrofluid; in particular, the short wavelength cut-off absorp-
tion band of the ferrofluid undergoes large spectral red-shifts
under magnetic field excitation.

The direction and intensity of the magnetic field can be
measured by monitoring the wavelength shift of the trans-
mission spectra of a Mach–Zehnder interferometer making
use of the anisotropic aggregation of magnetic nanoparticles
(Fig. 50A.a–d) in an air-bubble-caused nonconsecutive MF film
(Fig. 50A.e and f) of a fiber-optic vector magnetometer.762 The
sensing mechanism relies on the magnetism-controllable
effective refractive index modification and gives a wavelength
shift as a function of magnetic field (H) (Fig. 50B.e and f),
which allows for an intensity sensitivity of 222.0 pm mT−1.

Even higher sensitivity was achieved for a magnetic field
sensor based on a microfiber coupler (MFC) combined with an
aqueous magnetic fluid (MF) (IO-A10-1; Cytodiagnostics Inc.,
Canada) in a Sagnac loop formed from a polarization main-
taining fiber (PMF):774 a magnetic field sensitivity of −488 pm
mT−1 in the range from 0 to 200 mT has been experimentally
obtained with a MFC of small waist diameter (∼2.6 μm) and
PMF length of 20 cm.

A temperature-compensated variant of the magnetic field
sensor is based on a ring erbium-doped fiber laser
combined with a fiber Bragg grating and a Sagnac loop con-
taining a microfiber coupler and a water based magnetic
fluid (IO-A10-1; Cytodiagnostics Inc., Canada), providing a

Fig. 52 Ferrofluid manipulator: the concept and interacting components for automatic manipulation of small-scale nonmagnetic objects at the
air–ferrofluid interface. Illustration not to scale. (a) Concept of two-dimensional manipulation of a nonmagnetic object: e.g., polyethylene particle.
(b) Computer-aided design (CAD) rendered image of the mechanical assembly consisting of solenoids within a holding block located on top of a
dish containing the ferrofluid and a particle at the air–ferrofluid interface. (c) Photograph of the ferrofluidic manipulator showing the aluminum
holder with the solenoids, a ring LED light, and a Petri dish containing a ferrofluid sitting on a 2-D goniometer stage. Manipulation platform resides
on an antivibration table (reproduced from ref. 793 CC Creative Commons license).

Fig. 51 Integrated magnetic manipulation and imaging setup to analyze the magnetically induced flow of a living ferrofluid based on suspensions
of magnetotactic bacteria (top, scale bar 500 nm) and a synthetic ferrofluid based on suspensions of multicore iron oxide nanoparticles (bio-fer-
rofluid fluidMAG-PVA (Chemicell 4120-5)) (bottom, scale bar 50 nm). Samples are located between the objective lens and electromagnetic coils gen-
erating a uniform rotating magnetic field. Ferrohydrodynamic coupling occurs by actuating MTB and IONP suspensions under rotating magnetic
field. MTB start to rotate individually in response to the applied field and IONPs self-assemble into chain-like microstructures while rotating upon
exposure to the same magnetic stimulus. RMF-uniform rotating magnetic field (reproduced from ref. 791 with permission from John Wiley and Sons,
copyright 2020).
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maximum sensitivity of 102 pm mT−1 in the magnetic field
range from 0 to 60 mT.775 A cost-effective and relatively
simple fiber magnetic field sensor can be constructed by
immersing microfiber into a magnetic fluid (produced by
Hangzhou Jikang New Materials CO.) and exploiting the
magneto-optical dichroism and the non-circular symmetric
distribution of the magnetic field induced nanoparticle clus-
ters around the microfiber.776 Degree and direction of light
polarization provide the information on magnetic field inten-

sity and orientation up to 88 Oe with a sensitivity of 3.36 ×
10−4 per Oersted.

The ferrofluid-based fiber magnetometers have the advan-
tage of magnetically tunable optical effects and of their basic
design involving magnetic fluid as a layer outside the
magneto-optical coupling device or as a liquid filler in the
micro-hole-arrays of photonic crystal fibers. Magnetic fluids
employed in these sensors are mostly aqueous ferrofluids
which have to show well-controlled reversible magnetic field

Fig. 53 Ferrofluid droplet generation. (A) Influence of magnetic field. Schematic of (a) initial ferrofluid droplet (IFD) generation by a 4-junction
assembly with no magnetic field and (b) effect of an applied magnetic field on IFDs resulting in the formation of the final ferrofluid droplets (FFD). A
permanent magnet was used to apply the magnetic field. Center of the magnet was selected as the reference location x = 0, denoted by the dotted
red line. In the negative x region (x < 0), IFDs are generated. Near x = 0, IFDs coalesce and the formation of a coalesced ferrofluid droplet (CFD)
takes place. The FFDs are then released from the CFD, with a larger diameter than the IFDs. The diameter of the FFDs can be tuned by the applied
magnetic field and the flow rate ratio (reproduced from ref. 811 with permission from Elsevier, copyright 2017). (B) Generation of ferrofluid droplets
in a uniform magnetic field. Influence of flow rate. (a–c) Droplet generation at the flow rate ratio of 2 (Q2). (a) Schematic. (b and c) Experimental
micrographs at (b) H = 0 mT and (c) H = 500 mT, scale bar = 250 μm. (d) Droplet size vs. flow rate ratio (Qr) at magnetic field H = 0, 50, 100, 500,
and 1000 mT. Solid lines denote polynomial fits and the dotted line shows a linear fit. The inset shows the graph for the scaling law D/d = 1 + 1/Qr at
H = 0 mT, for droplet diameter D, channel width d and flow rate ratio Qr = Qcp/Qdp. The purple arrow indicates the direction of the CP flow (x-direc-
tion). The magnetic field is in the y-direction. Ferrofluid: EMG 807 (Ferrotec Co.) (reproduced from ref. 582 with permission from Springer Nature,
copyright 2016).
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induced structuring of steric stabilized magnetite/maghemite
nanoparticles, providing intense magneto-optical effects. To
keep the favorable aggregating tendency in magnetic field and,
at the same time, to ensure long-term colloidal stability of
water-based magnetic fluids is a delicate issue, involving high
quality requirements. Irreversible aggregate formation could
have a strong negative influence on the sensor characteristics.

Due to high sensitivity, fast response, and low power con-
sumption optical fiber ferrofluidic magnetometers are envi-
saged to be applied in many areas, among others in infor-
mation storage, environmental monitoring, hazard forecasts,
and aeronautics.

5.4 Actuators

Microfluidics777–779 highly benefit from the use of ferrofluids
which respond to external localized magnetic forces, conform
to the channel shape and offer leakage-free sealing, providing
easy magnetic actuation in various flow configurations on the
microscale to promote micromixing, pumping, focusing,
sorting and transfer phenomena applications.780–783 Lab-on-a-
chip (LOC) technology requires miniature fluid handling

devices,778 which put forward various pumping mechanisms
using non-uniform magnetic field ferrofluid actuation.782 The
magnetocaloric effect controls the position or movement of
tiny volumes of ferrofluid to fulfill the role of a plug, a valve or
a piston. Ferrofluidic micropumps have characteristic sizes
from several mm to a few tens of mm and flow rate of the
order of several tens of microliter per min and can ensure a
backpressure of about 1000 Pa,784 with promising applications
in micro fluid handling, such as for polymerase chain reaction
(PCR),785 lab-on-a-chip, micro total analysis and drug delivery
systems.780,786,787 In the case of micro-scale gear pumps, the
extremely low efficiency is due to volumetric loss which can be
reduced almost completely (approx. 90%) by introducing a
magnetorheological fluid between gear and housing providing
an efficient dynamic sealing effect, without introducing larger
friction, tighter manufacturing tolerances, or vulnerability to
vibrations.788

A completely different mechanism relies on spatially travel-
ing, sinusoidally time-varying magnetic fields and dynamic
particle chain formation, which provides direct body pumping
of ferrofluids in closed-loop geometries without any moving

Fig. 54 Magnetic-field-induced ferrofluid droplet splitting in an immiscible liquid. (a) Photo of ferrofluid droplets in a polystyrene container filled
with silicone oil and a stack of two cylindrical magnets (diameter and height = 9.5 mm) underneath. (b) Schematic of a droplet population in a mag-
netic field (field lines in cyan) created by a permanent magnet. The inset shows a lubricating oil layer between the droplet and the substrate. (c)
Schematic of droplet splitting in an increasing magnetic field (λc: critical wavelength, d: droplet diameter). (d) Top and side views of ferrofluid droplet
splitting in silicone oil (t: time, H: external magnetic field, and dH/dz: vertical field gradient). The distance between the magnet (diameter = 20 mm,
height = 42 mm) and the droplets is reduced from 102.8 to 2.8 mm at a speed of 1 mm s−1. Scale bar: 1 mm (reproduced from ref. 812 CC Creative
Commons licence).
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parts. The pumping effect is a result of formation of particle
chains exposed to a locally rotating field with a radial gradient
in magnitude, creating a radial shear that drives ferrofluid
flow. A maximum flow rate of 0.69 ml s−1 and a no-flow
pressure of 4.8 Pa were achieved at 12 A current amplitude and
1 kHz.789 This mechanism powered by rotating magnetic fields
to increase diffusion-limited NP transport by enhancing local
fluid convection was recently applied for magnetoresponsive
microrobots (artificial bacterial flagellum or magnetotactic
bacteria (MTB))-a kind of “living ferrofluid” designed to over-
come a lot of physiological barriers existing in drug delivery by
ferrohydrodynamics driven solutions, such as non-magnetic
NP transport.790

Fig. 51 offers a comparison between the ferrohydrodynamic
pumping mechanisms of suspensions of magnetotactic bac-
teria (MTB) and multicore IONPs to evaluate their performance
as mediators of magnetically induced fluid flow for pumping
and transport. Taking into account the magnetic volume frac-
tion values of the two kinds of bio-ferrofluids, the “living” fer-
rofluid with MTB was found to produce more homogeneous
and efficient flow when exposed to a uniform rotating mag-
netic field (RMF).791

Highly localized traps in a ferrofluid created by a magne-
tized/demagnetized magnetically soft micropen allow for mag-
netofluidic tweezing of nonmagnetic objects of 1–50 µm in
size and, also, for controlling in a reversible manner entire col-
loidal formations.792

A ferrofluidic manipulator was set-up that exploits the mag-
netically controllable air-ferrofluid interface for automatic
moving of nonmagnetic objects (Fig. 52).793 The ferrofluid
based device controls the motion of non-magnetic particles
along predefined paths using a linear-programming-based
control algorithm.

5.5 Ferrofluid droplet technology

Droplet-based microfluidics is an emerging liquid handling
technology579,794–796 which refers to the generation, precise
control and manipulation of discrete droplets (usually of
nanoliter to picoliter volume) inside microchannels and
microdevices.797–800

Among various passive and active methods of droplet
generation801 formation of microdroplets involving
ferrofluids,588,589,802 i.e. the possibility of remote actuation of
droplets on surfaces, which was not possible using convention-
al microfluidics, adds another level of controllability in
modulating droplet formation and transport with the
aid of additional energy input by an external magnetic
field.801,803–805 Magnetowetting, a new feature specific to ferro-
fluid droplets806 and ferrofluid thin films,807 could provide
an efficient way to manipulate magnetic or non-magnetic
droplets for digital microfluidics and lab-on-a-chip
applications.593,663,710,742,805,806,808–810

5.5.1 Ferrofluid droplet generation and control. Ferrofluid
droplets of predetermined size, magnetic response and fre-
quency are essential ingredients for magnetic microfluidics
applications. External magnetic field exercises effective control

on ferrofluid droplet formation and droplet motion, as well as
on droplet coalescence, mixing and final droplet size,811

Fig. 53A. Magnetic field and flow rate determine the gene-
ration of ferrofluid droplets of various sizes using a T-junction
configuration on a LoC platform (Fig. 53B.a–c). Droplet size vs.
flow rate ratio (Qr) at increasing magnetic field values shows
an approximatively linear dependence (Fig. 53B.d).582

Magnetic-field-induced instability in the case of citrate
stabilized aqueous ferrofluid immersed in an immiscible
solvent is producing splitting and self-assembly of ferrofluid
microdroplets, as illustrated in Fig. 54.812 Droplet splitting
occurs at a critical field strength and gradient and successively
gives rise to satellite droplets with orders of magnitude
smaller volumes than the initial ones. Varying the ferrofluid
concentration and interfacial tension allows for the creation of
self-assembled droplet populations in a controlled manner.
The size and frequency of FF droplet generation at a
T-junction can be controlled by a non-uniform time-dependent
magnetic field, a suitable alternative for moving magnets or an
array of micro-coils.813,814

Nonuniform magnetic field induced ferrofluid droplet
splitting presented above creates a large liquid surface area,
a magnetically tunable, hydrophobic, liquid substrate.
Functionalized by a fusion protein the ferrofluid interface is
capable of capturing antibody molecules, which are released
when the pH of the solution is decreased (Fig. 55).815

A similar ferrofluid magnetic field splitted droplet structure
forms negative microhole array moldings with various geo-
metrical characteristics. The magnetically programmed mold-
ings could serve for cost-effective manufacturing of biocompa-

Fig. 55 Ferrofluid droplet splitting for the antibody extraction process-
schematics. (a) The process starts with magnetic-field-induced splitting
of the ferrofluid droplets. (b) The droplets are decorated with
HFBI-Protein A fusion protein, after which excess HFBI-Protein A is
washed out of the system (Washing 1). (c) Immunoglobulin G (IgG) anti-
body molecules with possible impurities are added to the buffer solu-
tion. (d) IgG molecules are caught by Protein A. After that the excess IgG
molecules and any impurities are washed out (Washing 2). (e) IgG mole-
cules are released from Protein A by decreasing the pH of the solution.
(f ) The purified antibody molecules are collected (reproduced from ref.
815 CC Creative Commons licence).
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Fig. 56 Ferrofluid droplet actuator and measuring unit. (A) Ferrofluid microdroplets as mechanical actuators. (a) A ferrofluid oil droplet, spherical in
the absence of a magnetic field (H = 0), deforms into an ellipsoid elongated along the axis defined by the direction (black arrow) of an externally
applied, uniform magnetic field (H ≠ 0). (b) When a ferrofluid oil droplet, inserted between the cells forming a tissue, is actuated by applying a
uniform magnetic field, it deforms and generates a local force dipole (red arrows) in the tissue. Imaging the droplet deformation over time upon
controlled actuation allows for the quantification of the local tissue mechanical properties in a small neighborhood around the droplet (dashed
circle). (B) Module for ferrofluid droplet actuation. (a) 3D drawing of the module. The uniform magnetic field is generated using an array consisting
of eight permanent magnets (yellow). The magnitude and direction of the magnetic field on the sample are specified by controlling the distance
between the magnet array and the sample using a piezo stage (red) and the magnet array orientation using a rotatory motor (blue), respectively. (b)
Magnified sketch of the system geometry, including the magnets, glass-bottom dish (gray) and sample (red). (c) Picture of the magnet array
mounted on a 3D-printed holder. (d and e) Finite element simulation of the magnetic flux density B (direction, blue arrows; magnitude, color
coded), or equivalently the magnetic field H = B/μ0, generated by the magnet array in the xz (d) and xy planes (e). Homogeneous magnetic fields of
up to 1 kG (0.1 T) are achieved at the center of the array (e; red arrows). (f ) Measured values of the three components of the magnetic flux density
(Bx, By, Bz) at the center of the array (x = y = 0) along the z axis (inset: log–linear scale; error bands indicate the s.d.). (g) Measured deviation of Bx in
the xy plane at z = 0 from its value at the center (x = y = 0). The dashed circle indicates the typical size of a zebrafish embryo (∼0.6 mm). The
reported values of the magnetic field correspond to the average of N = 1024 measurements at 100 μm increments in z (f ) and in x and y (g). (C)
Measuring mechanical properties using ferrofluid droplets. (a) Sketch of a ferrofluid droplet (blue) in a material (red) characterized by viscosity η or
stiffness E. Magnetic stresses σM deform the ferrofluid droplet into an ellipsoid with major and minor axes b and a, respectively, and are resisted by
capillary stress σC. (b) Effective 1D diagrams representing the combined system of the droplet within a Newtonian fluid or elastic material, character-
ized by viscous (μ) and elastic elements (k), respectively. (c) Fluorocarbon-based ferrofluid oil droplet in an immiscible, Newtonian hydrocarbon oil,
with (on) and without (off ) magnetic field. The strain ε is obtained from the droplet’s aspect ratio, b/a, by detecting the droplet’s elliptical contour
(white ellipse). Scale bar, 100 μm. (d) Strain evolution (black circles) upon actuation of the droplet in (c) with a controlled magnetic stress σM (orange
dashed line), showing an exponential relaxation (inset: log–linear scale). A single (N = 1) droplet actuation cycle is shown. The green line represents
the fit to the solution of the 1D rheological model for a Newtonian fluid. (e) Viscosity values of three reference Newtonian hydrocarbon oils
(N15000, green square; N62000, orange circle; N450000, blue triangle; online methods) measured using ferrofluid droplets and compared to their
reference viscosity values (N = 4 samples and 4 actuations per sample). The inset shows the ratio of measured to reference viscosities; error bars
indicate the s.d. (f ) Interfacial tension of the ferrofluid droplet in the same reference hydrocarbon oils measured using the ferrofluid drop defor-
mation (N = 7) and compared to independent bulk measurements using a pendant drop tensiometer (N = 7). Error bars indicate the s.d. In all cases,
N indicates the number of samples (reproduced from ref. 816 with permission from Springer Nature, copyright 2017).
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Fig. 57 Ferrofluid droplet logic. (A) Principle of operation. (a) (i) Free body diagram of a droplet with velocity Vdrop in a 1D potential well U(x) with
velocity Vwell, where Fwell = −dU/dx is the force due to the well and Fdrag is the hydrodynamic force. (ii) Droplet equilibrium case Vwell = 0: the droplet
settles at the centre of the well. (iii) 0 < Vwell < Vcrit: the droplet moves with the well Vdrop = Vwell at a relative position where Fnet = Fdrag + Fwell = 0.
(iv) Vwell > Vcrit: the droplet falls behind the well because Vwell is higher than the critical Vcrit, such that Fdrag(Vcrit) > max(Fwell). (b) Schematic of a fer-
rofluid droplet with a magnetic dipole moment m (induced by a field Bn) inside a field Bbar by a permalloy bar with magnetization Mb (induced by Bi).
The magnetostatic energy U = −mBbar is minimized when opposite poles of the droplet and the bars are paired. (c) Schematic top view of the
droplet (shown as a black dot) on ‘T-bars’ and ‘I-bars’. During a full rotation of Bi, the droplet follows the potential wells formed for each φ = (0°,
90°, 180°, and 270°), and thus moves rightwards. (d) Schematic side view of Hele–Shaw geometry of a fluidic chip. (e) Perspective view of a fluidic
chip with magnetic fields Bi and Bn. (f ) Experimental set-up including electromagnetic coils combined with a microscope system. (g) Video snapshot
where a droplet propagates rightwards under a clockwise rotating field Bi and a fixed Bn. The droplet trajectory is marked in red and the instan-
taneous droplet shapes are marked with blue dashed lines. (B) Combinational droplet logic: basic gates. Logic gates with junction geometries where
droplets interact through a repulsive magnetic force to perform logic operations. ‘1’ and ‘0’ are assigned to the presence and absence of a droplet at
a given inlet or outlet port of the junction geometry. The junctions act as combinational logic gates; the input droplets at the inlet ports ‘compute’
the output droplets at the outlet ports. (a) OR/AND logic gate. (i) Schematic where the black numbers 1–4 denote the potential wells activated by
the angular orientations of Bi, prescribing the droplet trajectories (corresponding droplet-trajectory pairs have the same colour). (ii) A truth table. (iii)
Block representation of the logic gate. (iv–vi) Experimental realizations of logic cases, corresponding to the asterisks in (ii). The background images
are presented as semi-transparent and the droplet boundaries are marked in black. The colour of the trajectories represents the elapsed time. (b)
XOR/AND-fanout gate. Items (i–vi) have the same meanings as in (a). The XOR is a supercase of logic NOT, for example, for B = 1, XOR(A, 1) = NOT
(A) shown in cases 2, 4 in (v, vi). The XOR/AND-fanout gate has two identical outputs or fanouts, C = E = AND(A, B), which, for example, can dupli-
cate input A using B = 1 so that C = E = AND(A, 1) = A. The XOR/AND-fanout is capable of universal logic—that is, it can be combined to perform any
Boolean logic computation. All experiments are performed at f = 6 Hz, Bi = 40 G, and Bn = 250 G (reproduced from ref. 823 with permission from
Springer Nature, copyright 2015).
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Fig. 58 Advanced magnetic field controlled operations with ferrofluid droplets. (a) (A) Schematic illustration of the droplet dispensing mechanism
involving the transportation of the package against a corrugated microfluidic wall. (B) Sequential optical images of the droplet dispensing process.
(C) Characterization of the dispensed droplets’ size for different corrugated opening widths. Error bars, SE (n = 10). (D) Schematic illustration of the
droplet generation process involving the droplet transportation to a vertical interconnect access (VIA-like) orifice. (E) Sequential optical images of
the droplet generation process. (F) Characterization of the generated droplets’ volume for different orifice diameters. Error bars, SE (n = 20). (G)
Schematic illustration of the filtration mechanism. (H) Optical image of the solution sample before and after filtration. (I) Bead counts before and
after filtration (three trials). (J) Schematic illustration of droplet merging and mixing mechanisms. (K) Optical images to visualize the droplet merging
(upon applying 2 V) and mixing process (with and without active mixing). (L) Comparison of the progressive mixing index for the two cases of with
and without active mixing. Bio-ferrofluid used: Feraheme (AMAG Pharmaceuticals, MA, USA) (reproduced from ref. 825 with permission from The
American Association for the Advancement of Science, copyright 2020). (b) Actuation mechanism and characterization of the single-body and co-
ordinated motions of ferrofluid droplet robots (FDRs). (A) Snapshots of the dynamic motion of an FDR actuated in the double-coil mode. The white
dashed lines indicate the boundary line of neighboring coils. The red arrows near the white dashed lines indicate that the magnetic pulling forces
change their directions. The purple arrows and blue dots mark the motion and shape of the FDR, respectively (scale bar, 20 mm). (B) Simulated vel-
ocity Vp of an FDR under the spatiotemporal magnetic pulling forces. The applied current I in each coil is marked as clockwise (CW), counterclock-
wise (CCW), or “off” (scale bar, 10 mm). (C) Speed of an FDR as a function of the actuation frequency f in the double-coil (blue lines) and single-coil
(yellow lines) modes. Error bars represent the SD for n = 3 measurements. (D) The step-out frequency fs of an FDR in the double-coil mode as a
function of the applied voltages in the electromagnet array (equivalent to |Bext|) and the actuation distance d from the electromagnet array to the
actuation plane in water. In the “freeze zone”, FDRs cannot move. In the “break zone”, FDRs split. (E) The step-out frequency for an FDR as a function
of d along the line aa’ in D. (F) The step-out frequency for an FDR as a function of the applied voltage along the line bb’ in D. (G) Sequential snap-
shots of the splitting, coordinated navigation, and merging behaviors of FDRs. Red arrows indicate the moving directions of FDRs. The yellow and
green dots denote coils with currents in the CW and CCW directions, respectively (scale bar, 20 mm). In all experiments, ferrofluids with a dynamic
viscosity of 8 mPa s, type EMG 901 from Ferrotec Corporation, were used (reproduced from ref. 826 with permission from PNAS, copyright 2020).
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tible polymer based isotropic and anisotropic needle arrays for
biomedical applications.728

5.5.2 Ferrofluid droplet as a mechanical actuator and
measuring unit. A ferrofluid droplet can be formulated as a
driving engine for a several times larger cargo of other diamag-
netic liquid droplets to follow a preprogrammed path on a
digital micro magnetofluidic platform designed for lab-on-a-
chip applications.804

Ferrofluid droplets can be used as mechanical actuators
and micro-rheometers to apply controlled forces and quantify
endogenous mechanical properties in developing 3D tissues
and organs.816 Such a multifunctional single probe consists in
a fluorocarbon ferrofluid droplet (Fig. 56A) acted by a mag-
netic field (up to 1 kG) of a permanent magnet array to gene-
rate a magnetic force in the investigated tissue (zebrafish
embryo) (Fig. 56B).

Ferrofluid droplets for in situ measurements were calibrated
using a pendant drop tensiometer and a parallel plate rhe-
ometer, as well as known properties of materials (hydrocarbon
oil and polyacrylamide gel). Direct in vivo measurements of
tissue mechanics performed by a multifunctional ferrofluid
droplet (Fig. 56C), application exemplified for developing zeb-
rafish tailbud tissues, are capable of relating biomaterial be-
havior on the intermediate stress relaxation time scale at
supracellular scales (tissue level) with that specific to the
characteristic time scale of subcellular level.816

5.5.3 Ferrofluid droplet logic. The continuous miniaturiza-
tion and complexity of microfluidic chips involve automatic
network control to be built into the circuit using simple
Boolean rules in order to avoid any manual intervention.817,818

Logic gates for microfluidic devices considering the presence
or absence of a droplet as a bit demonstrated the universal
computational capabilities of low-Reynolds-number multi-
phase hydrodynamics.819,820 The idea of fluidic equivalent of
electronic devices is present already in a notable invention of
Nikola Tesla in 1920821 referring to a channel with different
resistances for flows in opposite directions which resembles
the nonlinear electrical diode. Liquid computing, besides
inherent disadvantages (lower operating speed and higher
power loss), has several attractive features: they do not need a
power source (can work just under gravity), there are no
moving parts except the liquid and they could have very long
lifetime.822

A universal synchronous scheme using ferrofluids, which
does not rely on pressure-based flow controllers, implements
logic gates by exploiting nonlinear magnetic and hydrodyn-
amic interactions between fluid droplets.823 The principle of
operation outlined in Fig. 57A relies on creating local energy
minima or “potential wells” (Fig. 57Aa) on a planar (2D) Hele-
Shaw flow geometry to set ferrofluid droplets in motion on per-
malloy patterns magnetized with an in-plane rotating field
(Fig. 57A b and c). The system consists of aqueous ferrofluid
droplets immersed in silicone oil between two glass plates-the
fluidic chip (Fig. 57A d and e).

The rotating field induces a synchronous motion of the dro-
plets, while the out-of-plane magnetic field a magnetic repul-

sion between them, allowing for designing logic gates
(Fig. 57A.f ) which result in well-defined droplet trajectories
(Fig. 57A.g). In Fig. 56B there are represented an OR/AND gate
(Fig. 57B.d) and an XOR/AND-fanout gate (Fig. 57B.b) designed
by applying ferrofluid droplet technology. The XOR/AND-
fanout gate can be combined to perform any Boolean logic
operation; consequently, this gate is capable of universal
digital logic. The key features are the rotating magnetic field, a
kind of global clock to synchronize the motion of arbitrary
numbers of ferrofluid droplets and the nonlinear magnetic
and hydrodynamic interaction forces between droplets.823

5.5.4 Ferrofluid droplet robots. Ferrofluid droplets opened
recently the way to unprecedented functionalities for lab-on-a-
chip, microfluidics, bioengineering, and medical device appli-
cations. Reconfigurable multifunctional ferrofluid droplets
remotely controlled by external magnetic fields act as soft
robots824 on the microscale and benefit from extreme deform-
ability, in situ reconfigurability and cooperative behavior.825,826

In Fig. 58a and b there are illustrated several advanced fer-
rofluid droplet actuation mechanisms used to perform in a
programmable manner diverse and massively parallelized and
sequential microfluidic operations, such as splitting and
merging for liquid-cargo delivery, fluidic-mixing, navigating
through narrow channels and versatile manipulation of deli-
cate objects. Ferrofluid droplet robotics is a highly relevant
field for biomedicine, pharmaceutics and biotechnology,
among them for point-of-care diagnostics, drug development,
and chemical/material synthesis.

6 Conclusion and outlook

Looking back to ferrofluid science and technology, the pro-
gress after more than five decades is well established and
highly promising for future prospects. Due to their outstand-
ing magnetic response, ferrofluids continue to be an exciting
topic of fundamental research and a fertile ground for further
technological development. This review covers the field of fer-
rofluids, significantly enlarged during the last period of time
by biocompatible ferrofluids having an impressive applicative
potential in biotechnology and nanomedicine. The most
efficient and reproducible synthesis procedures of engineering
and bio-ferrofluids were analysed and evaluated with a special
focus on stabilization mechanisms and long-term colloidal
stability in magnetic field and biological environment, essen-
tial aspects for applications. The comprehensive presentation
of the advanced structural, physico-chemical, magnetic and
rheological characterization of ferrofluids offers a deep insight
into the most relevant features and difficulties of the appli-
cation orientated design of engineering and bio-ferrofluids. As
a highly attractive type of external stimuli nanosystem, bio-fer-
rofluids show several advantages towards remotely controlled
therapeutic performances and pave the way to promising solu-
tions for the unsolved needs of conventional biomedical
sciences. The basic results of ferrohydrodynamics, interfacial
instabilities, pattern formation, droplet formation and
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manipulation and ferrofluid microfluidics provide a solid plat-
form for the development of new engineering applications.
Following a brief recall of the most successful commercial
applications in leakage-free dynamic sealing technology and
HiFi audio engineering, the overview on tunable and adaptive
multifunctional materials derived from ferrofluids, sensors
and actuators with ferrofluids and ferrofluid droplet techno-
logy, including liquid computing and robotics, provides the
reader with convincing arguments that ferrofluids continue to
be an exciting research area with high technological impact in
the forthcoming decades.
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